
In the Matter of: 

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
APR 2 2008 

PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMMISSION 

APPLICATION OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY ) 
WATER DISTRICT FOR APPROVAL OF ) CASE NO. 2008- 00 I'q 
CONSTRUCTION AND ISSUANCE OF A ) 
CERTIFICATE OF CONVENIENCE ) 

AND NECESSITY FOR THE PURCHASE ) 
AND INSTALLATION OF AUTOMATED ) 
METER READING EQUIPMENT ) 

APPLICATION 

Northern Kentucky Water District (NKWD), by counsel, petitions for an order 

approving the acquisition and installation of automated meter reading equipment pursuant 

to KRS 278.020. 

In support of the application, the following information is provided: 

1. NKWDs office address is 2835 Crescent Springs Rd., Erlanger, KY 41018- 

0640. Its principal officers are listed in its current Annual Report on page 6, which is filed 

with the Commission as are its prior years Reports; 

2. NKWD is a non-profit water district organized under Chapter 74 and has no 

separate articles of incorporation; 

3. A description of NKWDs water system and its property stated at original cost by 

accounts is contained in its 2006 Annual Report, which is incorporated by reference. The 

2007 Report will be filed by May 1,2008 and will be filed as Exhibit E when available. I _- 



4. NKWD serves retail customers in Kenton, Boone and Campbell Counties and 

sells water at wholesale to non-affiliated water distribution systems in Kenton, Boone, 

Pendleton and Campbell Counties. 

5. It proposes to acquire and install automated meter reading equipment as 

described in Exhibit A. The facilities include approximately 81,000 transmitters and 

antenna as well as related equipment and software. (Because no construction is involved 

Maps, Plans and Drawings for the facilities are not applicable. Specifications and Bid 

Documents are provided in Exhibit A). The District is financing the estimated $7,500,000 

cost with $800,000 approved in Case No. 2005-00148 (exhibit 0, project 104) and 

$800,000 approved in Case No. 2007-00135 (exhibit 0, project 106). The remaining $5.9 

million will be financed with Bond Anticipation Notes (BANS) or a low interest loan from 

the Kentucky Infrastructure Authority. The District has applied for the loan, but has not 

received notice of approval. 

6. The construction is in the public interest and is required to allow NKWD to 

continue to provide adequate service to its customers. The project will provide enhanced 

meter reading and customer service options. The project, its cost, need and other details 

are contained in Exhibit A. 

7. The total project cost is approximately $7,5000,000. See Exhibit A. 

8. Easements and rights of way are not required, see Exhibit B. 

9. This service will not compete with any other utility in the area. 

I O .  The proposed project, identified in Exhibit A, is scheduled to begin construction 

on PSC approval, estimated to be June, 2008 and be completed within one year. Board 

approval of the project was given on March 24, 2008, attached as Exhibit C. Bid 

information is included with Exhibit C. Bids expire on May 15, 2008. 
___ 



11. No new franchises are required. No DOW permit is required. See Exhibit B. 

12. Construction descriptions are in Exhibit A and Bid Documents. Facts relied on 

to justify the public need are included in the project descriptions in Exhibit A. Based on 

the analysis included with Exhibit A, the installation of the automated facilities will result in 

significant monetary savings to the District. 

13. Maps of the area showing location of the proposed facilities are in Exhibit A. 

14. The construction costs will be funded by the 2006 Bonds, 2007 BAN and KIA 

loan or additional BANS. 

15. Estimated operating costs for operation and maintenance, depreciation and 

debt service after construction are shown in Exhibits A and D. 

16. A description of the facilities and operation of the system are in Exhibit A. 

17. A full description of the route, location of the project, description of construction 

and related information is in Exhibit A. 

18. The start date for construction; proposed in-service date; and total estimated 

cost of construction at completion are included in Exhibit B. 

19. CWlP at end of test year is listed in Exhibit E. 

20. Plant retirements are listed in Exhibit B and E. No salvage values are included 

as booked. 

21. The use of the funds and need for the facilities is justified based on a the 

engineering report included as Exhibit A 

22. No rate adjustment is being proposed. 

23. The following information is provided in response to 807 KAR 3001 (8): 

a. Articles of Incorporation - None. NKWD is a statutorily created water 

district under KRS Chapter 74; 



24. The following information is supplied pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001(9): 

a. Facts relied upon to show that the application is in the public interest: 

See Exhibit A. 

25. The following information is provided as required by 807 KAR 3001 (1 1): 

a. A general description of the property is contained in the Annual Report, 

Exhibit E. 

b. No stock is to be issued; No bonds are to be issued in this case; 

c. There is no refunding or refinancing; 

d. The proceeds of the financing are to construct the property described in 

Exhibit A 

e. The par value, expenses, use of proceeds, interest rates and other 

information is not applicable because no bonds are being issued at this time. 

26. The following exhibits are provided pursuant to 807 KAR 5:OOl (1 1)(2): 

a. There are no trust deeds. All notes, indebtedness and mortgages are 

included in Exhibits F and G. 

b. Property is to be constructed is described in Exhibit A. 

27. The following information is provided pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001(6): 

a. No stock is authorized. 

b. No stock is issued. 

c. There are no stock preferences. 

d. Mortgages are listed in Exhibit F. 

e. Bonds are listed in Exhibit F. 

f. Notes are listed in Exhibit F. 

g. Other indebtedness is listed in Exhibit F. 



h. No dividends have been paid. 

i. Current balance sheet; income statement and debt schedule are attached 

as Exhibit G. 

k. The facilities being constructed will be reflected in USoA Account 334 

“Meters and Meter Installations” as shown in Exhibit D. 

807 KAR SO01 : 

Section 8(1) 
Full name and post office address of applicant and a 
reference to the particular provision of law requiring Application 
Commission approval. 

Section 8(2) 

Section 8(3) 

Section 9(2) 

The original and 10 copies of the application with an 
additional copy for any party named therein as an Yes 
interested party. 

If applicant is a corporation, a certified copy of the 
Articles of Incorporation and all amendments thereto Mot a corporation 
- or if the articles were filed with the PSC in a prior 
proceeding, a reference to the style and case number 
of the prior proceeding. 

(a) The facts relied upon to show that the proposed 
new construction is or will be required by public Ex. A 
convenience or necessity. 

(b) Copies of franchises or permits, if any, from the 
proper public authority for the proposed new Ex. 
construction or extension, if not previously filed 
with the commission. 

(c) A full description of the proposed location, route, 
or routes of the new construction or extension, Ex. A 
including a description of the manner in which 
same will be constructed, and also the names of 
all public utilities, corporations, or persons with 



whom the proposed new construction or extension 
is likely to compete. 

(d) Three (3) maps to suitable scale (preferably not 
more than two (2) miles per inch) showing the Ex.A 
location or route of the proposed new construction 
or extension, as well as the location to scale of 
any like facilities owned by others located 
anywhere within the map area with adequate 
identification as to the ownership of such other 
facilities. 

(e) The manner, in detail, in which it is proposed to 

(9 An estimated cost of operation after the proposed 

finance the new construction or extension. Application 

facilities are completed. Ex. A and D 

Engineering plans, specifications, plats and report for 

documents prepared by a registered engineer, 
requires that they be signed, sealed, and dated by an 
engineer registered in Kentucky. 

KRS 322.340 the proposed construction. The engineering N/A 

For these reasons, the District requests authorization to construct the facilities and 

any other order or authorization that may be necessary to obtain Commission approval for 

construction. 

Frankfort, KY 40601 

Attorney for Northern 
Kentucky Water District 
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Automated Meter Reading 

Project 184-0311 

P~tDescr i i i t iGn:  

The proposed project includes a retrofit installation of approximately 81,000 transmitters 
and antenna in the meter setting to support an automated meter reading system. Along 
with the transmitters, the reading system consists o f  drive-by radio reading equipment 
and software. 

The estimated cost of  the total project is $7,500,000. 

Bids were opened on September 20,2007. The bids expired March 18,2008 as 
additional time was needed to evaluate the responses. The contractor, Badger Meter, Inc. 
has agreed to extend its bid until May 15,2008 (see attached letter). 



Badger Meter, Inc. 
4545 W. Brown Deer Road 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53223 

P.O. Box245036 
Milwaukee, WI 53224-9536 (414) 355-0400 

March 26,2008 

Northern Kentucky Water District 
Attn: Mark Lofland 
2835 Crescent Springs Road 
Erlanger, KY 4 10 1 8 

Subject: Amendment for Bid for Automatic Meter Reading System 

Dear Mr. Lofland: 

This letter is attached to and becomes a part of our bid to furnish an Automatic Meter Reading 
System. 

Pursuant to our conversation this morning, we agree to extend the pricing on our bid of 
September 20,2007 until May 15,2008. 

In the event you have any questions concerning this bid, please contact me at the above address 
or: 

Telephone - 1-800-876-3837 Exl. 15895 

E-Mail - bids@badgerrneter.com 
Fax - 414-371-5981 

Badger appreciates this opportunity to meet your metering needs. 

Sincerely, 
BADGER METER, INC. 

Pamela G. Stokke-Ceci 
Assistant Secretary 

Enclosures 

mailto:bids@badgerrneter.com


Date: March 25.2008 

Travelpe casualty and Surtey Campany of Amcrica agms la extend the attackl bid bond to 
Mav 15.200&, 

-._I 

Tracy K. ktthews: Attorney-In-Fact 



r WARNING THIS POWER OF ArtORNEY IS INVALID WITHOUTTHE RED BORDER 

POWER OF ATTORNEY 
parmlngton mwrlty Company 

216337 At!nmey.h Faol No. 

KNOW ALL MEN SY m Z  PRFSENTS: That Seaboarrl Surcty Company is a wqmratiorn duly oFgmiu?d undcs b e  laws 0 t h  Slate of New York, lhal S f  Paul 
PLC and Mariuc Ins?rance Company. St. Paul G d i a n  lnsuraoct Company and St. Paul Msmq l-pnce Cmptiy we carpwtiom duly organized undu the 1nws 
of me Slaw of Minnmofp, that i%'uingmn Casudiy Cornpary, Travelera CssualiY a d  SUXQ Company, wd Travelers CMualty end Surtly Company of Amuica w 
coxpnfalions duly O I a a J l k d  Under thc laws of ulc SUIe of ConnEXticuh that UniW Staios Fidelity and Fuaranty Compmy is a CCWrnlion duly organid under the 
Isws of ihe State of Maryfaod. rhai Fiddity and Guaranty IwUraDce C m p y  is a cocimmtion duly organitmi undsr the laws of the Sole of Iowa, and that Fidelity and 
Ouanmaniy I n m p k  UmterwriDrs. he .  is a corpotscion duly orgaoized uhdcr the laws of the Stsu of Wisconsin (herein collcctivcly called the "Clomganies"). and that 
the Comp&es do hmby make. conshtc  and appoint 

Danid J. Kwiecinski. DMi& J. Sapiro, Kathleen A. C r q .  Kahleen A. Yoss, Wendy S. MiIler. Lisa M. Sl8kCS. andTracy K. Matthews 

By: 

5 W - 0 6  Printed In U S A  

I WARNING: THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY lS INVALID W I W O ~  THE RED BORDER 



1 U RDER 

This POWE, of Attorttry is prmed under asd by the authority uftnc following nsolulionr adopted by tix Roalylr of Dilrclurs of F,dn&lon Cnauulty Company. Pidcliiy 
md Cuaranfy Insurance Coinpany, Fidelity and Cuannty hrmcl:  Undcwribm, Inc.. Sesboard Surety Company, S1. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, 
S r  Wul Guardian Insurance Company, St. Paul Mercury l&$utence Company. ‘ibvellcrs CamdIy and Surety Company. Travelws Cnaually and Surety Comrmy of 
America, snd Unitcd States Rdciity and Guaranty Company. which resolution8 we now in full Force and cffcct. reading as follows: 

RESVLVED. that the Chaimm, tho Redden& my Wce.Chaimso. any Executive Vice Presidenl, any Senior Vice fddcni. any vice ReSidenL any Second Vice 
Pmidcn\ thc ’Reaswer, any ASsislanf Treasurer, lhe Co- S m l w  or any A s n h t  Secreiary may appoinl Aitorneys-in-Fact snd Agents to m for and on hehaif 
of thc Company and may give such xppinvr such authority as his or her ceniflcare of authoiily may pr-k to sign With the Company’s name and sea  with $e 
Cornpay’s real bnndn. reeognizsncei. contract% of indemnity, and other writings UbliguWry in thc natorc of a bond, recognizance, or condifion:d unden&g. and my 
of $&id O % ~ R  or tiie E d  of Zntiors 01 any timc may mmwc any such appcintee and revoke the pawcr $vcn him or htr, and it is 

FURTHER RESOLVED, 1haI the Chairman. the Piedidens any Wffi Chaimtan, any Brccutjve Vice President, my Senior Wc. h d d c n t  or my  Vico Wridenl may 
dclcgsw all or any part of the forewiw authority to oat or morc officm or cnwloyces of this Company. provided (hut cwh such dclcgstion is in writing and a copy 
lhere~f is filed in thc office of lho Sccrctary: and il is 

fiuRTHE!R RESO1,VED. rhar sny WnJ, wognizanEe. convact Of indemnity. Or writing obligslory in tho naure of a bond, recognizance. or conditional u n d d n g  
shall tm valid and hindkg upan $lie Company when (a) signed by the Ptesillcnl. w y  Vice Chairman, my Executive Vice President. any Senior Vue President Or any Vim 
Pmideoi. m y  Second Woe I’mridonL the Trcssurcr, any Assistml Tleasurer. the Cotiwtdo Swrelivy or m y  Adstant Secretary and duly a t l e d  and sed& with 16e 
Company’s sed by jl S m t W  UT &miRtanl Swrcfa~y: OI (b) duly exesuted (under seal. if requid) by mt w m m  Anomeys-in-Pact and Agenu pnuanl to h e  pwttr 
prescribed in his or her nnifiaate or their ceniticcatca of autharity or by one or more Company onlccrs pumant to B wn’tten delegation of authority: md il ir 

FURTHER RESOLVED, thal the signalwe ot ruoh ot thc follming officers: ~ s i d c n t ,  any Executive Vice Prerident, any Senior Vice Resident. any Vice Resident, 
any Assislanl Vice President. any Sent;tary, m y  Assistant Scomtsry, and the scal of the Company mi\y ba fi4 by facaimilc to my pwcr  of awmey or 10 any 
ccnificats relating thcmo appcinting Resident Ylce Presidenu, Resident AIirirtant Sccretariss or Attorneys.in.Fact for p u p s e s  only uf wwuting and “ w i n g  bonds 
and undcnakingr md other writings obligatq, in Ihc mmrc thcrcof. and my such pwcr of 8nmey or cenifIcate be&ng such facaimilc sip- or facaimilc xai #hall 
bo volid and binding upan thc Company and any such power so secured and &lid by nuoh faciimilc signamre and facsimile seal shall bt: “slid wd binding MI Ihc 
Company in Ihr futm wirh naprt to any bond or undenlandin@ to which it is aiiehed. 

I, Kod M. Johansoti, Ihe undersigned. ASSimni Se4rctary, of Fmington Cmualv Company, Pidelity and Cunrnnty Inrurancc Company, Fidelity and Guaranty insurana 
Undcmriters. lnc., Seaboard Surcty &IIpmyq SL Paul 
Company, Travelers Casually and Sum17 Company, Ravelem 
ccnify that Ihc ahove and foregoing is a Vue and c o m t  copy 
revoked. 

IN TESTIMONY WmREOF, I have hmunw ML my hand 
~~ 

K d  M. J o h d A m i s t a n t  Secretary- 

TO vcdfv thc nuthentidy of this P w e r  of Anorney, call 1-8M).421-3880 or contact UII at wvw.wpaulmvelerski?nd.com Pleuu. rick w the Attorney-In-Fact nuntbcr, 
the abwe.named individuslti and thr drtals of the bond 10 which UPF power is a m h u t  

__ - 

WARNING fwlS POWER OF ATlDRNEY IS INVALID WITHOUT M E  RED BORDER 
I 

http://wvw.wpaulmvelerski?nd.com
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

7 1. Executive Summary 

A. Background 
HDR was engaged by Northern Kentucky Water District (District or NKWD) to conduct a meter 
reading feasibility study. NKWD Management, mindful of the District's Mission, Vision, and 
Values, wanted to ensure that its meter reading operations, and any investment in meter 
reading technology would provide the best overall solution, consistent with the District's long- 
range, strategic planning efforts. HDR was retained to provide the District with an independent, 
objective assessment of the NKWDs current meter reading operation to: 

k Measure meter reading performance 

k Present a comparison of meter reading alternatives 

k Recommend the most efficient, cost effective meter reading system 

B. Study Approach 
The study was conducted in four phases: 

1. Assessment of NKWDs current meter reading operation 
2. Presentation of current and future meter reading technologies 
3. Analysis of alternatives 
4. Recommendations of preferred meter reading approach 

Assessment of the District's current meter reading operation was conducted through meetings 
with NKWD Management, interviews of key personnel impacted by meter reading activities, 
analysis of NKWD meter reading and billing operating and financial data, and benchmark 
comparisons to local and national water utilities. 

After performing the assessment, HDR presented four meter reading alternatives to NKWD 
Management for preliminary consideration. These alternatives - presented in no particular order 
of preference - were: 

J Touch read 
J Walk-by radio frequency automatic meter reading (Walk-by AMR, or Walk-by) 

J Drive-by radio frequency automatic meter reading (Drive-by AMR, or Drive-by) 

J Fixed Network radio frequency automatic meter reading (Fixed Network AMR, or 
Fixed Network). 

__.__., 
-I 

- 
, 

Section I Page 2 of 46 



Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

Analysis of these alternatives was conducted after several discussions and meetings with 
NKWD Management. It was mutually agreed that HDR should conduct cost-model comparisons 
of four different scenarios over both a I O  and 15-year planning horizon. The cost comparison 
was conducted using a net present value (NPV) cost model developed specifically for the 
District''). In each of the four scenaiios, AMR alternatives were compared against a District-wide 
touch read system. The four scenarios analyzed are presented below. 

Scenario 1 : Invest in AMR while maintaining current meter readinglbilling frequencies, and 
the current IO-year testlmeter replacement schedule over 10 and 15-year planning horizons. 

Scenario 2: Invest in AMR while maintaining current meter readinglbilling frequencies with 
an accelerated 3-year AMR deployment schedule over 10 and 15-year planning horizons. 

Scenario 3: Invest in AMR while adopting monthly readinglbilling for all accounts, through 
the current IO-year testlmeter replacement schedule over 10 and 15-year planning horizons. 

Scenario 4: Invest in AMR while adopting monthly readinglbilling for all accounts through 
an accelerated 3-year AMR deployment schedule over 10 and 15-year planning horizons. 

Before moving to the presentation of findings and recommendations, it is important to note an 
important item about HDRs analysis that makes it different than other meter reading alternative 
studies. HDR has prepared a cost analysis of meter reading, and does not considering any 
revenue gains from replacing meters. Most other studies of this kind give credit to meter reading 
for gains in meter accuracy. This credit is not appropriate when deciding upon meter reading 
technology, especially when considering that the District has an aggressive meter replacement 
program already in place. With this being said, HDR does believe that if a utility is changing out 
meters, in most cases, it is acceptable if not prudent to install AMR technology. 

HDR also felt a meter reading cost-based approach was appropriate for the District as it has a 
very good meter replacement program, and it appears there would be little gain in revenue from 
meter replacement. The one exception to this would be the City of Newport which is scheduled 
for meter replacement within the next two years. 

Another item to note is that this analysis does not consider most of the soft cost (and benefits) 
that might be attributed to AMR. These could include reduction in calls to customer service, 
improved collection rates, decreased delinquency rates, and enhanced customer service. The 
main reason for excluding these soft costs (and benefits) is the lack of documented empirical 
evidence to quantify the impact of AMR in this area. 

C. Analysis and Findings 
Before presenting the results of the analysis, a presentation of major assumptions and a brief 
description on how the model works are appropriate. It is assumed that the entire system will be 
touch read at the beginning of the planning period; meter growth in the District will be 1.3% over 
both the 10 and 15-year planning horizons; labor related costs (salary and benefits) will increase 
more rapidly than technology costs; and the District's cost of capital (discount factor) is 6% as 
explained in footnote (1). 

x. 
- 

.\ .... . .  .." 
/ 

' In this case, net present value is the future cost of meter reading operations and capital investment presented in current dollars. It 
takes into account the time value of money where in order to have $1.06 available to pay for operations and capital one year from 
today, the District would need to invest $1.00 at 6% annual interest. The model extends this concept by caiculating the amount of 
money, invested at an annual rate cf 6%, needed today to cover meter reading operations and capital costs over both 10 and 15- 
year planning horizons. 

j,,s i 
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- 
$25,667,564 Current reading and billing, 15-year 

horizon, 3-year AMR deployment 

Figure 2 shows annual operating costs of the four meter reading alternatives. It is important to 
note that while Touch Read offers the lowest NPV cost, it is not the lowest annual operating cost 
alternative. Inspection of Figure 2 shows that Touch Read has the highest annual operating cost 
of any alternative through the entire planning horizon (both 10 and 15-year). In fact, by the end 
of the 15-year planning horizon Drive-by total annual cost is about $500,000 less than Touch 
Read. 

This result occurs due to the fact that as the number of meters increases, more FTE's will be 
required to provide meter reading services using the Touch Read system. With AMR, no new 
employees need to be hired to read the expanded District. Also as the length of the planning 
horizon increases, the impact caused by the faster escalating labor costs becomes apparent. 

Annual Meter Reading Operating Costs 
(Current ReadinglBiiling) 

$29,461,657 $27,9761 19 $29,252,679 

Section I 

Figure 2 
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

Month'y reads, 
AMR deployment 
Monthly reads* 15-year horizon' 
AMR deployment 
Month'y reads* 3-year 
AMR deployment 
Monthly reads, 15-year 3-year 
AMR rinnlovmnnt 

Scenarios 3 and 4 -. 

$39,549,979 $42,366,256 $40,124,769 $41,679,352 

$58,840,335 $60,397,229 $56,444,969 $57,829,536 

$39,549,979 $41,964,215 $38,725,634 $40,173,984 

$58,840,335 $59,985,342 $55,029,189 $56,305,748 

The next two scenarios consider meter reading costs associated with monthly meter reading. 
Discussions with NKWD Management revealed that the District may be considering moving to 
monthly meter reading and billing. Figure 3 presents the NPV cost comparisons for monthly 
meter reading and billing frequency considering both a IO-year and an accelerated AMR 
deployment. 

Inspection of Figure 3 reveals that Drive-by is now the lowest NPV cost alternative for three of 
the four comparisons, and Fixed Network is the second least cost alternative. Over a 15-year 
planning horizon, Drive-by and Fixed Network are significantly less than Touch Read. The 
reason this occurs is that when increasing meter reading and billing frequency, the District will 
need to hire as many as three times the number of meter reading FTEs to support monthly 
meter reading. AMR technology eliminates the need to hire additional meter reading FTE's 
when increasing meter reading and billing frequency. 

NPV Costs of Scenarios 3 and 4 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 presents the annual operating costs of the four meter reading alternatives for scenarios 
3 and 4. Inspection of Figure 4 shows that Touch Read has the highest annual operating cost of 
any alternative through the entire planning horizon (both 10 and 15-year). In fact, by the end of 
the 15-year planning horizon Drive-by total annual cost is about $1,500,000 less than Touch 
Read. This result occurs due to the fact that as the District converts to monthly meter reading 
and billing more FTEs will be required to provide meter reading services using the Touch Read 
system. With AMR, no new employees need to be hired to read the expanded District. Also as 
the length of the planning horizon increases, the impact caused by the faster escalating labor 
costs becomes apparent. The cost savings associated with Drive-by and Fixed Network are 
even greater as the impacts of inflation and customer growth are considered over a longer 
planning horizon. 

Annual Meter Reading Operating Costs 
(Monthly ReadinglBilling) 

Section i 

Figure 4 
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

A ranking of the analysis results of the four scenarios is presented in the table below. A rank of 
1 indicates the lowest NPV cost alternative. Touch Read is the lowest cost alternative in five of 
the eight comparisons. Reviewing this table reveals that Drive-by AMR is the lowest cost 
alternative in three of the eight comparisons, and is the second lowest cost alternative in the 
remaining five. Fixed Network systems are ranked as the second lowest cost alternative under 
two of the four monthly meter reading analyzes. 

Cost Ranking of Meter Reading Alternatives 

1 

Figure 5 

While it appears that Touch Read is the least cost, and subsequently the best meter reading 
alternative for the District, NKWD should strongly consider the annual operating costs of each 
meter reading alternative. As pointed out previously, Touch Read has the highest annual 
operating cost of any alternative. 

D. Recommendation 

The following recommendation is made after assessment of current NKWD operations; 
comparison of four meter reading alternatives over 10 and 15-year planning horizons 
considering IO-year and a 3-year accelerated AMR deployment; along with extensive 
discussions and interviews with NKWD Management and employees. HDR recommends that 
the District move toward either a Drive-by or Fixed Network radio frequency AMR system. 
Further, HDR suggests  that the District undertake an accelerated deployment of AMR 
over 3 years in order to realize the greatest cost savings. These recommendations may 
need to be tailored to conform to the District’s budgetary constraints. Generally, HDR 
presents the following advantages to either a Drive-by or Fixed Network AMR system. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Allows the District to reduce manpower thereby gaining better control over escalating 
labor costs. 

Employs technology to meet the resource needs created by an increasing customer 
base 

Provides flexibility to increase meter reading and billing frequency without adding 
employees 

Presents the potential to increase revenue and improve customer service 

Enhances the capability to perform consumption analysis, peaking trends, and improved 
distribution modeling. 
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The next step in this process would be to develop specifications and solicit Drive-by and/or 
Fixed Network AMR proposals from meter reading vendors. Vendors should be asked to 
complete proposals for both a selective and accelerated system-wide AMR deployment. While 
HDR is confident that AMR is the best meter reading alternative for the District, it is not in a 
position at this time to determine which AMR sysiem or vendor provides the best solution. This 
determination can only be accomplished after reviewing proposals and pricing from meter 
reading vendors. HDR suggests the following general procurement and implementation 
approach. 

e Allow one Bid package to address both Drive-by and Fixed Network radio frequency 
solutions increasing competition and allowing creative alternatives. 

The Bid and vendor selection process should stress the value of open architecture. 
Reading system should be able to read multiple makes of meters, while minimizing RF 
device inventory requirements. 

From now until the AMR solution decision is made, the District should continue with its 
current meter replacement program using AMR compatible meters while reducing the 
current meter inventory. 

Once an AMR technology solution decision is made, establish a team to identify and 
implement strategies that will maximize this AMR investment. 

By following these recommendations, HDR is confident that NKWD will install, and operate the 
lowest cost meter reading system that meets the future needs and requirements of the District. 

E. Acknowledgement 
HDR wishes to acknowledge the contributions made by the NKWD staff members and their 
valuable assistance to the consulting team. Their participation, guidance and oversight was 
much appreciated. HDR looks forward to providing any additional services required by the 
District in implementing the above noted recommendations. 
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I t .  Assessment of NKWD Meter Reading Operations 

A. Introduction 
The objective of this study was to provide Northern Kentucky Water District (District) with an 
assessment of current meter reading practices, and an analysis of various meter reading 
technologies. While there were no apparent, immediate concerns or issues, the District wanted 
a guide to ensure that its current, and more importantly, future meter reading process provided 
the most cost effective and reliable results to its customers. The first phase of this study was an 
assessment of the current meter reading process; the results of which are presented in this 
Section. 

B. NKWD Meter Reading History 
The Northern Kentucky Water District has for a number of years engaged in an aggressive 
meter testing and change-out program. In addition, the District has embraced advancements in 
meter technology moving to the current touch read system to offset the demand of an ever 
increasing number of active accounts. There are presently only 11% of the District's meters that 
are not read through touch read technology. Many of these accounts have meters located inside 
a customer's home. 

Touch read technology was implemented by the District through several different programs. 
First, touch read was installed through the District's routine meter change-out program. The 
Public Service Commission of Kentucky requires that residential meters be removed and tested 
every ten ( I O )  years. Through this testing NKWD found the older meters in the service area 
generally loose a certain level of accuracy. When meters were pulled and tested, NKWD installs ,,:. 

.. - . . touch-read technology. 

The second touch read implementation program came through the acquisition of other smaller 
water utilities. In many cases meter change-out, maintenance, and testing were usually 
neglected. In these'cases new meters were installed with touch read capability. 

A third program was implemented by District staff that realized the practice of retaining and 
using a homeowner's key enhsted to the care of the District was more of a liability than benefit. 
To eliminate this liability, a large-scale meter change-out utilizing touch read meters was 
undertaken so that these keys could be returned to the homeowner. 

A forth program was undertaken to respond to "confined space" regulations. The District 
replaced or converted larger meters with touch read technology so that employee's no longer 
had to enter into a large vault or meter pit to collect readings. 

The end result of the use of the touch-read technology has been the reduction of meter reading 
staff by fifty percent (50%) over the last eight to ten years. This staff reduction has occurred 
while the District has grown significantly. Another benefit of touch read is a substantial increase 
in productivity and meter reading accuracy. Productivity has risen from 150 meters to 
somewhere between 400 and 500 meter readings per day with a reading accuracy of over 99%. 
Combined with the reduced liability of managing thousands of home-owners keys, and 
eliminating confined space entries, adoption of touch read technology has been successful. 

In keeping with its mission, NKWD is looking into the next meter reading technology-automatic 
meter reading (AMR). AMR meters have been introduced into the system with some success, 
but the installations have been too few and far between to measure its true benefit. The current 

,a.,.i .~ . 
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AMR meters installed are read using a hand-held device.with limited transmitter range. Clearly, 
these meters are faster to read than touch read, but the main reason for these installations was 
employee safety. Current AMR installations are concentrated in heavy traffic areas so that 
employees do not have to stop on busy routes to collect readings. NKWD is aware that major 
technology advancements have occurred in AMR that improve its performance and reliabi!ity. 

C. Current Process and System 
Meter Reading Process 
There are currently over 79,630 meters that must be read regularly to prepare customer 
invoices. Roughly 60% of these meters are manufactured by Sensus Metering Systems, Inc. 
with the remainder manufactured by Neptune Technology Group, Inc. Approximately 97% of 
these accounts are read quarterly with the remainder read monthly. 

NKWD employees collect over 345,700 meter readings per year as shown in Figure 6 below. 
Meter readings are taken by two different groups within NKWD: Meter Reading and Field 
Service. 

The Meter Reading Group is responsible for the regular quarterly and monthly reads. Meter 
Readers capture over 336,400 meter readings in support of customer invoicing. There are five 
full-time Meter Readers capturing regular meter readings. When not gathering routine meter 
readings, meter readers assist with customer requested meter readings and other activities. 

In addition to these regular readings, N W D  takes customer requested meter readings. These 
customer requested readings are for account closings (final reads), and billing disputes. It is 

. . ~ .  . astimated .that the District responds to over 9.,300 customer. requested readings. The Field 
Service Group handles customer requested readings in addition to its other duties such as 
meter installations, service disconnections, collections, and customer leak detection. There are 
eight Field Service Representatives that respond to customer requested meter readings, but on 
average, two or three Field Service Representatives are performing this task on a daily basis. 

r- ' . 

j-. 

-_ 

Total Annual Meter Readings 

Figure 6 
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/-- In total, there are seven full-time equivalent employees (FTE’s) providing meter reading services 
throughout NKWD as shown in the table below. 

Full-time Equivalent Meter Reading Personnel . 
.~ . 

Figure 7 

Meter Reading Sys ~ r n  
NKVVD captures meter readings through four different reading methods: manual, pin, touch- 
read, and automatic meter reading (AMR). The vast majority of NKWD meters are read through 
an encoder register connected to a touch pad using a Sensus hand-held interrogator 
(interrogator). The interrogator reads both the Sensus and Neptune meters. There are 
approximately 64,770 touch-read meters in the system. 

Next in number are manual reads. There are approximately 8,000 accounts that are read 
manually. These readings are recorded .by Meter Readers keypunching the’reading manually 
into the interrogator. The District is on schedule to upgrade these manual reads to touch-read 
by the end of 2006. 

Pin reads are third in number with almost 6,500 accounts read in this manner. Located in the 
City of Newport, these meters with pin reads are scheduled to be replaced in the next two years. 

. . The fewest ~number of accounts are read using the Sensus’ AMR RadioRead “.System.. -Meter 
readings are captured using a hand-held, radio interrogator. The reading is sent through a meter 
interface unit (MIU, called MXU by Sensus) connected to an encoder register. There are 360 
AMR-MXU meters concentrated in the newer monthly sub-district section of the District. 

.,- 

Accounts by Meter Reading Type 

Figure 8 

The reading process for all types of reads is straight-forward, and follows a series of relatively 
simple steps. First the account information is retrieved from the District‘s customer information 
system (CIS). Next the account information is transferred in batch form to a PC running Sensus 
AutoRead Software (Sensus PC). This software takes the CIS account information, and 
“reconfigures” it so that it can be uploaded to the Interrogators. It should be noted that all meter 
read types are loaded to the hand-held in this manner. 

The meter reader then takes the loaded interrogator and captures the meter reading. Once 
finished reading, all the captured meter reading information is downloaded from the interrogator 
back into the Sensus PC. The meter reading information is then configured into a batch file to 
be transferred back to the CIS where it will be used to prepare regular customer invoices. 

_- 
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The process just described is carried out on a daily basis. The number of accounts loaded into 
the interrogator typically represents one day’s work for a meter reader. 

Customer requested meter reads are conducted differently. A Service Order is created by 
Account Service, and forward to the Field Services group. A Field Service Representative takes 
the Service Order and takes a meter reading using a Sensus PockeiPro interrogator. Tnis 
device does not hold the meter readings as in the case of the hand-held interrogator. The meter 
reading is recorded on the Service Order, and the Service Order is returned to Account Service 
Account Service uses the reading to prepare a final bill, make a customer billing adjustment, or 
respond to a customer inquiry. It should be noted that since the meter reading is recorded 
manually - both by the Field Service Representative and Account Service, there is an increased 
chance for mistakes 

D. Productivity and Cost 
Productivity 
Water utility touch-read averages vary depending upon population density, service territory 
topography, and touch pad location. Taking these variables into consideration, it would be 
expected that NKWD Meter Readers would average between 300 and 600 meter readings per 
day. Based on meter reading productivity records, meter readers record on average between 
400 to 500 reads per day. By this measure, the District‘s meter reading performance is in-line 
with water utility touch-read averages 

Field Service productivity is more difficult to compare as there is less industry information 
available. The number of field service calls per day is also impacted by population density, 
topography, and touch-pad location. Added to these variables are complexity of the service call 
and location of the service work. For example some utilities require that afinal meter reading be 
taken from the meter not just through the touch-pad. Also billing disputes may require visual 
inspection, and reading of the meter. 

Considering these variables it would be expected that NKWD Field Service Representatives 
should make 18 to 30 meter-related service calls each day Review of records and discussion 
with the Field Service Representative Supervisor indicates approximately 25 field service calls 
are made on average per day. Again the District is in-line or above water utility productivity 
averages. A summary of meter reading and field service activity is presented below. The water 
utility averages presented are based upon HDR’s experience, data from meter reading vendors, 
and operating statistics from other water utilities. 

Industry Comparison to NKVVD Meter Reading Productivity 

/- 

Per Field __- Service Call Producilvhy ~- I 18 - - 30 12-24 - -- 
Figure 9 
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cost /--- 

Reading, Field Service, and Account Service operating costs per meter read were calculated by 
dividing the respective component of the District's 2005 Fiscal Year Budget, by the number of 
annual meter readings and field service readings previously presented. The following table 
displays the cost analysis results. 

NKWD Average Cost per Meter Reading 

* Field Service Call budget is assumed to be 25% of total Field Service's annual budget 
*Account Service budget assumes tiiat wok is directly related to meter reading or field service meter reading calls. 

Figure 10 

Comparison of meter reading cost must be carefully made as the impacts on meter reading and 
field service productivity vary greatly from system to system. Wth'this being said, the Distkt's 
cost per regular meter reading is at the low end of the municipal water utility range of $0.90 to 
$1.25. A comparison of field service cost per read cannot be provided as there is not enough 
detailed municipal utility information to separate these costs. The District's total cost per read of 
$5.72 compares very favorably to other municipal utilities. HDR has seen costs ranging from as 
low as $4.50 ranging to $10.00 or more per read. 

E. Employee Interviews 
HDR interviewed selected employees that are most impacted by meter reading, and customer 
requested field service readings. The interviews were conducted on March 22, 2005; results 
were consolidated; and then presented to the interview participants on March 23. Each 
consolidated item was discussed by the group after which time a ranking of priorities/concerns 
was conducted by allowing each interviewee to cast a vote or votes for the areas of greatest 
concern. 

The purpose of these interviews was to identify concerns or problems not identified through 
HDR's assessment. The interviews also provide an opportunity for those employees most 
affected by meter reading and field service calls to "weigh-in" on the process. A summary of the 
items of greatest concern are presented below. The full results of these interviews are 
presented in the Meeting Notes contained in Appendix A. 

There were four major service performance areas around which concerns or problems were 
grouped. They were: Meter Management, Meter Reading, Customer Service and Billing, and 
General. The top priority or priorities in each of these performance areas along with the number 
of votes received are presented in the table below. 

/--, 

. 
. .  . .  .~ 
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Summary of Employee Meter Reading Priorities 

Meter Reading 

.. * .. 
I 11 1 e a g e m e c t l  . Need to replace Newport me@ ' . - .___ 

8 Standardization of meter reading 
equipmeniliechnology 

Figure 11 

Review of this table indicates that employees impacted by meter reading and field service 
readings are eager to seek standardization of meter reading technology that is implemented in 
the most cost affective manner. They also are looking for a meter reading system that will 
improve productivity through realignment of meter routes, and the reduction of time to complete 
f~eid'~ieriiice^calls. An interesting off-shoot is the GIs mapping of met& I o c a f i o r i s ~ ~ ~ ~ l e  ' 

installing a new meter reading system will not automatically result in GIS mapping of meters, the 
task can be easily incorporated into the installation of any new meter reading devices. Two 
major benefits of mapping include better tracking and location of meter assets, and enhanced 
productivity for meter repairs and installation. 

F. Benchmark Comparison 
Benchmarking is a useful management guidance tool, but needs to be approached with caution. 
There are many areas of variability between water utilities. Meter location, geography, 
topography, weather, costs and standards of living are just some of the variables that can affect 
the validity of benchmarking comparisons. 

National Benchmark Comparison 

For a national benchmark comparison, HDR referenced results of a recent survey conducted by 
the Ascent Group in 2004. The survey was based on the responses of 47 utilities ranging in size 
from 3,750 meters to 4.5 million. The survey was a mix of water/wastewater, gas, and electric 
utilities. In part, the Ascent Group in this benchmarking study was attempting to: 

.f,- ' 

0 

Evaluate meter reading tactics and strategies 

Identify meter reading best practices 

Present the range of meter reading performance 

Reveal how utilities are using technology to reduce costs and improve performance 
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The full white paper presenting the Ascent Group’s results is included as Appendix B only the 
periinent results are summarized here. Best Performing Companies were rated on their relative 
results in delivering low cost meter reading, high productivity and high service (low errors/skips). 
Utilities that were considered Best Performing were also interviewed, and metering practices 
analyzed to identify factors that contribnted to their performance. Following are some of the 
relevant findings the “Best Performing Companies.” 

.i AMR was used selectively to address difficult to access accounts with consideration to 
system-wide implementation in the future. 

It .is important to continuously reorder meter readers routes to achieve optimum 
productivity, especially during AMR system deployment. 

Clear and concise performance measures are essential to maximize meter readers 

Formal and informal incentivelreward programs will encourage improved performance. 

A combination of classroom and on-the-job training allows meter readers to achieve 
standard levels of performance more quickly (60 days as opposed to 80 on average). 

The study participants noted that AMR implementation remains their “top plan for the future”, 
while taking intermediate steps to improve operations. Approximately 30% of the utilities were 
actively pursuing a partial deployment of AMR, whereas 20% were planning a company wide 
ARM program. Of the respondents, 40% of the participants were piloting or investigating AMR 
with the remainder pursuing route optimization strategies. 

r 

’ productivity. 

/--.. 
__I_ Regional Comparison 

~ ~ . ~ . ~ .  

A subey of water utilities operating in closer proximity to the District indicates an almost 
unanimous adoption of AMR. Of the following nine utilities, five either have AMR or are moving 
towards full-scale AMR deployment within the next few years. Two of the utilities are in pilot 
testing, but anticipate full-scale AMR deployment. The remaining two are still using touch read 
systems, and did not indicate a move towards AMR. A summary of this survey is presented in 
the following table 
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Summary of Regional Utility Meter Reading Survey 

112,000 

Boone County 
Water 

Neptune 

Cincinnati Water 

Columbus Water 

Florence Water 

Hamilton, OH 

Indianapolis Water 

KY American 

Louisville Water 

Nashville-Metro 

Terry Masters 

Kevin Moore 

Mike Vance 

Barry Miller 

Katrina Vanderpool 

Vanessa Cook 

Bill Buckner 

Vicky Bauscher 

Gary Ragland 

20,000 Badger 

280,000 Neptune 

800,000 BadgerlAmco 

8,000 Sensus 

25,000 Badger + 300,000 

292,000 1 Neptune 

167,000 Sensus 

Figure 12 

All of their meters are radio read 
except for large meters in pits, they 
are manual read. They use the 
Orion reading system. 

They presently have 100,000 
Neptune AMR units installed with a 
goal of total AMR within the next 
iwo years. 

They use the ITRON reading 
system. They presently read 
quarterly with all of their meters 
being touch read. 

They have around 800 Sensus 
AMR units installed with a goal of 
total AMR within 5 years. 
They are changing their water, gas 
and electric meterto AMR with a 
Roal of total AMR within the next 

They presently read bimonthly with 
all of their meters being read 
manually. 

Two AMR pilots, one with 3,000 
Badger meterslltron MXU's, and the 
other with 14,000 Neptune meters. 
They are looking into all AMR within 
the next 3-4 years. Will use 
Neptune as they thought it 
performed better. 
AMR pilot presently 7,000 meters 
installed; all Neptune. Looking into 
full scale deployment. 
They presently have 50,000 Sensus 
AMR units installed with a goal of 
total AMR within 10 years. 

. .  
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Benchmark Summary 

Based on the results of these national and regional surveys, the movement towards AMR is 
overwhelming with the vast majority of water utilities that are considering a change in meter 
reading process opting for system-wide deployment in five years or less. Regarding best meter 
reading practices, the District is employing several of those noted above, namely selective use 
of AMR technology, meter reading rerouting, and meter reading training. 

While HDR attempted to gather current data on cost per meter reading, the results were too 
widely dispersed to make one-on-one comparisons, due to the lack of standardized formulas 
among utilities. As a result, it was decided not to compare to the cost of the District's current 
meter reading operation to other utilities as this comparison could be misleading. Instead, cost 
comparisons of alternative meter reading methods available to the District are presented in the 
next section 

r 
\ 
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. 111. Comparison of Meter Reading Technologies  
This section of the report reviews the various meter reading technologies available to water 
utilities, and begins with a brief overview of the history of AMR meter reading technologies. It 
follows with discussion of the four most common meter reading approaches. Emerging 
technologies such as electric wire and cable that do not have sufficient market penetration or 
proven field experience will not be discussed in detail. 

A. AMR Historical Overview 
One of the first significant advancements towards automatic meter .reading was the 
development of the remote meter reading system. This enabled the meter reading on the water 
meter register to be recorded via a drive cable or wire to a mechanical totalizer device. This 
device could be installed in a more accessible location than the water meter itself. For inside set 
meters, this meant location on the outside of a building. For pits and vault set locations, this 
meant a location outside of the pit or vault or underneath the lid. This resolved the significant 
increase in access issues caused by fewer residential customers being home during normal 
utility meter reading hours. It also eliminated the problems associated with confined space entry. 

The visual outside reading device had several reliability issues that resulted in the inside meter 
register reading being different than the outside device. Many of these problems stemmed from 
the lack of maintenancehplacement of the outside device. Water intrusion was also a common 
problem particularly in pit situations. As a result of these problems there were minimal 
applications of this technology. 

,. To address the mechanical visual outside reading device problems, a direct outside reading 
system (touch read) was developed. The development of the encoder register, which allowed 
the register to be electronically interrogated, laid the platform for AMR. A reading device was 
plugged into a set of pins or touch pad’containing an induction coil that would capture the 
reading directly from the meter register. These devices also had some problems with bent pins 
or non-numeric characters when the register was interrogated. However, their reliability and lack 
of maintenance requirements made them a popular replacement of the mechanical outside 
reading device. Advances in register sealing systems also enabled these devices to be more 
reliably deployed in pit and vault situations, improving reading productivity and addressing 
confined space issues. 

After the outside reading device, the next most significant advance in automated meter reading 
came with the development of the “electronic” meter reading book. Manual read and early touch 
read systems required writing the meter reading in route books or on mark sense cards. This 
manual entering of readings created opportunities for reading errors. The “electronic” meter 
reading book enabled reading information to be loaded onto these handheld devices and the 
reading information to be captured with little or no human intervention. Manual entry into the 
handhelds resulted in some errors, but significantly less than route books or mark sense cards. 

For touch read systems, handheld devices have progressed to point where readings are 
captured without any meter reading data entry by the meter reader. These devices significantly 
improved the read to bill processing time and reduced reading errors. Though the capture of 
meter reading data was automated, the touch type technology is not considered “automatic 
meter reading”. 
The first commercially viable leap to automatic meter reading came with the development of the 
phone-based meter reading system. Phone read systems are operated as either dial in-bound 
or dial outbound systems. The dial in-bound system was based upon the meter’s interface 
device initiating a call on a pre-programmed basis to the water utility. If the line was in use at the 

.,- 
. , . , . , .. ... 
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time.of the call, it would attempt to call later. Phone company cooperation was not needed for 
this method of reading, and the utility was not charged by the phone company for the call. 

The outbound system approach required the utility to initiate the call to the meter, which was 
done on a pre-programmed automated basis as well. This approach required phone company 
cooperation resulting in an additional charge for phone number administration and call usage for 
each account. 

Phone read technology gained early success for large commercial and industrial accounts that 
needed monthly meter reading, and in utilities that were looking to significantly reduce meter 
reading costs. This technology suffered from perceived privacy issues, and the lack of third 
party cooperation from the phone company. Phone read systems deployment was all but 
eliminated as radio systems and cell phone networks were introduced. into the market. In fact 
many early adopters of the phone read system have converted to or in the process of converting 
to radio frequency AMR systems. 

The next generation AMR system was Radio Frequency (RF). RF systems are currently offered 
as mobile or fixed network. The mobile system enables the meter reader to capture the meter 
reading by driving by or walking by the account. Walk-by systems do not provide significant 
productivity gains over touch read as meter readers must be in close proximity to the meter 
interface unit to "capture" a reading. Drive-by units due to its increased transmitter power and 
driving speed offer significant productivity gains on the order of at least ten times or more 
compared to touch read. 

The fixed network system provides an additional layer of automation in that meter readings are 
brought back directly to the utility on a fixed collection network that is deployed for this specific 

- purpose..-Similar"to phone- read 'sySfems,'so%e.fixed network systems make use of existing 
neworks such as. electric power lines, cell phone, and cable. 

Radio Frequency systems were initially adopted in the gas and electric utility industry because 
gas and electricity rates were 3 to 5 times greater than water rates that prompted movement to 
more frequent meter reading and billing. The same drivers that confronted gas and electric 
utilities have created the need to move to a higher level of reading automation in the water 
industry. As a result, the water industry is now experiencing a higher growth rate in AMR than 
other industries. While RF system meter reading has been available to water utilities for nearly 
15 years, it is only recently that it has become the technology of choice for water utilities. 

Most water utility early adopters of AMR systems were accounts with inside set meters. 
However, in the late 1990's and continuing today, AMR has been adopted by accounts with 
sizable, if not exclusive pit/vault set applications. Mobile RF solutions have been deployed in 
Houston, TX, Richmond, VA, Charlotte, NC, Montgomery, AL, and Memphis, TN to name a few. 
Cincinnati, OH is nearing completion of a mobile RF system implementation. The District of 
Columbia Water and Sewer Authority is wrapping up the largest fixed network deployment in the 
water industry. A fixed network solution is currently underway for Corpus Christie, TX for both 
water and gas meters. Bid specifications have recently been released for Kansas City, MO for 
its 160,000 insideloutside water accounts. Specifications and request for proposals are pending 
for both Henrico County, VA and Atlanta, GA. 

B. Manual Meter Reading 
Manual meter reading requires the meter reader to visually obtain the meter reading directly 
from the meter register located on the meter or from a visual reading device which means the 
meter reader must physically gain access to the meter register or reading device. These 

,. f-. 
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.. . . . . . . , 

readings are typically entered into a handheld ”electronic” meter reading device that downloads 
reading data to the billing system. 

Relative to the other meter reading systems on the market, visual read systems have the lowest 
capital cost. The water meter and standard/generator registers are staples in the industry and 
their manufacture is highly automated. Operating and maintenance cost of this metering system 
is also relatively low. The meter body, regardless of the reading technology is the same 
throughout. The meter itself has a good history of reliability and when failure does occur, it is 
generally more cost effective to replace the meter then it is to repair it. The meter register has 
also increased in reliability with the advancement of sealing techniques. Moisture under the dial 
face, which obscures the meter reading rarely occurs. Operating and maintenance costs do 
increase with the use of the generator register and visual read remotes. 

The low initial capital cost and ongoing operating and maintenance costs of visually read 
systems are greatly offset by the labor cost needed to collect the reading. Productivity rates are 
constrained by.geography, density, access, weather, and most notably by the physical ability of 
the meter reader. Depending upon the system used for processing the meter reading, reading 
errors lead to additional customer service and field costs. Manual systems typically have the 
lowest productivity rates, and highest reading error rates. For industrial and commercial 
accounts, reading productivity, depending on the factors noted above could be in the 50 to 100 
reads per day range, and in some cases require two meter readers in confined space situations. 
For residential accounts, inside set meters with visual remotes would see productivity rates in 
the 350 to 400 reads per day area, whereas pit setting could be in the 300 to 500 range. Any 
increase in meter reading frequency would require a sizeable increase in labor. 

Reliability issues for the manual reading system revolve around the ability of the meter reader to 
gain access to the meter or reading device, and to accurately record the usage, assuming the 
reading device was in sync with the meter register. Lack of access normally results in an 
estimated bill, which can lead to a string of additional services such as billing dispute 
investigation, meter re-read, and re-billing. An inaccurate reading leads to a demand for the 
additional services just noted, and in addition a possible meter test as well. 

.. . 

C. TouchRead 
Touch read systems enable the meter reader to gather the meter reading through an outside 
meter reading device (touch pad) connected to the meter register. Unlike the mechanical, visual 
read remote system, the touch read system allows for direct interrogation of the meter register. 
As with the manual system, the meter reader must visit every account site to obtain the meter 
reading from the touch read device. Readings are collected when contact is made between the 
handheld reading device and the outside reading device (or pad). 

Additional capital costs associated with this reading system are the encoder register and the 
outside reading device The encoder register electronically stores the meter reading and 
provides the current meter reading at time of interrogation. This reading system also provides 
for tamper detection should the wire between the meter’s register and the outside reading 
device be disconnected or cut. 

Many of the same labor costs apply to the touch read system as the manual read system. The 
touch read system, in a pit application will increase reading productivity compared to manual 
read, but the range is limited. Typically a touch read system in a pit application might increase 
productivity in the 10% to 20% range. This range might increase if a high percentage of the pits 
are constantly submerged in water and have to be pumped prior to reading. Further productivity 
may be gained from route optimization and meter reader incentive systems However, the A 
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productivity ceiling is limited, and as the number of meter readings increases, more readers will 
be required, increasing labor costs. 

Operating costs for the touch read system will increase over the manual read system depending 
upon the failure rate of the encoder register. While the encoder register has a decent reliability 
record, there have Seen reported incidences of manufacttiring failuies that hade resuited in non- 
numeric readings. The non-numeric reading does cause an estimated bill to be sent or perhaps 
a re-read. Some utilities have established procedures where a field service call is not made until 
two consecutive non-numeric reads have taken place. Similar to the manual read system, 
anything that results in an estimated bill results in additional customer service cost. 

Touch read systems have proven to be a reliable alternative to the visual outside reading 
device. They have been effective at addressing confined space issues, and the outside reading 
pad is virtually maintenance free with no moving parts. The encoder register provides a stepping 
stone to more automated forms of meter reading discussed below. 

D. Mobile Radio 
The mobile radio system enables the meter reader to collect meter readings while walking or 
driving by a meter equipped with an RF reading device. The mobile reading system requires the 
addition of an RF reading device (also called a meter interface unit or MIU) to the encoder meter 
register. The RF device is powered by a battery, and can either be an absolute encoder or 
digital encoder. The type of encoder might impact the RF device that is used. 

As additional electronic components are added to the metering system, operating and capital 
costs will rise. Electronics have a failure rate, typically in the area of less than 1% per year. 
However, the major operations cost driver for an AMR system is the battery life of the RF 

Additional benefits accrue in situations where the meter life is in lockstep with the RF device life 
so that both the meter and MIU can be replaced at the same time. RF device products are being 
offered with an estimated battery life of 10 to 20 years. Warranty coverage becomes an 
important component of owning and operating an AMR system so it is important to clearly define 
warranty terms ahead of implementation. Additional costs will be involved for coverage beyond 
the standard warranty. 

RF devices operate in two different transmitting modes. Some systems are always transmitting 
and the reading device just happens to ”bump into” the reading signal. These systems have a 
lower production cost because only signal sending electronics is needed. The battery life for 
such products is approximately 10 years, though some companies offer longer battery-life 
guarantees. The other transmitting mode requires the RF device to be “woken up” to transmit 
the meter reading data. The battery life for these systems is in the 18 to 20 year range. These 
systems are generally more expensive because they contain sending and receiving electronics, 
but the additional service life may offset the additional capital cost. 

Operation costs might also include software licensing and upgrade fees, maintenance of 
reading equipment, and FCC licensing fees. Reading systems are offered in both licensed and 
unlicensed frequencies. Unlicensed frequencies operate in the 900 MHz range, and compete for 
space with other RF operated consumer products which may cause some problems in 
“capturing” meter readings. Licensed systems provide the utility with its own unique operating 
frequency that eliminates the interference issues associated with unlicensed frequency, thus 
making the system more reliable. There is an annual fee for these licensed products. Most 
manufacturers will assist with the licensing process. 

./ 

-. -.*, . ., ..device, The longer the battery life and life of the RF device, the more cost effective it becomes. 

. .___ . 
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The meter reading productivity for a mobile RF.system is significantly better than visual or touch 
read systems. The actual productivity achieved by a utility is based upon many, ever-changing 
factors such as meter population density, location of the RF device, weather, temporary 
obstructions, and average driving speed. Typically, drive-by reading productivity has been in the 
range of 5,000 to 10,000 reads per day, but current systems are demonstrating significantly 
higher reading performance. Some ut es read during late evening hours or off peak traffic 
hours to improve reading productivity even more. Given the initial capital cost of a mobile 
collector unit, it is better suited for high volume, repetitive work. 

The RF handheld reading devices have a typical reading productivity of 800 to 1,500 reads per 
day. Typically these devices become part of an AMR strategy used in special and final readings. 
It is typically more cost effective to use the mobile, drive-by collector for routine meter reading 
functions and reserve the special and final readings for the handheld collectors. Special and 
final readings occur at various locations throughout the service territory and may average a few 
hundred per day, depending upon the size of the utility. It may be more cost effective from an 
operations standpoint to have this division of labor and equipment than using a mobile collector. 

AMR reading reliability is in the 98%+ or better. Many specifications have this requirement built 
into the purchase agreement. The initial reading reliability rate may be less during the early 
stages of implementation, normally for non-product related issues. For example meter readers 
getting used to the equipment and reading routes may result in lower reading rates. There may 
be some RF device’location issues that might be affecting the range of the device. This problem 
occurs with higher frequency in large meterhault locations than in residential and small 
commercial accounts. Temporary obstruction issues such as cars parked on or near the RF 
device, or the device being under water will also affect transmission range and the reading rate. 
Such items will need to be addressed and accounted for prior to pursing equipment related 

Following manufacturer’s installation instructions is an important consideration for reading 
reliability, especially in a pit set environment. For cast iron lids, maximum reading range is 
obtained by installing ,the RF device through the lid. If plastic or polymer concrete lids are used, 
the RF device may be installed below the lid without significantly affecting reading range. 
Reading range claims for RF product need to be tempered with how it will actually affect the 
meter reading process. There maybe some degradation in the reading distance over time. 
However, unless the signal strength is so great that it enables the utility to  consistently reduce 
its total drive time or mileage, the extra range may not be operationally beneficial. 

E. Fixed Radio 
Fixed radio systems offer a truly fully automatic meter reading capability. The meter reading is 
“captured through a system of collectors that transmits the meter reading back to the utility 
location. The RF devices are programmed to send the readings to the utility on at least a daily 
basis. 

Additional capital costs for this reading system include an array of collectors and repeaters 
positioned throughout the service territory. The number of collection units required is mainly 
dependent upon the topography of the area. Typically collectors are placed upon public 
buildings, power poles, or water towers. A specialized system server for collecting the reading 
data and software for its operation is needed as well - adding to the initial cost of this option. 

Additional operating costs include FCC licensing fees, cellular fees for the transmission of 
readings from the data collectors to the utility, hardware and software licensing fees and 
memory and software upgrades, if not included in the licensing fees. Optional monitoring fees, 
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where the vendor is replicating the data received by the utility; is an additional .service that is 
available. Depending upon the location of collection units, owners of buildings and power poles 
may require some form of compensation for use of those facilities. 

The reading productivity of the fixed network system is basically unlimited. As long as there is 
sufficient memory and software capacity in the coliection and utility based components, the 
utility can collect as much usage data as it wants without sending a meter reader or other 
personnel into the field. 

Regarding reliability, fixed network systems have the same RF device reliability ratings and 
issues as the mobile systems. During initial project start up, some adjustments may need to be 
made, including relocation of the RF device to get more reliable, consistent readings. Due to 
temporary obstructions, meter readings at a property can be missed for several days. Meter 
reading policies should be established as to when to make an investigative field service call to 
address these missed readings. Non-numeric reads are a siight possibility with fixed network 
systems. 

Communication with the fixed network RF device can be one way or two-way. One way systems 
receive data from the RF device. Two way systems can communicate with the device, for 
example to initiate a demand reading or reprogram the reading frequency. 

F. Technology review 
Near-term 
AMR manufacturers, those that solely manufacture AMR devices, like Itron, Hexagram and 
Datamatic, have been providing devices that are compatible with various metering products for 
many years. Meter manufacturers that have manufactured, or marketed their own line of 
proprietary meter reading products have Keen .branching out to ‘make their RF ‘devices mors 
compatible with other vendors’ meters. Meter manufacturers have also been developing their 
own lines of drive-by and fixed network products in order to add value to their metering product 

.”- 1ine:Meter manufacturers are building more capabilities into their encoder registers to address 
the movement towards fixed network systems. Additional capabilities have also been built into 
some drive-by systems to provide more than a single day’s reading when interrogated. As a 
result, utilities may be offered more equipment choices, and more competitive prices. 

Another promising development is “high powered fixed network systems. These systems result 
in significantly less collection device infrastructure. Depending upon the size and topographical 
conditions of the utility, these fixed network systems may be priced at or close to mobile drive- 
by systems. 

In the near term, the market should still expect a continued level of proprietary products from 
AMR and meter vendors. A certain level of compatibility may exist with some equipment 
manufacturers, but utilities should be cautioned as certain system hardware and software will 
not have a high degree of interoperability. 

Five to ten years 
Even with the advent of “high powered fixed network systems, which is still proprietary there is 
continued movement to making use of existing public networks. Public networks include phone 
lines, cable, power lines, cellular phone, and the Internet. Efforts have been underway on how 
to tap these existing networks cost effectively to offer the utility a more cost-effective AMR 
alternative. Cost effective gateways into these networks are being developed. For example, 
short hop radio that will enable the water meter reading to send its signal to the electric meter 
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r for use by power line carrier systems. Satellite reading systems may be perfected in this time 

It is a difficult choice to decide whether to wait for the "latest and greatest" or make the AMR 
investment now. The consumer electronics market (personal computers, cell phones, MP3 
players, etc.) contributes to this confusion when we observe overnight technology and capabiiiiy 
changes. The analysis conducted in the following section will provide a financial framework for 
this crucial investment decision. 

\ frame as well. 

'i.. 
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IV. Analysis and Findings 
This section of the report will analyze four suggested meter reading alternafives over four 
different scenarios. The relative impacts that various meter reading options have upon the 
District's current meter reading operation will also be addressed. The first part of this section 
focuses on the bigger picture in which this investment decision will be made. 

A. 
Automatic Meter Reading is a significant investment. Complicating this investment decision is 
other challenges confronting the utility that are competing for the same capital dollars. Some of 
these competitive challenges include water quality regulation, infrastructure replacement, 
.security issues, and resource availability. These issues are creating enormous financial, 
management, staffing, and administrative challenges that must be balanced by the municipal 
utility. 

Compounding the investment decision challenge is the issue of rate increases. A recent AWWA 
newsletter published the results of water and wastewater rate increases for 75 utilities from 
1996 to 2004. It showed that water and wastewater rates rose at an annual rate of 8.36% 
compared to the CPI rate of 2.31%. The message is that consumers will be paying a higher 
propoifion of their incomes for water resource sei%ces, and for some customers water usage 
may become an affordability issue. 

More frequent customer billing may help ease this rate shock. The District's rates have 
increased significantly since 1997, and future increases are anticipated to be in the 5 to 6% 
range. The average monthly bill for a residential customer is $26.22 with projected bills 

Funding sources for the capital investments and operation improvements needed to meet these 
challenges is also in question. Even though 90% of respondents to a poll published March 7, 
2005 noted that clean and safe water is a national issue that deserves federal investment, 
federal and state loans, and grant sources may be reduced or eliminated. 

It is clear that the almost all of the funds required to support municipal utility capital investment 
will come from the utility's rate payers. Establishing and maintaining a meaningful, partnering 
relationship with rate payers and local stakeholders might be the best method for receiving the 
resource support needed by the District: An important consideration in making an AMR 
decision, and perhaps a particular AMR investment, is linking the District's Vision, Value, 
Mission and Goals to the features and benefits that AMR has to offer. This may move the AMR 
investment decision from one that is transactional to one that is strategic. As the business case 
model helps build the hard cost justification for AMR, there are also considerable soft cost ar@as 
that deserve consideration such as minimizing liability risk by providing a safer means to collect 
meter readings. 

Transaction Approach vs. Strategic Initiative 

r- 
- anticipated to be in the $33 to $38 range. 
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B. Alternatives Considered 

Four reading alternatives were compared: Touch-read, Walk-by mobile radio frequency (Walk- 
by), Drive-by mobile radio frequency (Drive-by), and Fixed Network radio frequency (Fixed 
Network). A comparison matrix of these alternatives is presented below with Walk-by and Drive- 
by shown as mobile radio 

Cost and General Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives 

r 

\ 

Maintenance service 
contracts for handheld 
readers and reading 
software' Encoder register 
replacement. 

Equipment 

contracts for collection 
devices, reading software 
and programming devices. 
Licensing fees with some 
products. Encoder register 
replacement, RF device and 
collector maintenance 

interface Equipment 

3eading Device 

Hardware Cost 

Installation Cost 

Useful Life 

System Maintenance and 
Operating Costs 

Meter interface unit (MiU)) 
connected to an encoder 
register via wire or integrated 
to meter register. 
Hand-heid interrogator or 
drive-by unit (iaptop) 
MIU: $40 - $100 
Hand-heid: $3500 - $5000 

Approximately 15 to 20 
minutes of labor for pit set 
meters and 30 to 40 minutes 
for inside set meters. Large 

10 to 20 years depending 
upon battery lifelor 

5 years, with extensions at 
higher cost 

Touch pad connected via 
wire to an encoder register 

Hand-held interrogator 

Touch pad: $10-$15 

Approximately 15 to 20 
minutes of labor for pit set 
meters and 30 to 40 minutes 
for inside set meters. Large 
meters higher. meters higher. 

Hand-hdd: $2500 $3000 Drive-by: $25,000 - $40,000 

Basically unlimited replaceable battery. Warranty 

Maintenance service 

Meter interface unit 
connected to an encoder 
register via wire or integrated 
to meter register. 
System of collectors and 
repeaters 

Collectors and repeaters cost 
MIU: $80 - $110 

vary significantly 
Aaoroximatelv 15 to 20 
minutes of labor for pit set 
meters and 30 to 40 minutes 
for inside set meters. Large 
meters higher. 
15 to 20 years depending 
upon battery lifelor 
repiaceable battery. Warranty 
5 years, with extensions at 
higher cost 
Maintenance service 
contracts for collection 
devices, reading software 
and programming devices 
Licensing fees with some 
products. Encoder register 
replacement, RF device and 
coilector maintenance. Fees 
for location of collection 
devices possible and for 
sending readings from 
collectors to utility. 

Figure 13 
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C o s t  and General Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives (continued) 

Pros and Cons 

Advantages 

Disadvantages 

'Cheaper capitai cost 
*Visual contact with reading 
device 
"Utility presence maintained 
in service area 

*More kequent reading and 
billing requires additionai 
staffing and support. 
*Reading cost subject to 
inflation and wage 
adjustments 
*System growth requires 
additionai staffing 
*Rereads and customer 
requested reads are labor 
intensive 

*Higher productivity than 
touch read. 
*Fewer meter readers 
required than touch read 
*Enables movement to more 
frequent reading & biiiing with 
minor capital and operating 
cost 
"Utility presence maintained 
in service area 
*Reduced site visits for re- 
reads and customer 
requested reads 

*Higher capital cost than 
touch read, but less than 
fixed radio. 
*Reads impacted by radio 
reception limitations 
'More expensive to maintain 
than Touch Read 
*Migration path to fixed 
network may be more 
expensive than purchasing 
fixed network initially 

"Highest reading productlvily 
*No meter readers required 
*Enables movement to more 
frequent reading and billing at 
no additional capital or 
operating cost 
*Site visit not needed for re- 
reads or customer requested 
reads. 
*Enables proactive leak 
detection and customer 
notification. 
*Enables customized billing 
cycles and bill consolidation 
*Provides nearly immediate 
notification of tampering 
"Provides data for resource, 
meter, and rate management 
functions 
*Can adapt to system growth 
with minor capital costs 
'Caps meter reading and 
related operating costs 

*Highest initial cost 
*Slightly more expensive to 
maintain than mobile radio 

Figure 13 (continued) 

C. Operation Impacts 
Investment in meter reading technology will impact operations for the next 10 to 20 years. This 
extended service period makes it difficult to predict changes in meter reading technology within 
that time frame. We can look at the past as an indicator, but that may cause us to miss or fall 
short of what future demands may be. Flexibility and growth are two important criteria when 
considering meter reading technologies, and generate the following questions. Does the system 
provide flexibility for future requirements, and if not, what will it cost to provide operating 
flexibility? Can the system keep pace with growth issues, such as the number of accounfs, 
expansion of territory, and other resources needed to support that growth? 

The following chart identifies several operational parameters that are commonly affected by the 
meter reading system. Some of these parameters have defined, hard costs associated with 
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them that will be addressed in the financial model, and other parameters have less well defined 
soft costs that will require further research to quantify costs. 

Operational Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives 

lC 

( 

Meter reading frequency 

Meter reading effort 

Eliminate estimated bills 

Reduce re-reads & customer 
requested field service calls 

Customer Service transaction 
times 

Proactive high-bill tracking and 
notification 

Tamper & theft of service 

Customize readinglbiiling dates 

Bill consolidation 

Provide consumption profiles for 
high bill investigations and 

conservation 

Section IV 

Increase in frequency 
requires additional 
labor. Bi-monthly 

reading requires 4+ 
readers and monthly 
reading requires 8+ 

readers, unless routing 
and incentives increase 

productivity 

250 to 600 readd 
personlday 

Dependent upon meter 
reader capturing a 
readlvisiting the 

property 

15 to 30 per daylman 

2 business days 

Whatever can be done 
from monthly readings. 
Too few data points to 
develop meaningful 
trend information. 

Sets tamper flag if wire 
is cut or disconnected 
from register. Pick up 
at time of reading or 

report 

Account must stay 
within designated billing 

cycle 

Only for accounts 
within same reading 

cycle 

Some capability, 
depending on system 

possible with 1 miter 
reader. Depending on 

configuration of growth, 
one additional day of 

reading for eveiy 6% to 
9% of growth. Add 

collector after growth 
reaches 100,000 to 
120,000 accounts 

5,000 to 10,000 reads/ 
personlday and higher 
Dependent upon meter 

reader capturing a 
readlvisiting the 

30 to 100 per daylman 

propeiiy 

1 to 2 business days 

Figure 14 

Same as touch pad, 
unless additional 

reading done for high- 
bill tracking purposes. 
RF device with profiling 

capability provides 
daily usage and leak 

detection 
Sets tamper flag if wire 
is cut or disconnected 
from register. Pick up 
at time of reading or 

report 

Account must stay 
within designated 

billing cycle 

Only for accounts 
within same reading 

cycle 
Some capability, 

depending on system, 
including on site 

information 
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Several readings per day 
without any meter reading 

staff 

No meter readers 

Almost all, unless reading 
system at meter location is 
not functioning a few days 

prior to billing date 

Unlimited 

1 business day 

Single to multiple daiiy 
reads enable this function 

Identifies tamper same day 
and sends to collector unit. 
Utility able to identify next 

business day. 

Complete flexibility in 
establishing billing cycle to 
meet account needs. Rules 

and priorities need to be 
established. 

Can be extended to 
accounts regardless of 

cycle 

Daily information available. 
Web access possible. 
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Operational Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives (continued) f- 

f "' 

" .  

Ability to monitor for leaks in 
customer's premises 

Monitor for compliance with 
conservation or watering 

restrictions 

Support unaccounted-for water 
studies 

Support inflowlinfiitration studies, 
hydraulic modeling 

Support cost of service rate 
modeling 

Improve resource planning 

. .  . - . ~ -  . . . . ., , . . . . ~ ~ ~ . .  

Whatever can be done 
from monthly readings. 
Too few data points to 
develop meaningful 
trend information. 

No. Must police 
compliance manually. 

Limited 

Limited 

Limited 

Limited 

Figure 14 (cc 

Same as touch pad, 
unless additional 

reading done for high- 
bill t-ackhg purposes. 
Encoder with logging 
capability provides 

daily usage and leak 
detection. Some 

systems set flag for 
continuous usage 

No, unless special 
reading is conducted 

More than Touch 
Read, but less than 

fixed 
More than Touch 

Read. but less than 
fixed 

More than Touch 
Read, but less than 

fixed 
More than Touch 

Read, but less than 
fixed 

:inued) 

Single to multiple daily 
reads enable this function 

Able to monitor compliance 
remotely 

Provides daily, detailed data 

Provides daily, detailed data 

Provides daiiy, detailed data 

Provides daily, detaiied data 

D. Compatibility Issues 
An important consideration in making an AMR investment is the level of open architecture that 
the District is interested in achieving. As noted earlier, the options for AMR are limited 
depending upon the open architecture of the RF devices. For example, the meter and meter 
register are normally produced by the same manufacturer, though several makes of meters may 
still be deployed throughout the system. The RF device, collection devices and the software are 
normally produced by the same manufacturer creating "zones" of proprietary product. A 
complicating factor may arise when the RF device is connected to the meter register. In the 
District's situation, with most of the meters located in pit applications, a factory potted, pre-wired 
register and RF device assembly offers the greatest level of reliability. It is important to review 
this issue during the product evaluation process. 

Another important consideration in making an AMR investment is the ability to interface with 
other utility systems or software applications. While this may have been an issue in the past, 
these concerns have been mitigated as reading and meter manufacturers are working to 
standardize software protocol. The benefits of open architecture include the ability to use more 
than one meter vendor's product with existing utility systems and applications. The District will 
need to determine what value to place upon open architecture. That final decision may not be 
made until the AMR procurement evaluation process is completed. 

The level of open architecture that the District is able to achieve is related to the amount of the 
existing meter base, and its connected encoder register that will be retained versus what will be 
replaced. The less existing product that remains in the system, the more opportunity there will =- 
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be for other vendors to offer competitive solutions. In other words, considering meters other 
than Sensus and Neptune should increase the likelihood that the District will implement the 
most cost effective meter reading solution. 

The following two tables present a compatibility comparison between the various major meter 
brands and AiLiR systems that are currentiy on the market. Figure 45 is for mobile RF systems 
and Figure 16 is for Fixed Network Systems. 

Compatibility of Major AMR and Meter Manufacturers for Mobile RF Systems 

rp-' 
... 

AMCO 
encode& Differenidevice needed to read Badger's digital encoder. 
(3) AMCO in process of imbedding Sensus protocol into its encoders. 

Figure 15 

Compatibility of Major AMR and Meter Manufacturers for Fixed Network Systems 

absolute and 
digital encoders. 
(2) ltron Fixed Network 2,5 uses one RF device fcr either absolute or digital encoders 
(3) Sensus and Neptune can read AMCO registers per AMCO. 

Figure 16 

E. 
The Account Service and Billing costs incurred, and the benefits that accrue by adopting AMR 
are not easily quantified. In any sense the means to calculate the impact on Account Service 
activities lies outside the scope of this project. 

In general terms, the cost of account services and billing is not affected by AMR. Account 
services and billing costs will increase dramatically if billing frequency is increased to monthly. If 

Account Service and Billing Considerations 
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NKWD were to implement AMR, and not change bill frequency, HDR forecasts no Account 
Service cost savings or increased customer revenue because the number of meter readings 
and bills issued per year will not change. 

If the District increases bill frequency moving to bi-monthly or monthly billing, Account Service 
costs will increase. T ie  most obvious is bill printing and postage cost which will almost triple. 
Additional Account Service staff will need to be added to handle the review of an increased 
number of meter readings associated with bill preparation. Also more Account Service staff will 
be needed to handle an increased number of customer requested meter readings. These 
requests will probably not triple, but there will be more requests than received under quarterly 
billing. 

While there will be an improvement in productivity related to Field Service meter readings, HDR 
does not forecast a decrease in Account Service cost because the number of customer 
requested meter readings will not decrease. 

HDR has accounted for the increased cost of Account Service through the increase in meter 
readings. As the number of meter readings increases, the cost of providing customer service 
increases at the same rate. Using this proxy, the Account Service operating cost associated 
with monthly billing is triple that of quarterly billing. The District is encouraged to undertake a 
more complete investigation of Account Service and Billing costs related to increased bill 
frequency from quarterly to monthly. 

F. Cost Analysis of Alternatives 
There are an almost infinite number of possible meter reading alternatives due to the number 
and complexity of the variables. HDR analyzed the cost impacts of four meter reading 

by]; ana Fixed Network radio frequency’ (Fixed Network) using a cost model specifically 
developed for the District. 

The financial model provides the District with a tool to run additional scenarios, changing 
variables to test the “sensitivity” of results. The model results are extremely sensitive to meter 
equipment pricing, particularly the cost of the meter interface unit. The price of the meter 
interface had a large impact on the results. Reducing the price of the meter interface unit 
changed significantly the NPV ranking of alternatives. The rate of deployment and meter 
reading productivity also impacted the ranking of results. For this reason, the District is 
encouraged to investigate the cost of meter reading equipment more thoroughly through a 
competitive bidding process. 

There are many soft cost and non-economic factors to apply to an AMR technology decision. 
However, by focusing on the financial model results first, the relative cost effectiveness of each 
meter reading technology can be examined. HDR forecasted the operating and capital cost for 
each reading alternative, using both quarterly and monthly meter reading frequency over 10 and 
15-year planning horizons. The net present value (NPV) of costs associated with each 
alternative was calculated to form the basis of the cost analysis comparison@). It should be 
noted that while HDR calls it quarterly meter reading, in actuality the District reads about 3% of 
its accounts monthly. 

i- 

7. 

- alternatives: Touch Read, Walk-by radio frequency (Walk-by), Drive-by radio frequency (Drive- ,.,. “ 
\. . 

In this case, net present value is the future cost of meter reading operations and capitai investment presented in current dollars. It 
takes into account the time value of money where in order to have $1.06 avaiiabie to pay for operations and capital one year from 
today, the District would need to invest $1 .OO at 6% annual interest. The model extends this concept by calculating the amount of 
money, invested at an annual rate of 6%, needed today to cover meter reading operations and capital costs over both 10 and 15- 
year planning horizons. . .. ,., .~,, ~ . -. 

~~ 
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A summary of the analysis of quarterly meter reading costs is presented below. This table 
presents the analysis results of Scenarios 1 and 2. Review of the table indicates that the current 
Touch Read system is the lowest NPV cost in all four categories. 

,f- 

Figure 17 

The following graphs present an interesting comparison. The first graph displays total meter 
reading operating cost for a IO-year planning horizon. This cost includes Meter Reading, Field 
Service, and Account Service. The graph shows that Drive-by and Fixed Network offer the 
lowest operating cost per read over a IO-year planning horizon. The second graph adds capital 
expenditures of each alternative to operating cost. The results here show that Touch Read, 
Drive-by, and Fixed Network offer almost the same total cost per read by the end of the 
planning horizon. 

Average Operating Cost per Read Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives 
(Current Reading and Billing Frequency) 

IO-Year Planning Horizon 
IO-Year AMR Deployment 

,/- -__ 

I $7.00 I 
, . 
&Touch Read 
L Mobile Walk 

$6.50 
$6.00 

$5.50 
Mobile Driw-by 

$5 00 
$4.50 . . . . 

$4.00 

-x- Fixed Radio 
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Figure 18 
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Average Total Cost per Read Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives 
(Current Reading and Billing Frequency) 
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Figure 19 

Graphs of a 15-year planning horizon present a different result. For both operating and total cost 
per read, Drive-by and Fixed Network offer the lowest cost per read with the Fixed Network 
option being slightly less than Drive-by as shown in the following graphs. 

Average Operating Cost per Read Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives 
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Figure 20 
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Average Total Cost per Read Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives 
(Current Meter Reading and Billing) 

15-Year Planning Horizon 
'IO-Year AMW Deployment 
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Mobile Drive-b! 
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Figure 21 

A summary of the analysis of monthly meter reading costs (Scenarios 3 and 4) is presented 
below. Review of the table indicates that Drive-by is the lowest NPV cost alternative in three of 
four categories with Fixed Network second in two of four comparisons. 

Figure 22 

The following graphs display cost per read comparisons of monthly reading alternatives. The 
first graph displays total meter reading operating cost for a IO-year planning horizon with a 10- 
year AMR deployment. Again, this cost includes Meter Reading, Field Service, and Account 
Service. The graph shows that Drive-by and Fixed Network offer the lowest operating cost per 
read over a IO-year planning horizon with Fixed Network costing less per year by the end of the 
planning period. The second graph adds capital expenditures of each alternative to operating 
cost. The results here show that Drive-by and Fixed Network offer almost the same total cost 
per read by the end of the period. 
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f- Average Operating Cost per Read Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives 
(Monthly Meter Reading) 
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Figure 23 

Average Total Cost per Read Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives 
(Monthly Meter Reading) 
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When comparing alternatives for monthly reading over a 75-year planning horizon, the order of 
results does not change. The cost per read spread between Drive-by and Fixed Network 
becomes greater when compared to Touch Read and Walk-by. 

Average Operating Cost per Read Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives 
(Monthlv Meter Readina) 
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IO-Year AMR Deployment 
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Figure 25 

Average Total Cost per Read Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives 
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A ranking of the analysis results of the four scenarios is presented in the table below. A rank of 
1 indicates the lowest NPV cost alternative. Touch Read is the lowest cost alternative in five of 
the eight comparisons. Reviewing this table reveals that Drive-by AMR is the lowest cost 
alternative in three of the eight comparisons, and is the second lowest cost alternative in the 
remaining five. Fixed Network systems are ranked as the second lowest cost alternative under 
two of the four monthly meter reading analyzes. 

While it appears that Touch Read is the least cost, and subsequently the best meter reading 
alternative for the District, NKWD should consider the end results of each analysis performed. 
As previously pointed out, at the end of both the 10 and 15-year planning horizons, total annual 
cost Drive-by and Fixed Network are less than Touch Read. In fact, under current reading and 
billing frequency with IO-year AMR deployment, both Drive-by and Fixed Network are less 
expensive than Touch Read by the end of Year 8. 

Rank Comparison of Meter Reading Alternatives 

Figure 27 

Key Implementation Issues and Risks G. 
Implementation issues and risks will be dependent upon the AMR technology solution selected, 
especially in the area of the District's operations. One component of the decision making 
process will be the additional effort that the District will have to undertake to implement and 
maximize the AMR technology solution. This section will highlight some of these efforts. 

The financial model measured the economic impacts of accelerating the deployment of AMR 
technology. The model was run for IO-year and 3-year AMR deployment. The results have been 
presented in the previous section. The model indicates that the sooner the AMR technology 
solution is implemented, the more cost effective it becomes. This result occurs due to the 
accelerated reduction in full-time equivalent Meter Readers and Field Service Representatives. 

There are several additional benefits to this strategy that is difficult to capture in a financial 
model. For example, there are costs associated with running two systems in parallel for a long 
period of time. This can create confusion for the organization and the customer. The District 
would be delivering two levels of service to its customers; those that have the new system and 
those that are not. Economies of scale may be lost, both in the system deployment effort and 
routine work. As an example, routine meter reading costs may increase if 100% saturation is not 
achieved in a particular area, as readers would have to make special visits to such accounts. As 
noted earlier in this report, instead of the meter reading costing $1.00 per read, it would be more 
like the field service reading cost of $20.61 per read presented Section II, Figure 10. 
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Considerations will need to be weighed regarding the system implementation strategy. How the 
Bid is structured affects how companies will price the project and how competitive the process 
may be. The age of the existing meter base is relatively young. Many utilities normally replace 
meters that are over 5 years old and retrofit the younger meters, depending upon the speed of 
the replacement progrzm. Hmever, by having an existing, relatively new meter base, some 
vendors may have a comparative advantage. The District may need to consider if the quest for 
open architecture and maximizing competition is worth stranding some of its meter assets. 

The Bid might be structured as turnkey proposal, or separated into components, such as AMR 
equipment, meters and deployment services Another consideration is whether the installation 
services will be performed in-house or out-sourced. The District will also need to examine the 
project management requirements. Even with a turnkey project, there are numerous project 
management and support tasks that must be performed by the District or an agent retained to 
represent the District. These decisions will affect the overall cost of the project 

The District will need to allocate resources to determine how the selected AMR technology 
solution will affect its operations and how to best maximize its features. Utilities typically 
establish a team representing those areas of the operation that are most impacted by the 
technology solution to sort through these issues. They also rely upon consulting services to lead 
the team or provide technical support The following highlights some of the more critical areas 
requiring attention. 

f 

Re-allocation of meter reading and field service staff members 
AMR system maintenance material and staffing requirements 
New policies and procedures to support the AMR system and changes to level of service 
Customer service staffing and service delivery 
Use of AMR data and information to improve management of the District 
Billing system interface and data management (during system deployment and 
continued operations) 
Adjustments to cost of service rates and special service fees; creation of new service 
fees 

, 

'. 

-_ 

The rapid deployment of an AMR system will have an impact on future meter reading system 
maintenance and replacement schedules Depending upon the life of the meter and life of the 
RF device, these components can be on two different replacement schedules, especially if PSC 
requirements do not have sufficient flexibility regarding meter replacement. The District may 
also need to review staffing requirements for this future work, or outsource it when the next 
replacement program is initiated. 

Currently, the District is shouldering the entire cost of the meter reading system and related 
maintenance, field service and billing activities The District provides meter reading information 
and other services to the Sanitary District at no cost. The Sanitary District uses these meter 
readings to render its own bills. It is certainly not cost effective for the Sanitary District to 
maintain a parallel metering operation, nor is it effective to have some other administrative 
scheme to approximate wastewater service usage. Other utilities use a cost sharing 
arrangement with their wastewater counterparts to cover meter related capital and operating 
costs. This certainly should be explored, especially when considering movement to AMR. 

Risk mitigation for an AMR technology solution runs the same course as most other projects. 
There needs to be an assessment done of the various risk factors at each stage of the process 
and a plan to address them. Most of the vendors in AMR are well established and have 
sufficient financial resources to stand behind their product. Establishing reasonable and 
performance driven operation and warranty requirements will help mitigate most risk factors. 
The only area that may be insufficiently tested is the interoperability of some equipment 

-A 
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. .  between certain .meter vendors. The District should consider requesting an open-system.meter , ,  
f-, 

reading architecture to maximize competition, providing it with more solution choices. However, 
sufficient consideration to such interoperability risk issues will need to be addressed in the 
product evaluation and contract negotiation process to avoid problems. 

H. Other Reading Alternatives 
In addition to owning and operating the meter reading system and process, the District has 
several alternatives it can explore. 

One alternative is to outsource meter reading services to a third party vendor. There are several 
national firms, including local gas and electric utilities that offer this service. Contract periods are 
typically 3 to 5 years long and provide a fixed unit cost for most reading activities. Price per read 
for this service runs from $1 .OO to 2.00. 

The major benefit of this alternative is it allows the District to more easily budget for meter 
reading costs. The downside of this alternative is the loss of co'ntrol over this. critical revenue 
generating operation. It appears that these outsourced service contracts are decreasing with 
meter reading responsibility reverting back to the water utility. 

The District may Wish to explore a joint venture with neighboring utilities. Sharing the cost of 
AMR implementation will reduce the cost of AMR. This option could prove restrictive if an AMR 
system is already deployed by the neighboring utility. In this case, the District will be limited to 
the technology on hand. The District will still need to purchase and install the AMR components, 
but the neighboring utility may be able to provide the fixed network collector system, mobile 
reading equipment or reading service. 

Another alternative is for NKWD to take the lead in providing meter reading service to other 
utilities. ' In this case, NKWD would be' compensated to perform these services, providing - . 

revenue that would reduce District customers' rates. Following this alternative would keep the 
District in control of its customers' meter reading. The District could select the AMR technology 
and equipment best suited to its needs. 

There are several risk factors associated with each alternative that need to be fully explored 
prior to implementing any strategy. 

,.e' 

- 1  

\. ~... 
~ 
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V. Recommendations and Conclusion r 
\ 

A. Recommendations 
HDR offers the District the following meter reading system recommendations. These 
recommendations are separated into four main categories: Preferred System, Deployment, 
Procurement, Implementation, and Operation. By following these recommendations, HDR is 
confident that the District will install and operate the meter reading system that meets the future 
needs and requirements of the system. 

Preferred System 

Implement a radio frequency Drive-by or Fixed Network AMR system. This technology 
provides the District with the type of benefits that delivers the level of service envisioned 
by the District's Mission, Vision and Values statement. Drive-by and Fixed Network AMR 
provides the flexibility to address future challenges and uncertainties that the current 
touch read system cannot hope' to address, including: 

t Provides the District with an immediate strategy to eliminate and cap certain 
labor costs, while positioning itself for low cost service territory expansion. 

t Elevates meter reading and billing from a transaction to .a relationship with the 
customer - a utility trend. Customer relationship management is mission critical to 
the District as it faces the financial challenges associated with water quality, 
regulatory, infrastructure replacement, security, and water resource availability 
issues. 

b Provides an unparalleled amount of data that can be crafted into proactive 
customer service and .utility,. management ~ information.. . .Cust~mer ~ .s.e.wice 
enhancements include providing customers with consumption history/analysis, 
identifying leaks before they escalate out of control, reducing response time to 
customer inquiries. Utility management information includes consumption data 
that can assist with hydraulic modeling, real-time evidence of meters that are 
starting to under-record volume, and increased data for water audits and leak 
detection analysis. 

Deployment 
Deploy the selected AMR technology solution within 3 years or less. The sooner the 
system is installed, the sooner the District receives solution benefits. This avoids running 
the current touch read system in parallel with the new AMR system for too long reducing 
operating confusion, differences in service level delivery, and overall meter reading 
operating costs. 

Examine whether the District can deploy the AMR system itself. There are several well 
qualified installation service contractors available on the market. However, the District 
may be able to save resources and build capacity by performing the deployment 
themselves. Should the deployment or entire project be contracted out to a single 
vendor, the District will still have an extensive project management responsibility and 
role. How this responsibility and role will be performed must be reviewed and estimated. 

Unless extenuating circumstances can be demonstrated, the initial meter replacement 
and AMR deployment target area should be the City of Newport service area. This 
service area is slated for meter replacement within the next two years and has one of the 
higher meter reading operating costs in the NKWD system. 
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Procurement s 
e Once AMR technology and deployment solution strategies are determined, issue a Bid 

document. The Bid should allow proposals on both Drive-by and Fixed Network radio 
frequency solutions. The benefit of a joint bid is that the price to the District may be 
driven lower as result of vendors offering competing solutions. 

The Bid should be structured to maximize competition. This may require abandonment 
of existing metering product before the end of its useful life. 

e The Bid and vendor selection process should stress the value of open architecture. 
Reading system should be able to read multiple makes of meters, while minimizing RF 
device inventory requirements. 

Re-validate all major assumptions contained in the financial model to ensure the new 
operational structure will support the level of activity projected by the selected AMR 
technology decision. Prior to selecting a vendor rerun the financial model using the 
results of the proposals, and other information gathered in the course of the Bid process. 

Select the AMR technology that provides the lowest whole life cost of ownership. 
Factors such as useful life, battery life, warranty coverage and terms, failure rates, ease 
of maintenance, ease of operation may be more important factors than initial purchase 
price. Soft cost and non-economic factors may play a key role in the decision making 
process. 

During the procurement and implementation period, the District should continue with its 

Implemenfation 
- e ,* - current meter replacement program using AMR compatible meters while minimizing 

current meter inventory. 

Once an AMR technology solution decision is made, establish a team to identify and 
implement strategies that will maximize this AMR investment. Many opportunities will 
present themselves and the District needs to have a mechanism in place to take 
advantage of them. 

e As soon as an AMR technology solution decision is made, suspend replacement of 
manual read and pin style read meters, and any further investment in the existing meter 
reading system. Any meter replacements should be completed with product that is 
compatible with the selected AMR technology solution. 

Operafion 

Examine the meter accuracy of the small meter population and determine if extending 
the current IO-year meter replacement cycle is warranted. The most cost effective 
operation of an AMR system occurs when meter and AMR replacementkervice activities 
are performed at the same time, and when both systems are at the end of their useful 
lives. Normally, a longer installed life of a meter and RF system, the lower the total cost 
of ownership. 

m Shift a negotiated proportion of the capital, operating and maintenance costs for meter 
reading activities to the Sanitation District. The Sanitation District is currently not 
charged for its proportionate share of meter reading and billing activities. The fact that 
the Sanitation District is not charged for these services becomes even more important if 
NKWD makes the investment required for AMR deployment to support monthly meter 
reading and billing. 
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f -  B. NextSteps 

The next step for the District is to develop a Bid document to solicit proposals from meter 
reading vendors. The District should request two bid prices relating to 10 and 3-year system- 
wide AMR deployment. Vendor proposals should also include pricing for a “turn-key” AMR 
installation. HDR is confiifent that thiough this procurement process, the District will be in the 
best position to make the appropriate choice regarding its future meter reading system. 

If the District elects to move ahead with system-wide deployment, we recommend that in lieu of 
a pilot program, the District‘s senior staff should conduct structured visits at one or two utilities 
that have implemented AMR to better understand how these systems function, what is involved 
in successful deployment, and how the utilities are coping with integrating the new technology 
into day-to-day operations. 

We would like to thank the District for the asking HDR to conduct this meter reading feasibility 
study, and look forward to the opportunity to assist the District with any of the required next 
steps. In the meantime, we are prepared to respond to any questions and concerns that may 
have resulted from the analysis and recommendations presented in this report. 
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Norihern Kentucky Water District eC HDW Inc. Meeting 

March 23,2005 

Attendees: Northern Kentucky Water District 
Mark Lofland Ron Weyman 
Don Gibson Mary Alexander 
Rusty Collinsworth Barb Northcutt 
Chris Wetherell Melissa Bielo 

Attendees: HDR Inc. 
Tom Jakubowski 

, David Foltz 

A me6ting between the Northern Kentucky Water District and HDR Inc. was called 
........ .. ...... ......... ......... - - ........ ___i_ order .-_I,.-._.__ at 900 a.m. at 3049 ~ Dixie Highway ?. Covington, , ,  Ky,: ..,, . .  . .  

/ ;  *3 Overview 
. .  > Tom Jakubowski gave an overview of the purpose of this meeting. The Main 

Point: Is AMR feasible for the District? 

Q Interview Notes'. Hhdout: The'followkg issues were presented.to'Mr. 

J&Ubowski and Mr. Foltz in interviews held on March 22,2005 with district 

employ&.. The different issueslcommentslexpectations of this study were 

compiled, discussed, and voted on in this meeting. 

E. Meter Management Issues: 

The need to reulace Newport Meters: 

Newport is the District's least efficient area. There is iI high degree of 

go-backs for readings in the Newport area. Newport meets the criteria 

for a business case for AMR feasibility: Accuracy, Difficulty to  read, 

and Age limit. 
9 Current meter reblacement is not StrateErichllv based: 

The District does not have a systematic focus plan for changing-out 

meters. The productivity of AMR will be lost if the same change-out 
. . .  

~.~ 



system is kept. A systematic approach is key to implementing the new 

metering system. 

h Meter fEeadilag Issues: 

a Cost per meter read 

Items included in this cost: equipment, cost to  maintain the 

equipment, and labor. In order to compare the District's cost per meter 

read to  another system our size, we would need to know how they 

developed their cost. HDR has not seen standmdization for this, but 

will compare the District's cost per read to  another utility of the same 

size. . Standardkonsistent meter readine kechnolom: 

Different types of meters (neptune, gallon, cubic feet, manual, touch 

read, etc) 

A more effective and efficient reading system will come with 
. . stanaar&zation ~fftlie.meterieadirig t"e-c&olo@. 

1 Limitation of radio reads: 
. .  , .  . Will a Radio Read System'limit the District due to some equipment, 

hills, ek? 

Will the District be limited in certain areas if AME is chosen? It is-- 

important t o  test in the field to learn the limitations that AMR wilI 

impose on the District. 

" . . , . . . ., . 

9 Route ODtimization: 
0 The way the routes are laid out the Meter Readers are not able to read 

them in one day. 

AMR would eliminate this issue. 

Lowest cost meter readmc alternative or best alternative: 

The District wants to  be good stewards of their money. 

Best Alternative: What is best for the district at this time? 

0 Tie this into Benchmarking- where does the District stand in .- 

comparison to other water utilities of the same size? 
9 Durabilitv of existinrr meter readinrr equipment: 

0 Maintenance Issues 



s Manufacturer Issues: Different equipment so when there is a problem 

with the equipment there is usually a longer process than necessary- 

for example; a call is made to the 1” company who tells us the problem 

is with the 2”’ company, etc. 

t This issue goes ,back to the Standardf consistent meter reading 

technology- getting on 1 system 
= Skeptical about radio at first, but now believes: 

Existing meter readinp svstem is “old and tired”: 

AMR is the most reliable 
= 

It is still reliable, but it is not the most efficient system 

Inconsistencv in meter readinv capture accuracy: 

Results that are being captured may not be accurate. 

The number of ECR’s we read compared to the number of ECR’s we 

are getting a reading on. 

t ’ Chris Wetherell has the number of Billing Inspections that the 
., . . . .- . .. . , . . . . , 

Servicemen are doing 
m Is Campbell Countv representative of radio read capability (Related to 

Limitation of Radio Read Issue) 
. . . . . . . . . 

160 in Campbell County, 100 in Kenton Co&ty 

Fixed and Drive By are 2 different things 

When Ron Weyman drives this it’s 120-160 miles in that day 

Concerned about on the iob safetv - Darticularlv traffic and reading 

m: 
* 

Current system is not as safe as AMR 
4 MOut of vehicles 

8 Parking vehicles and walking 

4 Pets 

4 ,  Etc 

The District does nbt have a’system ofproble’ms that have occurred. 

Look at other utilities comparable to the District and see where we 

stand. 

’ 

Recurring ECR problems: 



0 

* 

Same problems on same accounts 

Is this delaying the Billing process? 

ivxwD is tracking this now 4 the number of accounks that are 

affected by this are not hundreds but dozens. 
= Meter readinn routes unbalanced - too large: 

Relates t o  “Lopsided Cycles Issue” 

Try t o  schedule I route a day 

Qoicker turn-around -+ reads come in, d o d o a d  information, get bills 

out .+ instead of waiting until the end of the month. 

The closer the District can bill to the meter reading date -+ the easier 

it will be on Customer Service as a whole. 

If the District goes to AMR, will this be an issue? 

* 

0 

Current radio hand-held svstem reliability: 
0 

* 

Relates to  Durability ofEpuipment: ties into reading Neptune’meters 

with Sensus guns, etc 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... . . . . . . . .  .................... .” .. .. ........ 

- = Radio svstem reliabilitvin Nemort: 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Relates to Limitation o f ~ a d i o  Read 

Will it work in Newport? 

S e r e  is no incentive for eood/high uroductiviw 

0 

0 

The Meter Fkaders are the ones driving the revenue. 

The number of meters they read a day is tied into their appraisal 

If the District goes to  Radio Read the customer will no long see the 

employee from the District reading -+ this could be a good or bad thing. 

The liability issue ---t a majority of the work orders are brought in by 

the meter readers -+ this will be lost with AMR. 
9 Meter readinv and weather issues: 

The past couple of winters have not been as bad, however, the weather 

could force estimated bills * the bigger issue is job safety for the 

meter readers. 

’P Customer Service and Billing: 

Cvcles are Yoasided.” It would helu t o  even these out: 

. . . . .  - .. 



e An AMR System would help normalize the flow of bills through the 

system 

Biggest Road Block: the Distiict sends the kformaation to Sanitation. 

Sanitation would need to change some of their information. 

s 

8 Move towards monthly billing 
e Trend is going towards monthly billing and AMR would make this 

feasible. 
a Reduction in work orders: (Relates back to Reliability Issues) 

The District wants to drive the number of work orders down as much 

as possible, the less frequently we need to send the Servicemen back 

out, the better. 

CIS and meter reading technolor?. comuatibility: 
. ~ .  . 

In the District’s RFP state how the two need to be compatible 

What provides the easiest transition but is cost efficient? (Relates to 
.. . ... . . ..&IS) 

r--- . k General Issues: 
. . . .. = --e): The District wints to see 

what other utilities of the same size are doing in order to  have the most 

efficient and cost effective system. Productivity, cost-efticient, safety -+ 

these all go into being the best-in-class. It is important to look around and 

see what has worked and what hasn’t worked --f the District wants to  be 

good stewards of their revenue. 

Consumption data reauirements for analvsis: 

,. . . 

1 

Relates and was discussed with How much meter reading information 

is enough? 

A fixed system will help with the up & down consumption customers. 

This depends on what the District wants out of it 

Turn-kev versus in-house imulementation: (Relates to  Opportunistic AMR 

implementation & Implementation schedule - 3,5, or 10 years) 

Does the District have the s ta f f t o  do this? Or should the District hire 

a firm to implement, install, etc? 



~ . ~. . .. .. , ,. . ~. :. . . ~ .... .~ .. 

. 

. 

. 

e Nire someone to do the initial implementation ind installation, 

then the District would continue with any new meters/services to 

install. 

Ouuortunistic AMR imulementation: (Relates to Turn-key versus In-house 

& Implementatwn Schedule) 
Additional work due to AMFk 

Change Newport in a year as a pilot program? 

Maintenance will need to be done on these meters 

Additional work in regard to IS department -+ the focus shiRs from 

one department to another. 

What will be the cost of additional work? 

Staffinp/emulovment level imuact 
. . , .... ~ . 

HDR has not seen a reduction in staff when switching to AMR. 

However, there may be changes in staffing. 

..'-.%%ere does the change affect the most? 'Meter hade r s ,  Customer 

Service Calls 

This Gll not be a detrimental issue. 

Fixed radio system option: 

. 
Imalementation schedule - 3.5.or 10 vears: 

~ ~.~ 

Reduces'the'labor that goes into Meter Reading. 

Will it work in the District's system with the terrain, etc? 

A 2-3 year implementation process if the District goes with the turn- 

key approach. 

Have to look at the District's money/revenue? 

If the District does the implementation on a 10 year plan they will run 

into sofkware and technology changes. 

a 

0 

How much meter reading information is enoueh 

Th? relates to the data infonqation on Consumption datu 

requirements for anabsis. 

Fixed system will provide constant data 

t This would be beneficial for hydraulic analysis. 



Geo-coding of meter locations: 
0 

Need to be more cost conscious - do more with lsss: 

Decision regarding meter reading technology: 
a 

The District would like to  link GIs t o  CIS --f GPS is needed 
8 

This refers back to  Lowest Cost Meter Reading Alternative 
8 

The District wants tc move forward, we want to  get the ball rolling. 

0 Collaboration opportunities: 

If the District goes to fix read --f there can be collaboration between 

Need to replace Newport Meters 

Current meter replacement is not strategically based 

Cost per meter read 

Cinergy and other utilities. 

+ Where's the risk gauge on this? 
= Deaartmental coowration and coordination of workload 

Is the staffing balanced? 

Working between departments is KF;Y in this process. 

11 

0 

7 - 
Standard/Consistent meter reading technology 

Limitation of radio reads 

Lowest cost meter reading alternative 

Durability of existing meter reading equipment 

8 

0 - 
"1 

0 ' .  

2 , ' .  



Skeptical about radio at first, but now beIieves 

Existing meter reading system is “old and tired” 

inconsistency in meter reading capture accuracy 

[s Campbell County representative of radio read capability? 

Concerned about on the job safety- particularly traffic and reading access 

Recurring ECR problems 

Meter reading routes unbalanced - too large 

Current radio hand-held system reliability 

Radio system reliabilitg in Newport 

There is no incentive for goodmigh productivity 

Meter reading and weather issues 

Cycles are “lopsided.” It would help to even these out 

Move towards monthly billing 

, .  , .. . 
Reduction in work orders 

CIS and meter reading technology compatibility 

Strives to be best-in-class (benchmarking) 

Consumption data requirements for analysis 

Turn-key versus in-house implementation 

Opportunistic AlWR implementation 

Additional work due to  AMR 

Staffig/enipIoyment level impact 

-__- . ... -. . . . .. . . . 

, .  . . .  . . ~~. . ~ . . .  . 

.. . 

Fixed radio system option 

Implementation schedule - 3,5, or 10 years 

How much meter reading information is enough? 

Geo-coding of meter locations 

Need to be more cost conscious- do more with less 

Decision regarding meter reading technology 

Collaboration opportunities 

Departmental cooperation and coordination of workload 

Comparison of existing meter reading technologies 



.. ~ . .  
L... 

*:+ Outstanding Items: An Initial Data Request Status and Questions handout 

was reviewed to complete outstanding items. The following chart contains the 

information given by the Northern Kentucky Water District to  HDR Inc: 

2. Table of organization 
3. List or table by job classification of the 
jersonnel in the section mentioned in Item 
No. 2. 
1. Composition of overhead ratio requested 
m above item. 
5. Number of vehicles assigned to each of the 

I 

Ireas mentioned in Item 3, including mileage 
md costs- capital, 0perating;and 
maintenance 

5.' DefiGIed annual budget or costs for meter 
reading, meter maintenance, billing and 
Zustomer service operations, etc. 

. . .. . -. -, . .. . . . . . . 

5. A list ofany labor or employment policy 
hxi.ments covering meter reading and 
mstomer service persofinel 
9. A current rate schedule, including fixed 
and per unit charges, for water, wastewater, 
storm water, etc. 
10. For each rate classification or type of 
customer, and/or for each service size, the 
amount of water and sewer revenues 
collected that are based on consumption, and 
the amount based on fixed charges. 
11. Annual average day, maximum day, 
minimum month, and maximum month 
production figures for the last 5 years. 

12. For all the meters in service, a table 
listing the number of meters in every 
combination of relevant fields- or variables: 
meter size, type, manufacturer, meter model, 
meter register type, and setting or location. 
13. The number of secondary meters (that is, 
deduct or irrigation meters; this does not 

Item emailed to  HDR 

Item given to HDR 

Item included with information from #3 

Chris Wetherell gave to Steve Bergman at 
meeting - 2/1/05 
Mark Lofland gave O&M and Capital Costs 

Chris Wetherell gave to Steve Bergman at 
meeting - 2/1/05 
Mark Lofland gave annual budget to HDR - 

to  HDR - 3/23/05 

. -  3/23/05 

No information on this item yet: Rusty 
Collinsworth is working on this. 

Rusty Collinsworth and Barb Northcutt 
gave this information t o  KDR at the 
meeting. 

Barb Northcutt gave this information a t  the 
meeting. 

HDR has this information: if more info is 
needed, it can be found in our PSC Report 

Completed per dDR Handout a t  3(23/05 
meeting 

Chris Wetherell gave to  Steve Bergman at 
meeting 

' 



mean meters that serve water only) by size, 
make and model, type and year set. 
14. The approximate number of meters of 
each size in inventory (that is, not installed). 
Please Provide a list of recent meter - 
P-. u rchagr ices  . . - by make, ._ size, - 
15. Standard schedules or Chris Wetherell gave to  Steve Bergman 

C Chris Wetherell gave t o  Steve Bergman a t  
meetinn 

inspections, testing ands change-out by size 
and type 

16. Meter turnover. 

17. Any recent analyses orreports meter 
accuracy 
18. Any recent reports on the utility’s large 

- 
meeting and discussed with Tom C 
Jakubowski at meeting. 
Chris Wetherell gave t o  Steve Bergman a t  
meeting 
Chris Wetherell gave to Steve Bergman at 
meeting 
Chris Wetherell gave information to HDR c1 

.~ 
19. Description, including capital costs, of 
current meter reading equipment or systems. 
20. Table showing the routes in each meter 

sty Collinsworth gave this to Steve 

Mark Lofland gave to HDR Inc 3/23/05 C 

Rusty e-mailed the # of routes in each cycle, 

and the causes 

29. Number of work orders by type by month 
for last year. e HDR a summary a t  

reading cycle, and the total number of 
accounts in each.route. 
al.* Any recent statistics available..on meter . 
reader injuries, lost time due to on-the-job 

but will get with Ron Weymap to figure out 
the more difficult ones to read. 

C 

, ... ... . . . ..,.I_ ...., . . . , .  . 

Rusty gave to HDX hc C 



. 

rr 

- .  . 
.~, , 

-~ 

Included in Rates, Rules, and Regulations- 
given by Barb in Item No. 9 

Items have been given - completed by Barb 

Rusty wikl get this information to HDR 
Mark'Lofland will get a copy and either 
forward or supply the proper reference to 
HDR 
Mark Lofl.and 

Mark Lofland 

30. Sample work orders. 
31. Any field service personnel performance 
3tandards, goals, and incentives. 
32. Table of number of customers of each 
;me billed at different intervals. 
33. Description of customer 
informationhilling system software and 
hardware platform, supporting network, 
terminals, etc. 
14. Sample customer bills. 
15. Monthly volume report for i teas  
processed. 
36. What is the lag time (days) between 
reading and billing? What is variation? Does 
bill& system bill entire cycle a t  once or as 
meter readings are receivkd? 
37. Number and percentage of total bills by 
month that are based on valid reading, 
flagged by the pre-bill edit process, corrected 
by clerical or billing system estimates, etc. 
38.LJader.3vhat eircumst&ces..dqes $he 
Department allow for leak and other 
inadvertent consumption adjustments? 
De+&ption oSprsced.wes.fqr~ processing 
billing adjustments 
39. Average annual amounts far 30,60, and 
SO day arrears, or samples of Accounts 
Receivable aging reports. 
40. (Added by David Foltz) Unaccounted for 
Water information 

41. Recent article about radia read 
implementation. Presented by Ron Lovan 

C 

C 

P 

P 
P 

42. Copy of the 2004 Advance Report 
43. Copy of 2005 update to the Advance 

Barb will give samp!e.if these forms IC - -  
Chris Wethcrell gave to Srere Bergman at I (, 

There being no further business, the meeting was closed at 12:45 p.m. 

Date Mark Lofland 
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How Does Your Meter Reading Performance Compare? 
What Does I t  Take to Be A ccBest PerformCr"? 

To better understand the state of utility meter reading, the Ascent Group conducted a 
benchmarking project to evaluate Meter Reading performance and practices. The main 
objective of the study was to evaluate the tactics and strategies used today to read customer 
meters and to 'identify best practices or opportunities for improvement. Secondary objectives 
included understanding: 

o The range of performance by utility and by industry segment: 

o How utilities are using technology to reduce costs and improve performance; 

o How utilities measure individual, team, and center-level performance and encourage 
high productivity and performance; 

o The role of meter reading training and its impact on performance. 

o Other effective process improvement or cost-reduction techniques; 

Participants were asked to share any system or process improvements leading to a gain 'in 
performance. We also asked u 
forward. 

Panel Participants 

es to include considerations, successes, and plans moving 
. . .  ._ .~.. . -  ........ ~... . .  j . . .  ......... . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . .  

F .  

. . . . . .  . .  . .  
... Forty-seven utilities participated in the research. Study participanu range in size from 3,750 

meters to be read to as many as 4.5 million. Three-fourths of participants read less than the 
participant average of 722,000 meters per month. The majority.of study participants were from 
the United States, however we did have two utilities from Canada. Nearly s k t y  percent of 
participants' meter readers are bargaining-unit represented. 

___ 
Participants by 

Organizational Type 
Industry Segments Represented 

I .  
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Average years of meter reading experience ranged from I to 20 years, with an average for the 
group of 7.5 years. 

Years Read Experience I 

~ _7 

' 35% . .  . .. . . .. . ,: .1 . , .. 

Natu~!.F;as..U.Fi!iti,es: reported.rhe highst percenage.af.AMk m $ t s  In .Our pane!, followed by 
Electric Utilities. None of our WaterNVastewater utilities .reported any meter reading 
automation. Fifteen utilities reoorted AMR installations, ranzinz from I percent of total meters r 

I -  

to be read to 95 percent. As a group, pane! participants reported an 8.3 percent AMR 
installation (total AMR meters divided by total meters). 

I Participants with AMR Meters I 

Among our participant group, AMR maturity (years installed) ranges from 2 to 17 years. As a 
group, Natural Gas and Combination Utilities have the most mature AMR systems, averaging 
about 7 years. The Electric Utilities average an AMR installation of 4 years. 

. .  , ,  

. .  
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We applied the Ascent Group’s proprietary benchmark performance framework to identify 
high performing Meter Reading organization$. Company pettormance was evaluated on three 
levels-Productivity, Cost, and Service. Companies delivering high produaivity, low cost, and 
high service were identified as ”best performers” in this study. 

Once we identified the “best performers’’ for each industry-segment (electric. natural gas, 
Combination utility, and water/wastewater)-above average companies that deliver low cost, 
meter reading, high productivity, and high service (iow errors, low skips), we calculated a “best 
performer” average for these high performing companies, by industry segment. 

We also calculated an industry-segment average for each of the  benchmark metrics, to  
demonstrate the performance Of the “ r ed  of the panel, those companies who were not “best 
performers”, for comparison. 

We then interviewed companies and analyzed meter reading practices to identify the 
characteristics contributing to “best practice” performance. 

Q2004 The Ascent Group, Inc 3 



Study Findings 

1. Best Performing Companies Use Automated Meter Reading (AMR) Strategically to Address 
Access-Problem Meters. The majority of AMR implementations represented by utilities in 
this survey indicated an AMR implementation rate of less than 20 percent. In terms of 
total meters, our group reported an AMR implementation of 8.3 percent. Clearly, the 
majority of AMR implementations have been to address high-cost-read meters. Only 3 
utilities reported AMR implementations of more than 50 percent of total meters. While 
a few were in the process of implementing a company-wide AMR program, most 
indicated taking a strategic approach at cost reduction through AMR. 

2. Best Performing Companies Reroute Continuously. The “best performers’’ identified in this 
study (above average performance - low cost, high productivity, high service) reported 
continuous or  frequent rerouting and route optimization to maximize productivity and 
reducemsts. Companies .xkh.AMR.i 
route consolidation and optimization 

3. Best performing Companies Implement Cieor and Concise Measures ofMeter Reader 
’ -  ’ . Petformonce - 7he”‘best .performers”-identified4n this-studywere deliberatein their 

measurement of employee, group, and departmental performance-cost, service, and 
productivity. Best performers reported providing employees with a clear idea of job 

measurement program in place for individual meter reader performance. 

The “best performers“ identified in this study encouraged excellence through’ incentive 
programs and/or informal or formal reward progfains:Programs varied from bonus pay, 
spedial recognition, gift certificates, “bucks” redeemable at the company store, steak 
dinners, and other non-cash awards. 

5. New Meter Readers Reach Standard on Average in 80 Days. Utilities reported that new 
meter readers reach standard levels of performance in about 80 days. Our “best 
performing” utilities reported reaching standard at about 60 days. Meter reading is an 
entry-level job for many utilities-a way into the company. Costs rise and service can 
suffer with higher turnover and lenghier time to standard. 

: 
. . . .  

,M- i 

~. L. .~ . . .  ~. . . . expectations and.performance;~Nearly~half-of our-participantsdid.not.have a 

4. Best.Performing Companies Encouruge H!gb Performance through Incentives. and Re.wa 

6. Rest performing Companies Tended ro Experience Higher than Average Turnover. The 
companies identified as best performers in this study reported an average annual 
turnover ranging from I I to 50 percent while the rest of the panel averaged from 7 to  
I 5  percent. 

7. Effective Classroom ond On-the-job Training Reduces Time io Standard “Best performing” 
companies in this study reported an average of I to 2 days of classroom training and I 2  
to 13 days of OJT. Best performers’ meter readers reach standard 20 days sooner than 
average. These same companies reported the fewest errors and skipped meters, the 
highest producti*ty, in combination with the lowest unit cost.Our analysis shows a 

02004 The Ascent Group, Inc. 4 



direct correlation between increased training, especially OJT, and reduced errors, up t o  
a point Companies reporting shorter than average training programs tended to have 
higher error rates, skip rates, and increased unit cost. 

8. Most Utifities are Not Testing New Meter Readers as Part of the New Hire Training Process 
Only 49 percent of utilities report the use of testing during the new hire training' 
process. Testing i s  an effective technique to assess training comprehension and t o  
determine readiness. Testing also reinforces training content through application. 
Testing can be incorporated through manual tests or computer-based testing. 

9. Computer-based Training flays on Active Role in New Meter Reader Training. More than one- 
third of respondents reported the use of computer-based training in the new hire meter 
reading training process. More than 80% of respondents that offer refresher training 
incorporate computer-based training. Computer-based training offers a self-paced 
training program to help meter readers learn at  their own pace, thereby facilitating 
better comprehension and recall. 

10. Few utilities Ofer Refiesher Training, Only I 5  percent of participants reported delivering 
refresher training to meter readers. Refresher training is an effective way to keep 
employees up-to-date on technical and customer service skills as well as address 

. - .. .. - . . seasonal -chalienges;difficultrustomers;-bad dogs;and-other workthallenges; . . . .. . , . . ~. . .  

I i. Pepper Sproy is rhe Mosf Popular Dog Control Technique. Pepper spray was the most used 
.. : .~ . I . . , .  ogcontrol technique. Nearly35 .percent,of utilities. are.vsing.pepper spmy7 Other..dog 

control techniques inciude focused training, dog sticks, umbrellas, and dog biscuits. The 
effective use of dog control techniques can help reduce the percentage of re-reads and 

,.- 
. 

., 

lower operating costs. . .. . , . , . . , . . . 

Recommendations 
I .  Optimize Routes Continually, Especially Throughout the  Transition t o  AMR. As long as there 

are routes to  be read, whether manually or not, there will be room for optimization. 
Util i t ies can gain IO t o  20 percent efficiency on a company-wide rerouting. Rerouting is 
critical in areas of high growth, after an acquisition or merger, and during the transition 
to AMR Many AMR technologies require route reading, either with a walk-by o r  drive- 
by technology. In many instances, achieving the gains of AMR on a mixed route requires 
rerouting. Software is available to  help with the route optimization, however it's not 
essential. 

2. Utilize AMR for High-Read-Cost, Unsafe Meters, ond High Turnover Premises. Strategic 
, deployment of AMR technology is  an effedve way to reduce'cost; improve safety, and 

increase customer satisfaction. Best performing companies are utilizing AMR to tackle 
the probiem-meters and high-read-cost meters f i rst  Companies have also automated 
meter reading for large businesses and commercial customers, in preparation of 

deployment to address problem meters can be very effective. 

' ,  

~ deregulation. While a companywide implementatlon may not be feasible. a strategic 

02004 The Ascent Group, Inc. 5 
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3. Measure and Communicate Employee Performance Regularly. Employees want to perform 
to expectation - make sure they clearly understand what is expected, the measures that 
will be used. how they are collected and calculated, and how they impact their 
performance. Performance measures will change in the transition to AMR-route 
expectations change, employees may be performing other duties in addition to reading 
meters, emphasis will be shifting to other priorities-make sure your expectations and 
measures change accordingly. 

4. Use Rewards and Incentives To Encourage High Performance. Incentives and rewards do 
increase performance and morale. Make sure you are encouraging the right behavior 
2nd encouraging high performance in the right areas. Incentives and rewards can be 
come stale with time, be sure to rotate emphasis on various measures to keep interest 
in the program. Also make sure the rewards are fair and worth the extra effort - ask 
employees for suggestions on types of rewards. Involvement is key to any successful 
process. 

5. Troie ond.Equip Meter Readers to Efectively and Safely Read Meters. Invest in your front- 
line-provide them with the tools, equipment, and training to get the job done right the 
first time. Make sure they are equipped.and trained to handle all situations. Help them 
understand the customer perspective and how their job fits into the overall picture of 
custame’r setilice’and satisfaction; 

6. Incorporate classroom and OJT into your training program to reinforce techniques. Take 

Refresh training perjodjcully to keep employees in top derformonce ond 
service and technicol skills. Training is.recognized as a key factor for success in reducing error 

. rates, detecting tampering ond lost meters, improving safety, ond Improving .. . cusromer ., . service. 

. .  . ,. 

K ’  
-. 

_ , .  . . . -advantage-oftesting and-campuzer-based instruction.to increme, . .~ 

. . . 

Characteristics of a “Best Performer’’ 
I .  Use AMR Strotegically - to address inaccessible meters, unsafe meter locations, high 

turnover premises, and other high-read cost meters. 

2. Continually Optimize Routes -to maximize productivity and reduce costs. 

3. Implement Clear and Concise Measures ofMeter Reader Performonce -give employees a 
clear idea of job expectations and performance. 

4. Encourage High Performance through Incentives ond Rewords -encourage the right 
behavior through incentive programs andlor informal or formal reward programs. 

5. Train ond €9uip M&er Readers - provide emploiees with the tools, safety equipment, 
clothing. and training to do the job rightthe first time. 

02004 Tbe Ascent Group, lnc 6 



R o l e  of Meter Reading in Today's Utility 
Meter reading is  still one of the more labor-intensive utility activities. While the use of 
automated meter reading technologies (AMR) is increasing, most utilities are reading the 
majority of their meters manually. Our panel reported an overall AMR implementation. rate of 
8.3 percent - only 8.3 percent of our panel's meters have been automated. The remaining 9 I .7 
meters are read manually, usually on a monthly basis. 

With all the changes in the utility indostry and the economy, most utilities have been forced to  
reduce operating costs A t  the same time, companies are being asked by regulators, customers. 
members, and shareholders to-increase customer service and satisfaction. Essentially to "do 
more with less"+ daunting challenge for any organization. 

The Meter Reading organization i s  effectively the cash register of the u t i l i .  Utilities must 
measure and bill energy or water use monthly (in most cases). Meter reading is the'usage 
collection process that makes billing possible. Errors in meter reading result in billing errors or 
.unbilled.accounts that ultimately result in 1owering.customer satisfaction. In addition, skipped 
meter readings result in estimated bills or no-bills, which also usually impact customer 
satisfaction negatively. 

For many companies, the meter reader IS an entry-level job, a planned stepping-stone info tiie 
company. And as such, meter reading departments can incur high turnover, thereby increasing 

. ....,. - - -  .... ... ..- .. ... . .  .- . . . , .,... . . . . .  . , .. . ,~. . .. , . .. . . .. .._. ,... ... . .. ,.. . 

- I"- the costs incurred to  hire and train effective and efficient meter readers, and ultimately, 
. .  .. . .  

Not only is it critical to effectively and efficiently read meters evev month, the meter reader 
also plays an important community relations role - the "gatekeeper" who looks for leaks, 
problems, hazards, safety issues, and effectively becomes a neighborhood watch. For many 
customers, the meter reader is the only company employee ever seen. 

Clearly the meter reading organization is evolving with the introduction of automation. The 
diversity of metering and AMR equipment complexity of accounts and billing, the challenges.of 
service territory, and needs of different customer classes dictate different solutions for different 
companies. 

Regardless of the AMR implementation rate, the transition from manual to automation is 
challenging from a technology and people perspective. Routes must be consolidated and 
optimized, employee roles and responsibilities change with changing priorities, performance 
measurement metrics must shift to accommodate the mix of automation and manual effort, 
processes and systems change ... it's a challenging time for any organization. Even after 
auqomation, metering devices must be visited periodically to ensure the device is working 

' properly and to pcotect assets. 

02004 The Ascent Group, Inc. 7 



In this transition to automation and the quest for reduced operating expenses, most utilities are 
focusing on three approaches to meter reading improvement: 

o Reducing costs of manual reads through contract negotiations, rerouting, more 
sophisticated hand-held equipment and meters, productivity improvement. and lowering 
overhead; many have maxed out these options; Some have reduced costs t o  a point that 
makes it difficult to justiiy AMR, for residential accounts. 

o Contract meter reading to reduce overhead, tackle seasonal peaks, and as a strategy to  
transition to automated meter reading. 

o Automated meter reading - some large-scale implementation as well as several 
strategies to  pinpoint “high read cost” meters, unsafe meter locations, and high- 
turnover premises. Some companies have automated “key accounts” and commercial 
accounts to accommodate real-time pricing andlor prepare for the competitive market. 

The promise of automation 
For our study participants, AMR implementation remains the top plan for the future, whether 
it’s a partial or complete implementation. or just investigating the technology’s potential. 

.... . . , . . . , .. . , ...~... I_ I... .. .. .... ... . 

I- 

f- 
. .  . . . . . . . . . . 

Top 5 Plans for the Future 
~. . . . . ” _ _  ,~.,  . . . . ~  ~ . . . . :. .. ,. .. . .. . . .  

. .  

Paiiiai AMR 

Company-wide AMR 

Pilot AMR 

Iniestipate/Andiyze AMR 
. .  

I (  . . . .  . .  
. .  ..% . . .  

. .  

, ’ Route . Opthkation .. 
. .  . . .  

0% , 5 % .  , .++? 15% 20% ’ 25% 30% 
. .  . .  . . x kepoMng pians forthe FW . 
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Take-Aways 
What can you take away from all of this? Utilities are still reading meters manually and are likely 
to  be reading them manually for some time. In the mean time, companies are challenged to read 
meters efficiently and effectively. As a cost reduction and service improvement initiative, many 
utilities are strategically deploying AMR, especially in high-read-cost situations. This trend will 
likely c o n t h e  until the cost of AMR becomes more attractive for the residential meter. 

Best performing companies are strategically implementing AMR continually optimizing routes, 
.and effectively mining and encouraging high performance. Employees are trained, encourage, 
and equipped with the tools, safety equipment, and clothing to do :he job right the first time. 
Employee performance in best performing companies is. measured and reported clearly and 
concisely-employees have a clear'idea of job expectations and performance. 

In order to  improve, meter reading performance must be measured and tracked. This includes 
individual measures of performance as well as group or departmental .measures:Employees 
must understand the importance of their role in customer satisfaction-through accurate 
readings and bills, good company relations, and efficiently read routes. This importance should 

incentives. 
. . .. . . , . l , . _ b e ~ . m ~ ~ e d . . c l e ~ ~ * ~ d r e i _ n ~ ~ o r c e d - ~ h ~ ~ k p ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a n d r e w a C ~ s , ~ ~ ~  ., , ........ 

- 
(L...... 

.. .. 
Make sure your meter reading processes, both the people and technology-driven processes are 

opportunities for improvement. 

Benchmarking performance is an effective technique to  understand your meter reading ... ... 

department's level of performance and opportiiriities. Be sure to compare cost and service for 
a balanced view of performance (eke the metrics in this srudy). 

You can purchase the results from this benchmarking study, Meter Reading Profiles 
and Best Practices, at our web site www.ascentqroup,com. Results are available in a 
printed and bound format, on CD-Rom, and online (downloadable pdfs). Contticf 
Christine Kozlosky at the Ascent Group for more infonnafion 478-469-3950. 

. ~ -effective .and -efficient,-Review-work tasks?  route-standards; and systems,periodically to4dentify 

.. . 
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PPI, E.lectric Utilities: 
Satisfying Customers is the 

study of customer satigac- 
tion (for electric - gas 

Name-of the Game 
In July 2002. J.D..Power and Associates 
named PPL Electric Utilities first among 
electric companies in the East, according to 
its'ZOOZ Eiectri~UtiUtility 'Redential CUS: 
tomer Satisfaction Study. PPL Electric 
Utilities (PPL EU) garnered the top score 
among 15 eastern companies in all five 
component measures of satisfaction- 
image, power quality and reliability. price 
and , .,. value, billing . .  and payment. and cus- 

. tomer service. 
1 

Recognition for superb customer service is 
nothing unusual for this utility, which is a 
subsidialy of Allentown-based PPL Corpora- 
tion. This is the 8% J.D. Power and 

1 Associates award and for the second year in 
i a row, PPL placed first in the American 

Customer Satisfaction Index, a nationwide i 

:an SocieG for Quality and 
CFI Group, an international 
management consulthg firm. 

It is ibis dedication to 
customer service t h a t  drives 

customers in 29 eastern and .;Sa 

mlilion calls each year. With 1 
approximately 1.3 million ' 

central Pennsylvania coun- ' 
ties, PPL Electric Utilities' 
agents handie 1.75 million of i 

t 
i 
I 

i 
State-of-the-art technology. well-trained 

'and customer oriented employees. and 
innovative practices are the toois employed 
to consistently deliver award-winning 
customer service. C C U  interviewed Dave 

I 
i 

! : 

! i 
! 

j 

these ails. while approxi- 
mately 250,000 calls are served within the 
Interactive Voice Response (NR) system. 

Ling. director of customer operations, and 
Scott Fisher: manager of business perfor 
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EarthEinKs Customer Focus is I 
Key to Awa~d~Win~i~g Support 

EarthLink is one of America's large= 
Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Headquar- Scokeld, director of Techni- _r  

tered in Atianta, EarthLink provides a full 
rwge  of Internet access, hosting, and e- 
commerce solutions-to 4.9 million subscrib- . support,.side of Earthunkk . -..! 
e n  over a nationwide network of dial-up 
points of presence, high-speed access, and i: 

CCE-] interviewed Kyle 

cai Support for EarthLink. 
Scoiield runs the technical 

customer service. Baskally, 
any time a customer has an 
Issue using any EarthLink 
product, he o r  she cin 
contact the technical 
support team for assistance. 
Another group, Cust6mer- 
Service, handles account 
maintenance and billing 
inquiries. 

. , .. -. . . . . , . .. . .. . . . , . . , . . . . , . 

Through i t s  dedication to its core values 
and beliefs. its actions, and products and 
services, EarthLink continually strives to 
make the Internet a relevdnt, entertaining, 
and personal tool for its subscribers. 
EarthLlnk regularly wins industry awards for 
member satkfaction, reliability and out- 
stinding service. EarthLink began operations 

Earthiinic's core values and beliefs (CVBs) 
a re  the driving force behind EarthLink's 
culture and delineate EarthLink's commit- 
rnenr to continually providing the  best 
service in  the ISP industv. EarthLink 
devores approximately 60 percent of i t s  
staff to providing award-winning toll-free 
support. 24-hours-a-day, seven-days-a- month. 
week. 

in I995 with one call 
center. Since its merger 
with Mindspring in 2000, 
Earthlink has built a net- 
work of call centers across 
the US. Now more than 2,800 technical 
support employees, located in eight ten- 
ters, handle about 1.3 million calls each 
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Actual Budqet 
Meter Reading 
Salary 
Benefits" 
Education 
M & S  
Contract Services 
Fuel 
Insurance 
Misc. 

Field Service 
Salary 
Benefits* 
Education 
M & S  
Contract Services 
Fuel 

-. Insurance L-. . . . . . . .MiSC, 

Flushing & Leak Detection 
Salary 
Benefits' 
Education 
M & S  
Contract Services 
Fuel 
Insurance 
Misc. 

Meter Shop 
Salary 
Benefits* 
Education 
M & S  
Contract Services 
Fuel 
Insurance 
Misc. 

Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

$0-Year Planning Horizon Cost Model 
2005 Budget 

(Llpdaled July 18,2005) 

- FTE $/FTE 
$ 197,200 5 

94,300 
2,000 $ 400 
8,000 $ 1,600 
7,000 $ 1,400 

18,000 $ 3,600 
1,700 $ 340 

9,500 $ 1,900 

$ 337,700 

.$ 512,600 8 
179,000 

5,000 $ 625 
14,500 $ 1.813 
5,000 , . $ .. 

27,000 $ 3,375 
20.600 $ 2,575 

$ 375 . .  3,000 
$ 766,700 

$ 176.900 
71.600 

1,000 
10,500 
5.000 

13,500 
10.200 
1,050 

$ 289,950 

S 164,100 
$6,600 
2,000 

48,000 
24,500 
1 1,000 
10,200 
1,500 

$ 317,900 

HDR Engineering, Inc. Page 1 of 2 



/- Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibiiiiy Siudy 

IO-Year Planning Horizon Cosf Model 
2005 Budget 

(Updated July 16.2005) 

Customer Service 
Account Service 5 1,309,950 
General 500,650 
Courier & Maint. 57,050 

1,867.650 

Total Customer Service, Readers, Field Service, FlushingFiDetection, Meter Shop 
Totai $ 3,579.900 

Cost Model Budqet Estimate 
Meter Reading Total (Total Readers, Field Service @ 25%) 
Salary $ 325.350 
'Benefits' 139,050 
.Ed&a%?!l 3,250 

Contract Services 8,250 
Fuel 16,250 

Misc. 2,450 
$ 529,375 

M&S 1 1 ;E25 

. ..... . ........ . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  - Insurance ~ .23,150 .. ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

~. * includes Taxes , 
i . ' 

Customer Service 
Account Service 
General 
Courier & Maint. 

$ 1,309,950 - 
- (Cost not impacted by changes in meter reading) 

(Cost not impacted by changes in meter reading) 
5 1,309,950 

Total Estimated Reading Budget $ 1,839,325 

HDR Engineering, Inc. Page 2 of 2 



. .  Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

IO-Year Planning Horizon Cost Model 
Meter Type and Meter Reading 

(Updated July 18,2005) 

, , . 
. . . .  

. ,  

Read Type Breakdown 
Manual 8,000 (Zero by 2006) 
Pin 6,500 
Touch Pad 64,768 
MXU (Radio) 360 
Total 79,628 

Installed Meters 
Manufacturer 

Badger 
Badger 
Badger 
Badger B-a-d-ger 

Hersey 
Hersey 

.. ~ . .&WE,.- ~ . ~. . .. ~.. -~-~.. 1.500 
.Neptune 10.000 

/- ~ Neptune 1.000 
Neptune 2.000 

~ .. ... He.p~u-ne ~. . . . 
.0.750' 

Neptune 0.750 
Neptune .625X.750 
Neptune ... . . 3.000, 
Neptune 4.000 
Neptune 0.625 
Neptune 6.000 
Neptune 8.000 
Sensus 1.500 
sensus 1.500 
Sensus 1.000 
Sensus 1.000 
Sensus 2.000 
Sensus 2.000 
Sensus .625X.750 
Sensus 3.000 
Sensus 4.000 
Sensus 0.625 
Sensus 0.625 
'Sensus 6.000 

~. 

Sensus '. 8.000 - 

- Size 
1.500 
2.000 
3.000 
4.000 
OB25 
6.000 
8.000 

QuantitV 
3 
1 
2 
1 

1,170 
9 
6 

308 
2 

636 
333 
33 
I 

4,493 
57 
40 

23,177 
31 
7 

367 
1 

972 
32 

490 
9 

1,764 
58 
43 

40,684 
4,854 

32 . 
2 
79.628 

Read Tvw 
Manual 
Manual 
Manual 
Manual 
Manual 
Manual 
Manual 

Touch Read Some manual, some Sensus TR 
Touch Read 
Touch Read 
Touch Read 
Touch Read Most areSensus TR 

Manual 
Touch Read Some manual 

Touch Read About half are manual 
Touch Read Some manual 

%,..,..*(I._ -, . .*.,i...,*-.-..,- I.,. ... ,..., ~... &*,"~,, ..., . " , . "  . , . ., ..,,,.,,., , . . I _  

Touch Read Some manual, . , . .  .. 

Manual Some touch read 
Manual Some touch read 

Touch Read 
Manual 

Touch Read 
Manual 

Touch Read 
Manual 

Touch Read Some manual 
Touch Read Some manual 
Touch Read 
Touch Read 
Touch Read Many manual 
Touch Read 
Touch Read 

HDR Engineering, Inc. Page 1 of 2 



Quarterly 
Bimonthly 
Monthly 

Rereads * 
Final Reads * 

Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

IO-Year Planning Horiion Cost Model 
Meter Type and Meter Reading 

(Updated July 18,2005) 

&& 
97.2% 309,565 

2.8% 26,840 
336,405 

4.3% 3,447 
7.4% 5,870 

9,317 

Total Meter Visits 345,722 

* Rereads and. Final. ReEds estimated . . . .  from actual activity in 2004. 

2004 Read Comparison. Supplied by Rusty Collin$wotth 
Name Ava. Read % Coded Ava. Lost Ava. Start Avo. End 

. . . . .  . ....... ... .............. . . .  ..... ......... .-- Reader.l... 59, 921 -440 ...& 003 -37 ....12_8,_..r ,?1.,-... . .  

p-.. 
Reader? . ................ 62,013 467 0.001 100 33 20 

Reader 3 69,569 513 0.002 93 29 17 
........ 

Reader 4 62,553 416 0.003 105 32 25 

Reader 5 22,032 437 0.004 152 37 30 

Reader 6 33.575 - 396 0.005 98 27 22 
Total/Average 309,663 445 

* Reader 5 and 6 only read part of the time for the year. Reader 5 transferred to Flushing. 

Meter Readings per Day 
Reading Days per Year 181 

Meter Readings 336,405 
Meter ReadingdDay 465 

Meter Readers ~ 4 -  

HDR Engineering, Inc. Page 2 of 2 



Northern Kentucky Water  District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

IO-Year Planning Horizon Cost Model 
2005 Meter Reading Frequency 

(Updated June 8,2005) 

d 

&@ 
Newport 
Sub Districts 
Bell 
CC City 
cc city 
Cov A 
Cov B 
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

IO-Year Planning Horiion Cost Model 
Customer Requested Readings 

(Updated July 18, 2005) 

Total FSR Total Reader 
~ FSR Reads Readers 

2004 OniOff 4,257 4,257 1,613 1,613 
2004 On 2,148 - - - 
2004 Billing Inspections 7,564 2,500 2,867 947 

13.969 6,757 4,480 2,561 

% of Meters 
Estimate of Annual Rereads 3,447 4.3% 
Estimate of Annual Final Reads 5,870 7.4% 

9,318 

Notes: 
Number of work orders 7/1 - 12/31/04: OnlOff 6610; On 2148 
Number of rereads 7/1 -12131104: 5275 

. . ~. , , , ~ " ~  l..l" "~ ,~~~"" . - " , -~~  I ~ ,.., . 
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Actual Budaet 
Meter Reading 
Salary 
Benefits' 
Education 
M & S  
Contract Sewices 
Fuel 
Insurance 
Misc. 

Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

15-Year Planning Horizon Cost Model 
2005 Budget 

(Updated July 18.2005) 

$ 197,200 
04,300 

2.000 
8,000 
7,000 
9,500 

18,000 
1,700 

$ 337,700 

- FTE $IFrr 
5 

$ 400 
$ 1,600 
$ 1,400 

$ 3,600 
$ 1,900 

$ 340 

Field Service .......... 

Benefits* 179,000 
Education 

14,500 M & S  

.Salary $ 512,600 8 

5,000 $ 625 
$ 1.813 
$ .. 

..:.. -.625-. .... cm<3'et , ~ ~ ~ G e a - - ; -  .......................... ,. .4,5;ooo 
Fuel 27,000 $ 3,375 

~. ;. .Mi% . . . . . .  . .  .. 3,000 $ ,  375. . .  

... ....... __i . . ~  _.,-_ :^* ._i -.-.- 

Insurance 20,600 $ 2.575 

$ 766,700 

Flushing & Leak Detection 

Benefits* 
Education 
M & S  
Contract Services 
Fuel 
Insurance 
Mix. 

- Salary 

Meter Shop 
Salary 
Benefits' 
Education 
M & S  
Contract Services 
Fuel 
insurance 
Misc. 

$ 176,900 
71,800 

1,000 
10,500 
5,000 

13,500 
10,200 
1,050 

$ 289,950 

$ 164,100 
56,600 

2,000 
48,000 
24,500 
11,000 
10.200 
1,500 

$ 317,900 

HDR Engineerlng. Inc. Page 1 of 2 



Notthem Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

%-Year Planning Horizon Cost Model 
2005 Budget 

(Updated July 18,2005) 

. _ -  

Customer Service 
Account Service $ 1,309,950 
General 500,650 
Courier & Maint. 57,050 

1,867,650 

Total Customer Service, Readers, Field Service, Flushing&Detectlon, Meter Shop 
Total $ 3,579,900 

Cost Model Budaet Estimate 
Meter Reading Total (Total 
Salary 
Benefits' 
Edu.c+tiOn 
M & S  
Contract Services 
Fuel 
Insurance 

.~ ~ i ~ c ~  - 
.. . . .  .., . . . .  

Readers, Field Service @I 25%) 
$ 325.350 

139,050 
3,250 

1 1,625 
8,250 

16.250 
23,150 

-. 2.450 
$ 529,375 

.. 

_I___. * IncludesTaxes . . . . . . . . . . .  - ,  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
\u' 

Customer Service 
Account Service $ 1,309,950 
Genera! 
Courier & Maint. 

- (cost not impact& by changes in meter reading) 
. . .  . . . .  - :~ (cost not impact% by changes in meter reading) 

$ 1.309.950 

Total Estimated Reading Budget $ 1,839,325 

HDR Engineering, Inc. 
Page 2 of 2 
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibiliq Study 

15-Year Planning Horizon Cost Model 
Meter Type and Meter Reading 

(Updated July 18, 2005) 

Read Type Breakdown 
Manual 8,000 (Zero by 2006) 
Pin 6.500 . ... 
Touch Pad 64:768 
MXU (Radio) 360 
Total 79,628 

Installed Meters 
Manufacturer 

Badger 
Badger 
Badger 
Bad.g!ger 
Badger 
Hersey 
Hersey 

Neptune 
Neptune 

.. .WEP&P?. : 
Neptune 
Neptune 
Neptune 
Neptune 
Neptune 
Neptune 
Neptune 
Neptune 
Sensus 
Sensus 
Sensus 
Sensus 
Sensus 
Sensus 
Sensus 
Sensus 
Sensus 
Sensus ' 

Sensus 
' Sensus 

Sensus 

.-.,-Neptune . . . ... . 

P 

- Size 
1.500 
2.000 
3,000 
4.000 
0.625 
6.000 
8.000 

. .A5$Q. 
10.000 
1.000 

.....,... " 

2.000 
0.750 
0.750 

625x.750 
3.000 
4.000 
0.625 
6.000 
8.000 
1.500 
1.500 
1.000 
1 .ooo 
2.000 
2.000 

,625x.750 
3.000 
4.000 
0.625 
0.625 
6.000 
8.000 

Quantity ReadTvDe 
3 Manual 
1 Manual 
2 Manual 
1 Manual 

1,170 Manual 
9 Manual 
6 Manual 

.. .. 308.. .. 
2 TouchRead' 

636 Touch Read 

, ,Touch-R!?ad. . s ~ ~ e . , m a n ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ n s ~ s . T R  

333 Touch Read 
33 Tbu& Read Most are-SenSus'TR 

1 
4,493 

57 
40 

23,177 
31 
7 

367 
1 

972 
32 

490 
9 

1,764 
58 
43 

40,684 
4,854 

32 

Manual 
Touch Read Some manual 
Touch Read Some manual 
Touch Read About haF are manual 
Touch Read Some manual 

Manual Some touch read 
Manual Some touch read 

Touch Read 
Manual 

Touch Read 
Manual 

Touch Read 
Manual 

Touch Read Some manual 
Touch Read Some manual 
Touch Read 
Touch Read 
Touch Read Many manual 

. Touch Read 
12 fouchRead 

79,628 

..,. . . . ., . . . .. 

HDR Engineering, InC. Page 1 of 2 



Quarterly 
Bi-monthly 
Monthly 

Rereads * 
Final Reads " 

Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

15-Year Planning Horizon Cost Model 
Meter Type and Meter Reading 

. (Updated July 18,2005) 

Reads 
97.2% 309,565 

2.8% 26,840 
336,405 

4.3% 3,447 
7.4% 5,870 

9,317 

Total Meter Visits 345,722 

* Rereads and Final Reads estimated from actual activity in 2004. 

2004 Read comparison. Supplied by Rusty Collinsworth 
- Name #Read AviRead % Coded Ava. Lost Ava. Start 

~ Reader -.,-.. 1 59 921 440 0.003 28 . 21 .... ................. ... . .  .h .... I ................... a7 *..-..-., ._ .......... 

62,013 467 0.001 100 33 20 
. ~ .  Reader 2 

:. \ , -~-:  :' '.-.~. -. II:~ 

Reader 3 69,569 51 3 0.002 93 29 17 
,~ . . . . . . .  , ~.~ . ........ .... . .  

Reader 4 62,553 416 0.003 105 32 25 

Reader 5 22,032 437 0.004 152 37 30 

Reader 6 93.575 - 396 0.005 98 27 22 
TotallAverage 309,663 445 

* Reader 5 and 6 only read part of the time for the year. Reader 5 transferred to Flushing 

Meter Readings per Day 
Reading Days per Year 18j 
Meter Readers 4 
Meter Readings ~ 336,405 ' 

Meter ReadingdDay 465 
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Taylor Mill 
Taylor Mill 
Taylor Mill 

. . r&n-32 .. . 
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

15-Year Planning Horizon Cost Model 
2005 Meter Reading Frequency 

(Updated June 8,2005) 

#o f  Routes 
91 1 

73-90 26 
36 19 
52 20 
54 19 
60 13 
24 14 
40 li 
32 15 
12 22 
14 24 

38/42 11 
18 12 
22 11 
34 18 

11 
5 

56 7 
62 6 

- . I6 7 
20 18 
50 23 
19 21 
39 15 
55 17 
63 6 
65 9 
67 8 

389 

, .  
44/48 . ,,, .. .. "̂.146 . . , . 

Total Meters 
66 

2,146 
2,553 
4,662 
3,995 
3,904 
4,867 
4,182 
1,929 
3,415 
3,353 
1,892 
3,060 
2,245 
4,785 
4,213 
3,296 
2,551 
1,596 
1,937 
4,781 
1,975 
2,023 
1,344 
2,635 
1,697 
1,975 
1,372 

78,749 

Days to Read Read Frequency 
1 .o Monthly 
1 .o 
1.5 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 
1 .o 
2.0 
2.0 
3.0 
2.0 
2.0 ' 

1 .o 
1 .o 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

Month$ 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quaiterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 

Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 

., . Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 

..~,Qua.iterly.. - . . 

Annual Reads 
792 

26,752 
10,212 
16,648 
15,960 
16,616 
19,468 
16,728 
7,716 

13,660 
13,412 
7,568 

12,240 
8,980 

19,140 
16,852 
13584 
10,204 
6,384 
7,748 

19,124 
7,900 
8,092 
6,676 

10,540 
6,788 
7,900 
5,488 

332,692 

Monthly Percentage 2.81% 

Presented by Barb Northcutt 

.. . .~ . ... .... . ~ ~ .  

-- 
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r Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

15-Year Planning Horizon Cost Model 
Customer Requested Readings 

(Updated July 18,2005) 

Total FSR Total Reader 
FSR Readers Reads Reads - 

2004 OnlOff 4,257 4,257 1,613 1,613 
2004 On 2,148 - - - 
2004 Billing Inspections 7,564 2,500 2,867 947 

13,969 6,757 4,480 2,561 

% of Meters 
Estimate of Annual Rereads 3,447 4.3% 
Estimate of Annual Final Reads 5,870 7.4% 

9,318 

Notes: 
Number ofworkorders 7/1 - 12/31/04: OnlOff 6610; On2146 
NOrnber of WgaFS 711 “:I 2/31 /04:’5275 

, .,... , . . . .  , .  . l..“, ,..” 

f - ’  

. 
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
Meter Reading Feasibility Study 

Appendices 

Appendix E 

Qztafierlj. Xe2ding One-Year Depkyypipent C ~ 5 t  Model 

Monthly Reading One-Year Deployment Cost Model 
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Case No. 2008-- 
Exhibit A 

NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
WATER DISTRICT 

Project 
Automated Meter Reading 

Kenton and Campbell Counties 
184-03 1 1 

Specifications prepared by HDR Engineers titled 
“Automated Meter Reading” 



SPECIFICATIONS 
FOR 

NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
WATER DISTRICT 

Automatic Meter Reading System 

July 23,2007 

COMPILED BY: 
NORTHERN KENTUCKY WATER DISTRICT 

P.O. Box 18640 
2835 Crescent Springs Road 
Erlmger, Kentucky 4 101 8 



S P E C I F I C A T I O N S  

FOR 

NORTHERN KENTUCKY WATER DISTRICT 

Automatic Meter Reading System 

July 23,2007 

COMMISSIONERS: 

JOE KOESTER - CHAIRPERSON 
ANDREW COLLINS - TREASURER 

DOUG WAGNER - SECRETARY 
PAT SOMMERKAMP - COMMISSIONER 
FRANK JACKSON - COMMISSIONER 
FRED MACKE, JR. - COMMISSIONER 

RON LOVAN, PRESlDENTlCEO 

CHARLES PANGBURN - ATTORNEY 

COMPILED BY: 
Northern Kentucky Water District 

2835 Crescent Springs Road 
Erlanger, Kentucky 41018 
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Section 00020 

INVITATION TO BID 

First Advertisement: July 23, 2007 
Second Advertisement: August 9,2007 
Third Advertisement: August 30, 2007 

PROJECT: Automatic Meter Reading System 

SEALED BIDS WILL BE RECEIVED AT: 

Northern Kentucky Water District (OWNER) 
2835 Crescent Springs Road 
P.O. Box 18640 
Erlanger, Kentucky 41018 

UNTIL: Date: September 20,2007 
Time: 2:OO p.m., local time. 

At said place and time, and promptly thereafter, all Bids that have been duly received 
will be publicly opened and read aloud. 

The proposed Work is generally described as follows: The selected Bidder will provide 
and install all required equipment, licenses, hardware, and software to implement a 
system-wide Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) system to record and transmit meter 
readings for all of the Owner’s water customers. The system must be a radio frequency 
based system employing mobile radio, fixed radio, or a combination of mobile and fixed 
radio technology. Services will include installation, training, and post-installation 
support. The time to deploy the AMR System will be twelve, twenty-four, or thirty-six 
months, and will be determined as part of the bidding process. Bidders will submit 
pricing for one, two, and three year deployment. A bidder may submit multiple bid forms 
for multiple meter reading systems. For example, a bidder may submit a bid form for a 
mobile system, a bid form for a fixed system, and a bid form for a hybrid system. 

The Bidder’s bid must include a deployment plan that demonstrates compliance with the 
requirements as defined in the specifications section. 

All Bids must be in accordance with the Bidding Documents on file, and available for 
examination at: 

Northern Kentucky Water District 
2835 Crescent Springs Road 
Erlanger, Kentucky 41018 

Copies of the Bidding Documents may be obtained from the Owner at the address listed 
herein upon payment of a non-refundable price of $50.00 by contacting Chris Wetherell 
at (859) 426-2742. Additional charges for mailing and handling are as follows: 

___I 

Mailing and Handling (U.S. Mail) (if requested) $5.00 

00020 
-1- 



Mailing and Handling (FED EX) (if requested) $25.00 
Bidders will receive a hard copy, and Compact Disc copy of the Bidding Documents. 
Any addendums to the Bid will be sent to respondents via email. 

Charges for Bidding Documents and mailing and handling, if applicable, will not be 
refunded. 

A non-mandatory pre-bid conference will be held on August 15, 2007 at the Owner's 
central facility, 2835 Crescent Springs Road, Erlanger, Kentucky, 41018, at 1O:OO a.m. 
local time. Representatives of Owner and Engineer will be present to discuss the 
project. Bidders are encouraged to attend and participate at the conference. Engineer 
will transmit to all prospective Bidders of record such Addenda as Engineer considers 
necessary in response to questions raised at the conference. Oral statements may not 
be relied upon and will not be binding or legally effective. 

Bids will be received on a unit basis as described in the Bid Forms, Contract Forms, and 
Conditions of Contract sections. 

Bid security, in the form of a certified check or Bid Bond in the amount of ten percent 
(10%) of the maximum total bid price, must accompany each Bid. 

The Successful Bidder will be required to furnish a Performance Bond and a Payment 
Bond as security for the faithful performance of the project and the payment of all bills 
and obligations arising from the performance of the Contract. 

The Successful Bidder and all Subcontractors will be required to conform to the labor 
standards set forth in the Contract Documents. This project falls under the provisions of 
KRS 337.505 to 337.550 for prevailing wage rates (See Conditions of Contract section). 

Owner reserves the right to reject any or all Bids, including without limitation the right to 
reject any or all nonconforming, non-responsive, incomplete, unbalanced, or conditional 
Bids, to waive informalities, and to reject the Bid of any Bidder if Owner believes that it 
would not be in the best interest of Owner to make an award to that Bidder. Owner also 
reserves the right to negotiate with the apparent successful Bidder to such an extent as 
may be determined by Owner. 

Minority Bidders are encouraged to bid. 

Bids shall remain subject to acceptance for a period of 180 days after the day of bid 
opening. 

Mark Lofland. V.P. Account Services & Billing 
Northern Kentucky Water District 
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Section 001 00 

INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS 

I. DEFINED TERMS. Terms used in these Instructions to Bidders will have the meanings 
indicated in the General Conditions and Supplementary Conditions. Additional terms used in 
these Instructions to Bidders have the meanings indicated below which are applicable to both 

' the singular and plural thereof: 

A. Engineer- Owner authorized persons acting as Owner's Agent throughout the 
procurement and implementation of the AMR System. 

Bidder- The individual, entity, or entities who submit a Bid directly to Owner. 

Successful Bidder - The Bidder submitting a responsive Bid to whom Owner (on the 
basis of Owner's evaluation as hereinafter provided) makes an award. 

B. 

C. 

2. COPIES OF BIDDING DOCUMENTS. Complete sets of Bidding Documents must be 
used in preparing Bids; Bidder shall have sole responsibility for errors or misreoresentations 
resulting from the use of incomplete sets of Bidding Documents. 

Owner in making copies of Bidding Documents available on the above terms, does so only for 
the purpose of obtaining Bids for the Work and does not confer a license or grant for any 

3. QUALIFICATIONS OF BIDDERS. To demonstrate Bidder's qualifications to perform the 
Work, Bidder shall demonstrate to the NKWD that the firm and/or its application meets or 
exceeds the following minimum qualifications. Evidence of these stated minimum 
qualifications shall be submitted as part of the submittal requirements presented in Section 6 
below. 

___- other use. 

b The proposed AMR system and components must have been deployed for a 
minimum of 1 year at other water utilities. 

b Bidder must provide evidence showing it has demonstrated experience in 
supplying, installing, and supporting the AMR System proposed, and has 
performed satisfactorily in previous contracts of similar size and scope. 

b Bidder shall provide 3 water utility references. References should be of similar size 
to NKWD, and should corroborate evidence of demonstrated experience 
mentioned above. 

b Bidder must provide evidence showing it possesses financial resources to provide 
the required equipment, systems and services; 

b Bidder must provide evidence showing it has the character, integrity, reputation, 
judgment, experience, and efficiency required by the contract this Bidding 
Document seeks to establish. 
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b Bidder must show that it will provide a complete AMR System that can be easily 
maintained and supported by NKWD employees or its Agents; and 

b Bidder must demonstrate that it can provide complete and effective application 
training-both initially and ongoing. 

In addition Owner may request Bidder to submit written evidence of minimum qualifications 
such as financial data, previous experience, present commitments, and such other data as 
may be requested by Owner or Engineer. Bidders who have not, in the Owner’s opinion, had 
sufficient experience in the size and type of work involved may not be considered. 

4. EXAMINATION OF BIDDING DOCUMENTS AND SITE. It is the responsibility of each 
Bidder, before submitting a Bid, to: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 
~ . .  

e. 

f. 

9. 

thoroughly examine and study the Bidding Documents, including any Addenda; 

become familiar with and satisfy all federal, state, and local Laws and Regulations 
that may affect cost, progress, performance, or furnishing of the Work; 

agree at the time of submitting its Bid that no further examinations, investigations, 
explorations, tests, studies, or data are necessary for the determination of its Bid for 
performance of the Work at the price bid and within the times and in accordance 
with the other terms and conditions of the Bidding Documents; 

correlate the information known to Bidder, and all additional examinations, 
investigations, explorations, tests, studies, and data with the Bidding Documents; 

promptly give Engineer written notice of all conflicts, errors, ambiguities, or 
discrepancies that Bidder discovers in the Bidding Documents and confirm that the 
written resolution thereof by Owner is acceptable to Bidder; 

determine that the Bidding Documents are generally sufficient to indicate and 
convey understanding of all terms and conditions for the performance of the Work; 
and 

accept the terms and conditions set forth in the Contract Documents. 

4.01. Additional Information. Before submitting a Bid, each Bidder may, at Bidder’s own 
expense, make or obtain any additional examinations, investigations, explorations, tests, and 
studies and obtain any additional information and data which pertain to the Site or otherwise, 
which may affect cost, progress, performance, or furnishing of the Work, and which Bidder 
deems necessary to determine its Bid for performing and furnishing the Work in accordance 
with the time, price, and other terms and conditions of the Contract Documents. 

On request, 72 hours in advance, the Owner will provide each bidder access to the Site to 
conduct examinations as each Bidder deems necessary for submission of a Bid. 
Arrangements for Site visits shall be made by calling Mr. Chris Wetherell with the Northern 
Kentucky Water District at (859) 426-2742. - 
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All questions related to this Project shall be submitted in writing to: 

Chris Wetherell 
Field Supervisor 
Northern Kentucky Water District 
2835 Crescent Springs Road 
Erlanger, KY 41018 
Phone: 859-426-2742 
Fax: 859-578-5456 

E-mail: chrisw@nkvwater.orq 

Questions must be received by September 14, 2007 prior to the close of NKWD business 
hours (4:30 p.m. local time). Bidders shall clearly understand that the only official answer or 
position of NKWD will be the one stated in writing. 

5. OWNER AND BIDDERS REPRESENTATIONS. 

5.01. Owner's Remesentation. NKWD reserves the right to cancel this procurement at any 
time and for any reason and to issue such clarifications, modifications, and/or amendments as 
it may deem appropriate. 

Receipt of a bid by the NKWD or a submission of a bid to the NKWD confers no rights upon 
the Bidder nor obligates NKWD in any manner. 

right to waive minor irregula_rities.in bids, provided. that. 
the NKWD. Any such waiver shall not modify any 

-- 

Document requirements or excuse the Bidder from full compliance with the Bidding 
Documents and other contract requirements if the Bidder is awarded a contract. 

5.02. Bidder's Remesentation. The submission of a Bid will constitute an incontrovertible 
representation and covenant by Bidder that Bidder has complied with every requirement of 
Article 4, that without exception the Bid is premised upon' performing and furnishing the Work 
required by the Bidding Documents and applying any specific means, methods, techniques, 
sequences, and procedures of construction that may be shown or indicated or expressly 
required by the Bidding Documents, that Bidder has given Owner written notice of all conflicts, 
errors, ambiguities, and discrepancies that Bidder has discovered in the Bidding Documents 
and the written resolutions thereof are acceptable to Bidder, and that the Bidding Documents 
are generally sufficient to indicate and convey understanding of all terms and conditions for 
performing and furnishing the Work. 

6. SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS. In addition to completion of all indicated required forms 
included in the Bidding Documents, Bidders are required to provide the following information. 
Owner retains the right to deem any bid that fails to respond to one or more of the following 
requests for information as unresponsive. 

The items listed below shall be submitted with each bid and shall be presented in the order 
shown. Each section shall be clearly labeled, with pages numbered and separated by tabs. 
Failure by a respondent to include all listed items may result in the rejection of its bid. Bids 
should clearly indicate how the AMR System Requirements and Deployment and Operation 

. .  
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Requirements presented in the AMR System General and Technical Requirements are 
achieved. 

A. Cover Letter 
This letter shall be a brief formal letter from the Bidder that provides information regarding the 
firm and its ability to perform the requirements of the Contract Documents. The letter shall be 
signed by a person who is authorized to commit the Bidder's organization to perform the work 
included in the bid, and shall identify all materials and enclosures being forwarded in 
response to the Bidding Documents. 

B. AMR System Description 
Provide a description of the functions and features of the proposed AMR System specifically 
demonstrating the ability to meet the mandatory requirements and deployment and 
operational requirements. Include sufficient detail to: provide the Owner with an 
understanding of the product being proposed, and that will enable Owner to determine if the 
required functionality is provided. Also include the following. 

1. Number of years proposed AMR system has been deployed 

2. Number of sites using recommended product 

3. Number of water and wastewater customers served using recommended product 

C. Deployment Plan 
Describe in detail how the AMR System will be installed, including: 

1. The details of your approach to provide the systems and services requested by 
these Contract Documents, and method of verifying your system's ability to 
perform as required 

2. Provide details on installation procedures and approach, including: planned cost 
control measures; inventory receipt and control; management of site work; 
customer notification process of pending work; safety program and precautions; 
installation quality control program; verification and acceptance program; and 
method for documenting meter locations. 

3. Indicate where Bidder has contracted with a third party to perform services in 
support of AMR deployment. Provide participation level of third party including 
time estimates of on-site participation. 

4. Minimum system and hardware requirements including software specifications and 
warranties. 

5. Describe your AMR system and supporting application training, including how 
training will be conducted, time spent by functional area (Customer Service, Billing, 
Metering, Work Order, Systems Administration, etc.), location, and availability of 
on-line training and assistance. 

6. Describe how on-going AMR system and supporting application support will be 
handled, including maximum application down time commitments, and anticipated 
corrective measure response times for varying levels of severity. 
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7. Owner responsibilities to support your installation and training plans including 
estimated amount of time required by Owner. 

D. Compensation and Cost Data 
Provide the total cost to deploy the AMR System in 12 months, 24 months, and 36 months. 

E. Corporate Experience and Capacity 
Provide information that documents your firm’s and/or subcontractors’ qualifications to 
produce the required outcomes, including its ability, capacity, skill, financial strength, and 
number of years of experience in providing the required services. 

1, Number of years Bidder has been in business 

2. Technical support availability, expressed as “Eastern Time Zone” 

3. References from 3 water utilities of similar size using proposed system 

4. Bidder five year revenue 

5. Last five years of Bidder net income 

6. Number of persons directly employed by Bidder 

7. Revenue from sales of recommended product 

8. Prior to disclosure of company financial information, provide a Non-Disclosure 
Agreement to be signed by Owner and Engineer, if required. 

F. Key Personnel 
Attach resumes of “key” members of the respondent‘s team that will provide the services 
related to this contract. These resumes should include Project Managers, Field Supervisors, 
Lead Technical Support, and Lead Training Personnel. 

G. Customer Listings 
Provide a listing of all AMR customers during the past three (3) years for all work of similar 
size and scope. Information provided for each client shall include the following: 

0 Client name and address 

0 Client’s contact reference name and current telephone number 

AMR System and supporting application installed 

e Number and type of AMR units installed 

Time period for deployment 
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7. BIDDER DEMONSTRATIONS. -All submitted bids will be evaluated, and the Owner 
intends to select certain Bidders to perform demonstrations at a location designated by Owner 
(Anticipated to be either Ft. Thomas, Kentucky or Erlanger, Kentucky). Bidders should be 
prepared to provide demonstrations during the following period: 

October 15,2007 through October 26,2007 

Notification as to being selected for a product demonstration will be on or about September 1, 
2007. Selected Bidder's presentation and demonstration should last no more than one day. 

8. INTERPRETATIONS AND ADDENDA. All questions about the meaning or intent of the 
Bidding Documents shall be submitted to Owner in writing. Submit questions to: 

Northern Kentucky Water District 
2835 Crescent Springs Road 
P.O. Box 18640 
Erlanger, KY 41018 
ATTENTION: Chris Wetherell 

chrisw@nkywater.org 
FAX 859-578-5456 

Any interpretations or clarifications that are considered necessary by Owner in response to 
such questions will be issued by Addenda and emailed to all Bidders recorded by Owner as 
having received the Bidding Documents. Questions received after close of business (4:30 
p.m. local time) on September 14, 2007 will not be answered unless these questions are 
deemed essential to the Bidding process as determined by the Owner. The person 
submitting questions shall be responsible for their prompt delivery. Only questions answered 
by Addenda will be binding. Oral and other interpretations or clarifications will be without legal 
effect. 

Addenda may be issued to clarify, correct, or change the Bidding Documents as deemed 
advisable by Engineer. 

Engineer will not be responsible for explanations or interpretations of the Bidding Documents 
or Contract Documents except as issued in accordance herewith. 

9. BID SECURITY. Each Bid must be accompanied by Bid security made payable without 
condition to Owner in an amount of 10 percent of Bidder's maximum Bid and in the form of a 
certified check or Bid Bond (on the form attached) issued by a surety meeting the 
requirements as set forth in the General Conditions. 

Bid security of the Successful Bidder will be retained until such Bidder has executed the 
Contract Documents, furnished the required contract security, and met the other conditions of 
the Notice of Award, whereupon the Bid security will be returned. If the Successful Bidder 
fails to execute and deliver the Contract Documents and furnish the required contract security 
within 15 days after the Notice of Award, Owner may annul the Notice of Award and Bid 
security of that Bidder will be forfeited. Bid security of other Bidders whom Owner believes to 
have a reasonable chance of receiving the award may be retained by Owner until the later of 
seven days after the Effective Date of the Agreement or one day after the last day the Bids 
remain subject to acceptance, whereupon Bid security furnished by such Bidders will be 
returned. 

- 
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A sample of an acceptable Bid Bond is presented in the Bid Forms section. 

I O .  CONTRACT TIMES. The Contract Times are numbers of days within which, or the dates 
by which, the Work is i o  be (a) Substantially Completed and (b) also completed arid rea& for 
final payment are set forth in the Agreement. A sample Agreement is provided in the Contract 
Forms section of this Bidding Document. 

11. LIQUIDATED DAMAGES. Provisions for liquidated damages, if any, will be set forth in 
the Agreement. A sample Agreement is provided in the Contract Forms section of this Bidding 
Document. 

12. RETAINAGE OF PAYMENT. Provisions concerning retainage of payment are set forth in 
the Agreement. A sample Agreement is provided in the Contract Forms section of this Bidding - - 
Document. 

13. PREPARATION OF BID. The Owner will not be liable in any way for any costs incurred 
by any Bidder in the preparation of its bid in response to this Bidding Documents, nor for the 
presentation of its bid and/or participation in any discussions, demonstrations or negotiations. 

The Bid form is included with the Bidding Documents and shall not be removed therefrom 
unless otherwise specified. All blanks on the Bid form shall be completed by printing in ink or 
by typewriter and the Bid signed. A Bid price shall be indicated for each lump sum bid item 
and/or unit price item listed therein, or the words "No Bid, "No Change", or "Not Applicable" 
entered. 

A Bid by a corporation shall be executed in the corporate name by the president or a vice- 
president or other corporate officer accompanied by evidence of authority to sign. The 
corporate seal shall be affixed and attested by the secretary or an assistant secretary. The 
corporate address and state of incorporation shall be shown below the signature. 

A Bid by a partnership shall be executed in the partnership name and signed by a partner 
(whose title must appear under the signature), accompanied by evidence of authority to sign. 
The official address of the partnership shall be shown below the signature. 

A Bid by a limited liability company shall be executed in the name of the firm by a member 
and accompanied by evidence of authority to sign. The state of formation of the firm and the 
official address of the firm must be shown below the signature. 

A Bid by an individual shall show the Bidder's name and official address. 

A Bid by a joint venture shall be executed by each joint venturer in the manner indicated on 
the Bid form. The official address of the joint venture must be shown below the signature. 

All names shall be typed or printed in ink below the signatures. 

The Bid shall contain an acknowledgment of receipt of all Addenda, the numbers of which 
shall be filled in on the Bid form. 

The address and telephone number for communications regarding the Bid shall be shown. 
- -  

_I__ 
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14. SUBMITTAL OF BID. A Bid shall be submitted no later than the date and time prescribed 
and at the place indicated in the advertisement or Invitation to Bid, or at the modified time and 
place indicated by Addendum. Bids shall be enclosed in an opaque sealed envelope plainly 
marked with the notation "Bid Enclosed for Automatic Meter Reading System" and the name 
and address of Bidder, and shall be accompaiiied by other required ciociments. If a Bid is 
sent by mail or other delivery system, the sealed envelope containing the Bid shall be 
enclosed in a separate envelope plainly marked on the outside with the notation "Bid 
Enclosed for Automatic Meter Reading System". 

Bids shall be addressed to Owner at: 

Northern Kentucky Water District 
2835 Crescent Springs Road 
P.O. Box 18640 
Erlanger, Kentucky 41018 
ATTENTION: Chris Wetherell 

One complete and executed set of the Bid Form along with "Non-Collusion Affidavit", Bid 
Bond, and other information outlined in Section 6 to the Instructions to Bidders shall be 
submitted. Bidder shall assume full responsibility for timely delivery at the location designated 
for receipt of Bids. Bids received after the time and date for receipt of Bids may be returned 
unopened. Oral, telephone, facsimile, or telegraph Bids are invalid and will not receive 
consideration. 

A Bidder may submit multiple Bid Forms for one or multiple types of meter reading systems - 
(mobile, fixed and hybrid, etc.) Copies of the Bid Forms may be used by the bidder as 
needed. For each type of AMR system bid, a Bidder must submit a Unit Price Bid Schedule 
for the 12-month Deployment, 24-month Deployment, and 3bmonth Deployment. A Bidder 
must indicate the type of AMR system (s) being bid on the line provided on the Unit Price Bid 
Schedules. 

15. MODIFICATION AND WITHDRAWAL OF BIDS. A Bid may be modified or withdrawn by 
an appropriate document duly executed in the manner that a Bid must be executed and 
delivered to the place where Bids are to be submitted prior to the date and time for the 
opening of Bids. If within 24 hours after Bids are opened any Bidder files a duly signed 
written notice with Owner and promptly thereafter demonstrates to the reasonable satisfaction 
of Owner that there was a material and substantial mistake in the preparation of its Bid, that 
Bidder may withdraw its Bid. 

16. OPENING OF BIDS. Bids will be opened at the time and place indicated in the 
advertisement or invitation to Bid and, unless obviously non-responsive, read aloud publicly. 
An abstract of the amounts of the base Bids and major alternates, if any, will be made 
available to Bidders after the opening of Bids. 

17. BIDS TO REMAIN SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE. All Bids will remain subject to 
acceptance for the period of 180 days, but Owner may, in its sole discretion, release any Bid 
prior to the end of this period. The Owner reserves the right to accept or reject in whole or in 
part any or all bids submitted. 

18. BID EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF PREFERRED BIDDER. Bids shall be prepared 
and submitted in strict compliance with the Bidding Documents. Failure to comply with all 
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provisions of the Bidding Documents may result in disqualification. Owner reserves the right 
to reject any or all Bids, including without limitation, nonconforming, nonresponsive, 
incomplete, unbalanced, or conditional Bids. Owner further reserves the right to reject the Bid 
of any Bidder which it finds, after reasonable inquiry and evaluation, to be non-responsive. 
Owner may also reject the Bid of any Bidder if Owner believes that it would not be in the best 
interest of the Owner to make an award to that Bidder. Owner also reserves the right to 
waive all informalities not involving price, time, or changes in the Work and to negotiate with 
the apparent Successful Bidder to such an extent as may be determined by Owner. 

Owner is using competitive bidding method of selection, and will select the bidder or bidders 
that present the best bid as determined by the Owner. Bids will be evaluated based on 
equipment and system capability, and bidders’ qualifications and ability to complete the 
deployment. An award, if made, shall be made to the responsible Bidder whose bid is most 
advantageous to the Owner. 

The Owner reserves the right to contact any and all references to obtain, without limitation, 
information regarding the Bidder’s performance on previous projects. A uniform sample of 
references may be checked for each responsive Bidder. After interviews or demonstrations, 
and checking of references, a final evaluation will then result in the selection of a Bidder. 

Owner may conduct such investigations as Owner deems necessary to establish the 
responsibility, qualifications, and financial ability of Bidders to perform the Work in 
accordance with the Contract Documents. 

19. CONTRACT SECURITY AND INSURANCE. The General Conditions sets forth Owner’s 
requirements as to performance and payment Bonds and insurance. When the Successful 
Bidder delivers the executed Agreement to Owner, it must be accompanied by such Bonds 
and insurance certificates. Samples of these forms are presented in the Contract Forms 
section of these Bidding Documents. Bidders should review these forms. 

20. SIGNING OF AGREEMENT. When Owner gives a Notice of Award to the Successful 
Bidder, it will be accompanied by the required number of unsigned counterparts of the 
Agreement with the other Contract Documents identified in the Agreement as attached 
thereto. Within the number of days set forth in the Bid Form, the Successful Bidder shall 
sign, leaving the dates blank, and deliver the required number of counterparts of the 
Agreement and attached documents to Owner. Within 15 days thereafter, Owner shall 
execute all copies of the Agreement and other Contract Documents submitted by Successful 
Bidder, shall insert the date of the Contract on the Agreement, and shall return one copy to 
Contractor. 

When Owner gives a Notice of Award, it will be accompanied by the required number of 
unsigned counterparts of the Non-Disclosure Agreement. The Successful Bidder shall sign 
the Non-Disclosure Agreement and return it with the Agreement. 

_^__ 
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Section 00300 

BID FORM 

PROJECT IDENTIFICATION: Automatic Meter Reading System 

THIS BID IS SUBMITTED TO: 

Northern Kentucky Water District 
P.O. Box 18640 
Erlanger, Kentucky 41018 
ATTENTION: Chris Wetherell 

1. The undersigned Bidder proposes and agrees, if this Bid is accepted, to enter into an 
Agreement with Owner to perform all Work as specified or indicated in the Contract Documents 
for the unit prices and within the times indicated in this Bid and in accordance with the other 
terms and conditions of the Contract Documents. 

2. Bidder accepts all of the terms and conditions of the Invitation to Bid and the Instructions to 
Bidders. This Bid will remain subject to acceptance for 180 days after the Bid opening, or for 
such longer period of time that Bidder may agree to in writing upon request of Owner. 

3. In submitting this Bid, Bidder represents and covenants, as set forth in the Agreement, that: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

Bidder has examined and carefully studied the Bidding Documents, the other related 
data identified in the Bidding Documents, and the following Addenda, receipt of all 
which is hereby acknowledged: 

No. Dated 

No. Dated 

No. Dated 

Bidder is familiar with and is satisfied as to the general and local conditions that may 
affect cost, progress, and performance of the Work. 

Bidder is familiar with and is satisfied as to all federal, state, and local Laws and 
Regulations that may affect cost, progress, and performance of the Work. 

Bidder does not consider that any further examinations, investigations, explorations, 
tests, studies, or data are necessary for the determination of this Bid for performance 
of the Work at the price(s) bid and within the times and in accordance with the other 
terms and conditions of the Contract Documents. 

Bidder has correlated the information known to Bidder, reports identified in the 
Bidding Documents, and all additional examinations, investigations, explorations, 
tests, studies, and data with the Contract Documents. 
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f. Bidder has given Owner written notice of all conflicts, errors, ambiguities, or 
discrepancies that Bidder has discovered in the Bidding Documents, and the written 
resolution thereof by Owner is acceptable to Bidder. 

g. The Contract Documents are generally sufficient to indicate and convey 
understanding of all terms and conditions for the performance of the Work for which 
this Bid is submitted. 

4. Bidder further represents that this Bid is genuine and not made in the interest of or on 
behalf of any undisclosed individual or entity and is not submitted in conformity with any 
agreement or rules of any group, association, organization, or corporation; Bidder has not 
directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other Bidder to submit a false or sham Bid; Bidder 
has not solicited or induced any individual or entity to refrain from bidding; and Bidder has not 
sought by collusion to obtain for itself any advantage over any other Bidder or over Owner. 

5. Bidder will complete the Work for the following unit prices, computed in accordance with the 
General Conditions. Bidder acknowledges that estimated quantities are not guaranteed, and 
are solely for the purpose of comparison of Bids, and final payment for all Unit Price Bid items 
will be based on actual quantities provided, determined as provided in the Contract Documents. 

(NOTE: Bidder must include any items required for operation of its system even if not listed in 
the following tables.) 
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Type of System (ie. Mobile, Fixed, Hybrid, etc.): (1) 

UNIT PRICE BID SCHEDULE - 12-month Deployment 

cost  Unit 
Component Price 
fquipment (2) 

Labor (3) 

- 

Units 

Each 

Total 
cost 

Estimated 
Quantity 

11,500 

63,500 

Item Description 

Single meter, inside 

fquipment (2) 1 I I 
Single meter, outside Each 

Labor (3) 

Labor (3) 
2,500 Each Multiple meter, inside 

Multiple meters, outside 

Handheld data collection 
units 
Mobile data collection 

2,500 Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

- 

- 

- 

Equipment (2) I I I 
Labor (3) 

Equipment 5 

Equipment I I I 2 - units (Mobile Only) 
Fixed data collection 
units (Enter proposed 
number) 

Lump Sum 

Each 

- 

Each 

Fixed data collection 
repeaters (Enter 
Proposed number) 
Field programmers 
required to configure 
radio freauencv meter 

Lump Sum 

Equipment 5 

_ _  reading devices 
Communication svstem 
and hardware to 6ansfer 
data to and from data 

1 Lump Sum 

collection units (4) 
Reauired AMR System 

1 

1 
- 

Sofiware (if not included 
above) 

Lump Sum 

Training & Support (5) 
Total Amount Bid for 12-month Deployment 1 
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Type of System (ie. Mobile, Fixed, Hybrid, etc.): (1) 

UNIT PRICE BID SCHEDULE - 24-month Deployment 

cost  
Component 

Equipment (2) 

Estimated 
Item Descri t ion Quanti 4 Single meter, inside 11,500 

Unit Total 
Price cost 

Single meter, outside 63,500 

Multiple meter, inside 2,500 

Multiple meters, outside 

Handheld data collection 
units 
Mobile data collection 
units (Mobile Only) 
Fixed data collection 
units (Enter proposed 
number) 

Fixed data collection 
repeaters (Enter 
Proposed number) 
Field programmers 
required to configure 
radio frequency meter 
reading devices 
Communication system 
and hardware to transfer 
data to and from data 

2,500 

5 

2 

5 

collection units (4) 
Required AMR System 
Software (if not included 
above) 
Training & Support (5) 

iota 

__ 

Units 

Each 
~ 

Each 

_I 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

- 

Each 

Each 

1 

1 

1 

mouni 
~ 

Labor (3) 1 I 
Equipment (2) 

Labor (3) 

Equipment (2) I I 
Labor (3) 

Equipment (2) 

Labor (3) 1 I 
Equipment I I 
Equipment 1 I 
Lump Sum 

Lump Sum 

Lump Sum 

Lump Sum 

Equipment 

Lump Sum 

Lump Sum 

Lumpsum I 
id for 24-month Deployment I 
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Type of System (ie. Mobile, Fixed, Hybrid, etc.): (1) 

UNIT PRICE BID SCHEDULE - 36-month Deployment 

Item Description 

Single meter, inside 

Single meter, outside 

Estimated 
Quantity 

11,500 

63,500 

Units 

Multiple meters, outside 2,500 

Cost !hit Total 
Component Price cost 

3 units 
Mobile data collection I ,. 

Multiple meter, inside 

Fixed data collection 
units~(Enfer proposed 
number) 

2,500 

Fixed data collection 

radio frequency meter 
.- reading devices 
Communication system 
and hardware to Gansfer 
data to and from data 

Software (if not included 

Each 

__ 

Each 

I Equipment (2) I I 
Labor (3) 

Labor (3) 

Each 

- 

Each 

Equipment (2) 

Labor (3) 

Equipment (2) 

Labor (3) 

Each I Equipment I I 
Each I Equipment I I 

Each I Lumpsum I 
Each I LumpSum I 
Each I Equipment I 

1 Lumpsum I 
I I Lumosum I I 

I for 36-month Deployment 
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(I) For a hybrid system please provide pricing for all components, and labor to install these 
components. 

(2) Equipment includes radio frequency meter reading device and other necessary installed 
components such as antennas installed at or on the meter. It should also include any 
miscellaneous equipment such as mounting brackets, clips, or wires. In other words any 
and ail items required to have the radio frequency meter reading device working 
properly. 

(3) Labor includes time to install the radio frequency meter reading device, documentation 
of existing conditions, GPS recording of meter location, verification of operability and 
any required corrective measures, and restoration of site to preexisting conditions. 

(4) Required computer hardware will be provided by the Owner, but Bidders shall provide 
required operating specifications. If FCC licenses are required for operation of the AMR 
System, the Bidder shall include the price here. 

(5) Indicate the lump sum amount for training and support. 

Training: 

Owner requires training of all appropriate staff sufficient to enable them to 
effectively operate and maintain the system. To be effective, Owner requires 
that training curriculum be provided in advance, that training be accompanied by 
course workbooks and materials, that training be provided by experienced 
instructors, and that all training be accompanied by tests or hands-on evaluation 
to ensure Owner’s employees have absorbed the content of the training. 

i. Prerequisite to installation. Training must be sufficient to prepare the 
Owner‘s staff to fully and completely administer and maintain the system 
without further reliance on vendor staff beyond normal assistance 
covered by maintenance agreement. The Owner requires that its staff be 
trained prior to the commencement of installations. 

ii. Training on the Owner‘s installed equipment. The Successful Bidder shall 
provide all additional training on the Owner’s AMR system equipment 
(including the control computer and database) after it is installed, tested 
and accepted by the Owner. Training shall use real data from the 
Owner’s system. 

iii. Location. All training shall be done at the Owner’s offices and facilities, or 
in the field. 

iv. Training curriculum. Successful Bidder shall provide thorough training in 
each of the following areas for the designated number of people: 

1. All aspects of the AMR system’s operation, including obtaining 
reads and consumption data from the system, transferring reads 
and other information between the AMR system and the CIS, 
creating performance reports, diagnosing potential problems with 
system components, changing or adding customer 
accounts/MlU/meters to the system; for a minimum of 20 Owner’s 
employees or agents for a minimum of 16 hours. 
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2. Meter reading database management, for a minimum of 10 
Owner’s employees or agents for a minimum of 8 hours. 

3. Installation management and project control, for a minimum of 10 
Owner’s employees or agents for a minimum of 12 hours. 

4. Field installation, for a minimum of 30 the employees or agents for 
a minimum of 4 hours. 

5. Field diagnostics and maintenance, for a minimum of 30 Owner’s 
employees or agents for a minimum of 8 hours. 

6. Application software administration, for a minimum of 10 Owner’s 
employees or agents for a minimum of 12 hours. 

Successful Bidder shall specify duration for each of these training 
sessions. 

v. Training aids. User training will include detailed documentation and 
reference materials for each end-user. Successful Bidder shall provide 
trainees’ workbooks, training aids (including software and videotapes), 
and system technical manuals prior to or during the training session. 

vi. Supplemental Training. Successful Bidder shall provide a schedule of 
costs for additional training beyond the initial training proposed. 

vii. Restore equipment. Successful Bidder shall restore, repair or replace any 
Owner’s equipment damaged in training, and restore any hardware or 
software modified in training. 

viii. Instructors. The Successful Bidder shall provide trained and experienced 
instructor(s), and ensure that they do not perform other duties during the 
training period that will interrupt instruction. 

b. Support 

1. The Successful Bidder must provide telephone and on-site 
support as needed by Owner for a period of three (3) years from 
the date of the Notice to Proceed to be issued by Owner. As 
support will usually be requested when software or equipment 
malfunctions, such support must be rapid and efficient. 

2. Telephone support. Successful Bidder shall provide trained 
persons to answer technical questions and guide Owner’s 
employees through the use or diagnosis of the system through a 
toll-free number. Indicate telephone support hours proposed. 
Response time to a Owner’s telephone query shall be within 30 
minutes. 

3. On-site support. Successful Bidder shall be required to provide 
on-site assistance at the request of the Owner. On-site support 
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shall be rendered within twenty-four (24) hours of receiving a 
request for support. 

6, Bidder agrees that the Work will be substantially completed within the time (either 12, 24 or 
36 months) required, as determined by the Owner, and ready for final payment as defined 
in the General Conditions. 

7. Communications concerning this Bid shall be sent to the Bidder at the following address. 

8. The terms used in this Bid with initial capital letters have the meanings indicated in the 
Instructions to Bidders and the General Conditions. 

____I 

00300 
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SIGNATURE OF BIDDER 

If an Individual 

Name (typed or printed): 

(SEAL) 
(Individual's signature) 

BY 

doing business as 

Business address 

Phone No.: Fax No.: 

Date 

If a Partnership 

Partnership Name: (SEAL) 

BY 
(Signature of general partner - affach evidence of authority to sign) 

Name (typed or printed): 

Business address 

Phone No. Fax No.: 

Date 

00300 
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If a Corporation 

Corporation Name: (SEAL) 

State of Incorporation: 

Type (General, Professional, Service, Limited Liability): 

(Signature - attach evidence of authority to sign) 
BY 

Name (typed or printed): 

Title: 

Attest 

Business address 

(CORPORATE SEAL) 

Phone No. Fax No.: 

Date 

00300 
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If a Joint Venture 

(Each joint venturer must sign. The manner for signing for each individual, partnership, and 
corporation that is party to the joint venture should be in the manner indicated above.) 

Joint Venturer Name: (SEAL) 

By: 
(Signature - attach evidence of authority to sign) 

Name (typed or printed): 

Title: 

Business address: 

Phone No.: Fax No.: 

Joint Venturer Name: (SEAL) 

By: 
[Signature - attach evidence of authority to sign) 

Name (typed or printed): 

Title: 

Business address: 

Phone No.: Fax No.: 

Date 

00300 
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- . ..... . .. . . ... . . . 

PENAL SUM FORM 

BID BOND 
BIDDER fNarne and Addre& 

S U R E N  (Name and Address of PrinciRal Place of Business1 

OWNER (Name and Address1 

BID DUE DATE 
PROJECT (Bnef Descnption Including Location) 

BONDNUMBER 
DATE (Not later than Bid due date) 
PENAL SUM 

(Words) (Figures) 

IN WlTNESS WHEREOF Surety and Bidder intending to be legally bound hereby Subject to the tens  
pnnted on the reverse side hereof do each cause this Bid Bond to be duly executed on its behalf by its 
authorized officer agent or representahve 

BIDDER SURETY 

(Seal) 
Bidder's Name and Corporate Seal 

(Seal) 
Surety s Name and Corporate Seal 

BY BY 
Signature and Title Signature and Title 

(Attach Power of Attorney) 

Signature and Title 
Attest Attest 

Signature and Title 

Note (1) 
(2) 

Above addresses are to be used for giving required nohce 
Any singular reference to Bidder Surety OWNER or other party shall be considered 
plural where applicable 

EJCDC NO 1910-28-C (1996 Edition) 00410-1 



. . . .. . .. - _. 

1 Bidder and Surely Jointly and severally bmd 
themselves their heus executors admmstrators 
successors and assigns to pay to OWNER upon default 
of Sidder the p a l  sum set forth on the face o f  th:s 
Bond 

2 Default of Bidder shall occur upon the filure of 
Bidder to deliver widun the tune reqwed by the Biddmg 
Documents (or any extension thereof agreed to m 
writmg by OWNER) the executed Agreement required 
by the Biddmg Documents and any puformance and 
payment Bonds required by the Biddmg Documents 

3 This obligation shall be null and void if 
3 1 OWNER accepts Bidders Bid and Bidder 

delivea w i h  the ume requued by the Biddmg 
Documents (or any extension thereof agreed to 
m wntmg by OWNER) the executed 
Agreement requued by the Biddmg Documents 
and any performance and payment Bonds 
required by the Biddmg Documents or 

3 2 All Bids are rejected by OWNER or 
3 3 OWNER fails to issue a Notii e of Award In 

Bidder wtthm the tame specified ln the Biddmg 
Documents (or any extension thereof agreed to 
in wnung by Bidder and if applicable 
consented to by Surety when requued by 
paragraph 5 hereof) 

4 Payment under tbIS Bond wlll be due and payable 
upon default by Bidder and wirbm 30 calendar days aher 
receipt by Bidder and Surety of Wnuen notice of default 
from OWNER wbxh noace wlil be given with 
reasonable prompmess idenufylng fius Bond and the 
Project and mcludmg a statement of the amount due 

5 Surety waives nouce of and any and all defenses 
based on or msmg out of any time extension to issue 
Nouce of Award agreed to m wntmg by OWNER and 
Bidder pronded that the toIal me for i mlng Notice of 
Award lncludmg extensions shall not in the aggregate 
exceed 120 days from Bid due dare without Surety s 
wriften consent 

6 No s u i  or action shall be commenced under tbIS 
Bond pnor to 30 calendar days after the nouce of default 
requued m paragraph 4 above 18 received by Bidder and 
Surely and UI no case later than one year after Bid due 
da@ 

7 Any suit or action under this Bond shall be 
commenced only m a coun of competent jurisdiction 
located m the state ln which the Project is located 

PENAL SUM FORM 

8 Notices required hereunder shall be in wrutng and 
sent to Bidder and Surety at their respecrive addresses 
shown on the face of fius Bond Such notices may be 
sent by persona! delivery commercial cornier or by 
Umted Stiles Registered or Certified Mail r e m  
receipt requested postage pre pad and shall be deemed 
to be effective upon receipt by the pany concerned 

9 Surety shall cause to be attached to this Bond a 
current and effective Power or Attorney evidencmg the 
authority of the officer agent or representative who 
executed this Bond on behalf of Surety to execute seal 
and deliver such Bond and bmd the Surety thereby 

10 This Bond is mended to conform to all applicable 
StaNtOIy requuemenu Any applicable requvement of 
any applicable stamte that bas been omitted from fius 
Bond shall be deemed to be mcluded hcreln as if set 
forth at length if  any provision of this Bond conflicts 
with any applicable StaNte then the provision of sud  
s t a ~ t e  shall govern and the remamder of a s  Bond that 
is not m conflict therewith shall contmue m full force 
and effect 

11 The term Bid as used herem includes a Bid offer 
or proposal as applicable 
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Section 00460 

NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT 

STATE OF: 1 

COUNTY OF: ) ss 

, being first duly sworn, deposes 

of and says that he/she is the 
(sole owner, a partner, president, secretary, etc.) 

, the party making the 
foreaoina bid: that such bid is aenuine and not collusive or sham: that said bidder is not 
finaiciali interested in, or otherwise affiliated in a business way h any other bidder on 
the same contract; that said bidder has not colluded, conspired, connived, or agreed, 
directly or indirectly, with any bidder or person, to put in a sham bid, or that such other 
person shall refrain from bidding, and has not in any manner directly or indirectly sought 
by agreement or collusion, or communication or conference, with any person, to fix the 
price or affidavit of any other bidder, or that of any other bidder, or to secure any 
advantage against Owner, or any person or persons interested in the proposed Contract; 
and that all statements contained in said bid are true; and further, that such bidder has not, 
directly or indirectly submitted this bid, or the contents thereof, or divulged information of 
data relative thereto to any association or to any member or agent thereof. 

AFFIANT 

Sworn to and subscribed before me, a Notary Public in and for the above named 

State and County, this day of 7 20-.....-. 

NOTARY PUBLIC 

End of Section 

NKWSD 
00460 

-1- 
September I O ,  2003 



(Note: The following standard form will be used for ) 
(preparation of the Agreement, after award of contract) 

Section 00500 

AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered by and between the Northern Kentucky Water District 
(herein called Owner) and 
(herein called Vendor). 

Owner and Vendor, in consideration of the mutual covenants herein set forth, agree as follows: 

Article 1. WORK 

Vendor shall complete all Work as specified or indicated in the Contract Documents. The Work is 
generally described as follows: 

The selected Vendor will provide and install all required equipment, licenses, hardware, and 
software to implement a system-wide Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) system to record and 
transmit meter readings for all of the Owner's water customers. The system must be a radio 
frequency based system employing mobile radio, fixed radio, or a combination of mobile and 
fixed radio technology. Services will include installation, training, and post-installation support. 
The time to deploy the AMR System will be months. 

Article 2. ENGINEER. 

The Project has been designed with the assistance of HDR Engineering, Inc., who is referred to in 
the Contract Documents as Engineer. Engineer, and its duly authorized agents, are to act as 
Owner's representative, assume all duties and responsibilities, and have the rights and authority 
assigned to Engineer in the Contract Documents in connection with completion of the Work in 
accordance with the Contract Documents. 

Article 3. CONTRACT TIMES, LIQUIDATED DAMAGES, DELAYS, AND DAMAGES. 

All time limits for Milestones, if any, Substantial Completion, and completion and readiness for 
final payment as stated in the Contract Documents are of the essence of the Contract. 

3.1. Contract Times. The Work will be substantially completed within months after 
the date when the Contract Times commence to run as provided in Article 3 of the General 
Conditions, and completed and ready for final payment in accordance with Article 13 of the 
General Conditions within six months after the date required for substantial completion. 

3.2. Liauidated Damages. Owner and Vendor recognize that time is of the essence of this 
Agreement and that Owner will suffer financial loss if the Work is not completed successfully 
within the times specified in paragraph 3.1 above, plus any extensions thereof allowed in 
accordance with Article 11 of the General Conditions. The parties also recognize the delays, 

00500 
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expenses, and difficulties involved in proving in a legal proceeding the actual loss suffered by 
Owner if the Work is not completed on time. Accordingly, instead of requiring any such proof, 
Owner and Vendor agree that as liquidated damages for delay (but not as a penalty), Vendor shall 
pay Owner $750.00 for each day that expires after the time specified in paragraph 3.1 for 
Substantial Completion until the Work is substantially complete. After Substantial Completion, if 
Vendor shall neglect, refuse, or fail to complete the remaining Work within the Contract Times or 
any proper extension thereof granted by Owner, Vendor shall pay Owner as liquidated damages 
(but not as a penalty) $500.00 for each day that expires after the time specified in paragraph 3.1 
for completion and readiness for final payment until the Work is completed and ready for final 
payment. 

Owner shall have the right to deduct the liquidated damages from any money in its hands, 
otherwise due, or to become due, to Vendor, or to initiate action to recover liquidated damages for 
nonperformance of this Contract within the time stipulated. 

3.3. Delays and DamaQes. In the event Vendor is delayed in the prosecution and completion of 
the Work because of any delays caused by Owner or Engineer, Vendor shall have no claim 
against Owner or Engineer for damages (including but not limited to acceleration costs or 
damages) or contract adjustment other than an extension of the Contract Times and the waiving 
of liquidated damages during the period occasioned by the delay. 

Vendor shall provide advance written notice to Owner and Engineer of Vendor's intention to 
accelerate the Work prior to commencing any acceleration. Such written notice shall include a 
detailed explanation of the nature and scope of the acceleration, the reason for the acceleration, 
the anticipated duration of the acceleration, and the estimated additional costs to Vendor, if any, 
related to the acceleration. This requirement shall not in any way affect or alter the agreement of 
Owner and Vendor with respect to delays and damages as set forth above and in the General 
Conditions. Owner shall not be responsible or liable for any acceleration costs or damages. 

-- 
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Article 4. CONTRACT PRICE 

Owner shall pay Vendor for completion of the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents. 
The total amount paid by the Owner shall be based on the total number of each unit price item 
provided by Vendor on Vendor's bid form for a 
month period. 

system to be installed over 

Article 5. PAYMENT PROCEDURES. 

Vendor shall submit Applications for Payment in accordance with Article 13 of the General 
Conditions. Applications for Payment will be processed by Owner as provided in the General 
Conditions, as modified by the Supplementary Conditions. 

5.1. Progress Pavments. Owner shall make progress payments on account of the Contract Price 
on the basis of Vendor's Applications for Payment on or about the 25th day of each month during 
performance of the Work. All such payments will be measured by the number of units of unit 
price items completed. 

5.2. Retainaqe. In addition to any amounts withheld from payment in accordance with Article 13 
of the General Conditions, Owner shall retain from progress payments amounts equal to the 
following percentages: 

a. Ten percent (10%) of the amount of the Work completed. This amount may be 
reduced by the Owner in its sole and absolute discretion, if the project is 
substantially completed; and 

Ten percent (10%) of the value of materials and equipment that are not 
incorporated in the Work but are delivered, suitably stored, and accompanied by 
documentation satisfactory to Owner as provided in Article 13 of the General 
Conditions. Retainage for stored materials and equipment will be released when 
the materials and equipment are incorporated in the Work. 

b. 

All retainage will be paid to Vendor when the Work is completed and ready for final payment in 
accordance with Article 13 of the General Conditions. Consent of the Surety shall be obtained 
before retainage is paid by Owner. Consent of the Surety, signed by an agent, must be 
accompanied by a certified copy of such agent's authority to act for the Surety. 

5.3. Final Payment. Upon final completion and acceptance of the Work in accordance with 
Article 13 of the General Conditions, Owner shall pay the remainder of the Contract Price as 
provided in paragraph 13.4. 

Article 6. VENDORS REPRESENTATION 

In order to induce Owner to enter into this Agreement Vendor makes the following 
representations: 

a. Vendor has examined and carefully studied the Contract Documents and the other 
related data identified in the Contract Documents. 
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b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

9. 

h. 

I .  

Vendor has visited the Site and become familiar with and is satisfied as to the 
general, local, and Site conditions that may affect cost, progress, and performance of 
the Work. 

Vendor is familiar with and is satisfied as to all federal, state, and local Laws and 
Regulations that may affect cost, progress, and performance of the Work. 

Vendor has obtained and carefully studied (or assumes responsibility for having done 
so) all additional or supplementary explorations, investigations, explorations, tests, 
studies and data concerning conditions (surface, subsurface, and Underground 
Facilities) at or contiguous to the Site which may affect cost, progress, or 
performance of the Work or which relate to any aspect of the means, methods, 
techniques, sequences, and procedures of construction to be employed by Vendor, 
including applying the specific means, methods, techniques, sequences, and 
procedures of construction, if any, expressly required by the Contract Documents to 
be employed by Vendor, and safety precautions and programs incident thereto 

Vendor does not consider that any further examinations, investigations, explorations, 
tests, studies, or data are necessary for the performance of the Work at the Contract 
Price, within the Contract Times, and in accordance with the other terms and 
conditions of the Contract Documents. 

Vendor is aware of the general nature of work to be performed by Owner and others 
at the Site that relates to the Work as indicated in the Contract Documents. 

Vendor has correlated the information known to Vendor, information and observations 
obtained from visits to the Site, reports and drawings identified in the Contract 
Documents, and all additional examinations, investigations, explorations, tests, 
studies, and data with the Contract Documents. 

Vendor has given Owner written notice of all conflicts, errors, ambiguities, or 
discrepancies that Vendor has discovered in the Contract Documents, and the written 
resolution thereof by Owner is acceptable to Vendor. 

The Contract Documents are generally sufficient to indicate and convey 
understanding of all terms and conditions for performance and furnishing of the Work. 
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Article 7. CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. 

The Contract Documents, which are incorporated as part of this Agreement, consist of the 
following: 

1. This Agreement; 

2. Performance Bond; 

3. Payment Bond; 

4. General Conditions; 

5. Employment Requirements and Wage Rates 

6. AMR System General and Technical Requirements; 

7. Addenda (numbers - to ___, inclusive); 

8. Exhibits to this Agreement (enumerated as follows): 

Vendor's Bid; 
Notice of Award and Notice to Proceed; 

Documentation submitted by Vendor prior to Notice of Award; 

9. The following which may be delivered or issued on or after the Effective Date of the 
Agreement and are not attached hereto: 

Written Amendments; 
Work Change Directives; 
Change Orders. 

There are no Contract Documents other than those listed above in this Article 7. The Contract 
Documents may only be amended, modified, or supplemented as provided in Article 4 of the 
General Conditions. 

Article 8. COMPLIANCE WITH KENTUCKY LAW 

Vendor represents and warrants that it has revealed to Owner any and all final determinations of a 
violation of KRS Chapters 136, 139, 141, 337, 338, 341 and 342 within the previous five years. 
Vendor further represents and warrants that it will remain in continuous compliance with the 
provisions of KRS Chapters 136, 139, 141, 337, 338, 341 and 342 for the duration of this 
Agreement. Vendor understands that its failure to reveal a final determination of a violation or to 
comply with the above statutory requirements constitutes grounds for cancellation of the 
Agreement and for disqualification of Vendor from eligibility for any contracts for a period of two 
years. 

Article 9. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 

Unless exempted under KRS 45.590, during the performance of the Agreement, the 
Vendor agrees as follows: 
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a. The Vendor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for 

The Vendor will take affirmative action in regard to employment, upgrading, 

employment because of race, color, religion, sex, age, or national origin; 

demotion, transfer, recruitment, recruitment advertising, layoff, termination, rates of pay or other 
forms of compensation, and selection for training, so as to ensure that applicants are employed 
and that employees during employment are treated without regard to tneir race, color, reiigion, 
sex, age, or national origin; however, when layoffs occur, employees shall be laid off according 
to seniority with the youngest employee being laid off first. When employees are recalled, this 
shall be done in the reverse of the way employees were laid off. 

The Vendor will state in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed 
by or on behalf of the Vendor that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for 
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, age, or national origin. 

applicants for employment, setting forth the provisions of the nondiscrimination clauses 
required by this section; and 

with which he has collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding advising 
the labor union or workers’ representative of the Vendor’s commitments under the 
nondiscrimination clauses. 

Article I O .  MISCELLANEOUS. 

b, 

c. 

d. The Vendor will post notices in conspicuous places, available to employees and 

e, The Vendor will send a notice to each labor union or representative of workers 

a. Terms used in this Agreement will have the meanings indicated in the General 
Conditions. 

No assignment by a party hereto of any rights under or interests in the Contract will 
be binding on another party hereto without the written consent of the party sought 
to be bound; and, specifically but without limitation, moneys that may become due 
and moneys that are due may not be assigned without such consent (except to the 
extent that the effect of this restriction may be limited by law), and unless 
specifically stated to the contrary in any written consent to an assignment, no 
assignment will release or discharge the assignor from any duty or responsibility 
under the Contract Documents. 

b. 

c. Owner and Vendor each binds itself, its partners, successors, assigns, and 
representatives to the other party hereto, its partners, successors, assigns, and 
representatives in respect of all covenants, agreements, and obligations contained 
in the Contract Documents. 

Any provision or part of the Contract Documents held to be void or unenforceable 
under any Law or Regulation shall be deemed stricken, and all remaining 
provisions shall continue to be valid and binding upon Owner and Vendor, who 
agree that the Contract Documents shall be reformed to replace such stricken 
provision or part thereof with a valid and enforceable provision that comes as close 
as possible to expressing the intention of the stricken provision. 

d. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Owner and Vendor have signed this Agreement. One counterpart 
each has been delivered to Owner, Vendor, Surety, and Engineer. 

This Agreement will be effective on 
Effective Date of the Agreement). 

(which is the 

OWNER: Northern Kentucky Water District 

By: 

Address for giving notices 

2835 Crescent Springs Road 
P.O. Box 18640 
Erlanger, Kentucky 41018 

VENDOR: 

By: 

(Corporate Seal) 

Address for giving notices 

Joint Venturer 
VENDOR: 

By: 

(Corporate Seal) 

Address for giving notices 
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. . _ .  

Performance Bond 

Any slngular reference lo Contractor Surety Owner or other party shall be considered plural where applicable 

CONTRACTOR (Name and Address) SURETY (Name and Address of Principal Place 
of Busmess) 

OWNER (Name and Address) 

CONTRACT 
Date 
Amount 
Descnphon (Name and Loeation) 

BOND 
Date (Not earlier than Contract Date) 
Amount 
Modifications to thu; Bond Form 

Surety and Contractor mtendmg to be IegaUy bound hereby subject to the terms pmted on the reverse side hereof do each cause 
t h s  Performance Bond m be duly executed on its behalf by 119 authorized officer agent or representatwe 

CONTRACTOR AS PRINCIPAL 
Company (COT *alt 
Signature 
Name and Tiff e 

SURETY 
Company 

Signature 
Name and Title 
(Attach Power of Attorney) 

(Space is provxded below for signatures of addtuonal parties if reqwed ) 

CONTRACTOR AS PRINCIPAL S u R E n  
Company (Carp Seal) Company 

Slgnanup. si!gamre 
Name and Title Name and Title 

EJCDC No 1910 28 A (1996 Edmon) 
OngYllly pnpaml &mu@ thc JOIN tffom of titc Surety Amiauon of Amenca Engmecn Joint Contract Doeumenn: C o m u e c  mc Arwrlatcd GeNta1 
Contraclon of Amcnca am! me Amcncaa inrhhlm of ArclumcIs 
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(FOR INFORMATION ONLY Name kddress and Telephone) 
AGENT or BROKER 

, -  
OWNER S REPRESENTATIVE (Engmeer or other ~ a n y )  

1 
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___ ... . . .. . - _. .. .. . . . .. -. ... .. . . .. .- . -. - 

Payment Bond 

Any singular reference to Conaaclor Smew Owner or other party shall be eonstdered plural wheee applicable 

CONTRACTOR (Name and Address) 

OWNER (Name and Address) 

CONTRACT 
Date 
Amount 
Descnpuon (Name and Location) 

BOND 
Dare (Not earlier than Contract Date) 
Amount 
Modxficauons to h Bond Form 

Surety and Contractor untendmg to be legally bound hereby subject to the Ienns pmted on the reverse side hereof do each cause thu 
Payment Bond to be duly executed on its behalf by IS autbonzed officer agent or representative 

CONTRACTOR AS PRINCIPAL SURETY 
Company (COT Seal) a m P V  

signature 
Name and Titie 

SignaNrC 
Name and Title 
(Am& Power of Anomy) 

(Space IS provided below for signatures of addmonal parties d requued ) 

CONTRACTOR AS PIUNCIPAL SURETY 
Company (Corp Seal) Company (Cow Sed) 

Signature 
Name and Title 

WCDC No 1910 28 B 11996 Edition) 

SignaNrC 
Name and Titie 
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2 
CONTRACIUR 

With respxt (0 the OWNER this obllgauon shall h null and void sf the 

2 1 PlOltlpdy d C S  payment dlfCCaY Or l d d y  for rfl SUmS due 
clanlanu aml 

Dcfcnds indcmtufin ud holdr hvrmrrr tk OWNER horn dl CIYM 
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Section 00700 

GENERAL CONDITIONS 

1. DEFINITIONS. Wherever used in these General Conditions or in the other Contract 
Documents, the following terms have the meanings indicated which are applicable to both the 
singular and plural thereof: 

Addenda - Written or graphic instruments issued prior to the opening of Bids which clarify, 
correct, or change the Bidding Requirements or the Contract Documents. 

Agreement - The written instrument which is evidence of the agreement between Owner and 
Vendor covering the Work. 

Application for Payment - The form acceptable to Engineer which is to be used by Vendor 
during the course of the Work in requesting progress or final payments and which is to be 
accompanied by such supporting documentation as is required by the Contract Documents. 

Bid - The offer or proposal of the Bidder submitted on the prescribed form setting forth the prices 
for the Work to be performed. 

Bidder -Any person, firm, or corporation submitting a Bid for the Work. 

Bidding Documents - The Bidding Requirements and the proposed Contract Documents 
(including all Addenda issued prior to receipt of Bids). 

Bidding Requirements -The Advertisement or invitation to Bid, the Instructions to Bidders and 
the Bid Form with any supplements. 

Change Order - A document recommended by Engineer which is signed by Vendor and 
Owner and authorizes an addition, deletion, or revision in the Work or an adjustment in the 
Contract Price or the Contract Times, issued on or after the Effective Date of the Agreement 

Claim - A  demand or assertion by Owner or Vendor seeking an adjustment of Contract Price or 
Contract Times, or both, or other relief with respect to the terms of the Contract. A demand for 
money or services by a third party is not a Claim. 

Contract - The entire and integrated written agreement between the Owner and Vendor 
concerning the Work. The Contract supersedes prior negotiations, representations, or 
agreements, whether written or oral. 

Contract Documents -The Contract Documents establish the rights and obligations of the 
parties and include the documents identified and listed in Article 7 in the Agreement. Only 
printed or hard copies of the items listed in this paragraph are Contract Documents. Files in 
electronic media format of text, data, graphics, and the like that may be furnished by Owner to 
Vendor are not Contract Documents. 

Contract Price -The moneys payable by Owner to Vendor for completion of the Work in 
accordance with the Contract Documents as stated in the Agreement. - 
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Contract Times - The number of days or the dates stated in the Agreement to: (i) achieve 
Substantial Completion; and (ii) complete the Work so that it is ready for final payment as 
evidenced by Engineer’s written recommendation of final payment. 

Con’-- LILII.LvI -1- - o i  Vendoi - The iiidkgidual or entity with whom Owner has entered into the 
Agreement. 

Day - A calendar day of twenty-four (24) hours measured from midnight to the next midnight. 

Engineer - The individual or entity named as such in the Agreement. 

Field Order - A written order issued by Engineer which requires minor changes in the Work but 
which does not involve a change in the Contract Price or the Contract Times. 

Laws and Regulations -Any and all applicable laws, rules, regulations, ordinances, codes, 
and orders of any and all governmental bodies, agencies, authorities, and courts having 
jurisdiction. 

NKWD or District - NKWD or District shall mean the Northern Kentucky Water District. 

Notice of Award - The written notice by Owner to the apparent successful bidder stating that 
upon timely compliance by the apparent successful bidder with the conditions precedent listed 
therein, Owner will sign and deliver the Agreement. 

Notice to Proceed - A  written notice given by Owner to Vendor fixing the date on which the 
Contract Times will commence to run and on which Vendor shall start to perform the Work 
under the Contract Documents. 

Owner - The Northern Kentucky Water District 

Partial Utilization - Use by Owner of a substantially completed part of the Work for the 
purpose for which it is intended (or a related purpose) prior to Substantial Completion of all the 
Work. 

Specifications - That part of the Contract Documents consisting of written technical 
descriptions of materials, equipment, systems, standards, and workmanship as applied to the 
Work and certain administrative details applicable thereto. 

Subcontractor - An individual or entity having a direct contract with Vendor or with any other 
Subcontractor for the performance of a part of the Work at the Site. 

Substantial Completion -The time at which the Work (or a specified part thereof) has 
progressed to the point where, in the opinion of Engineer, the Work (or a specified part thereof) 
is sufficiently complete, in accordance with the Contract Documents, so that the Work (or a 
specified part thereof) can be utilized for the purposes for which it is intended. The terms 
“substantially complete” and “substantially completed” as applied to all or part of the Work refer 
to Substantial Completion thereof. 

_- 

+ Vendor - Successful Bidder that has entered into an agreement with NKWD. 
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Work - Any and all obligations, duties and responsibilities assigned to or undertaken by Vendor 
under the Contract Documents. 

Work Change Directive - A  written statement to Vendor issued on or after the Effective Date 
of the Agreement and signed by Owner and recommended by Engineer ordering an addition, 
deletion, or revision in the Work, or responding to differing or unforeseen subsurface or 
physical conditions under which the Work is to be performed or to emergencies. A Work 
Change Directive will not change the Contract Price or the Contract Times but is evidence that 
the parties expect that the change ordered or documented by a Work Change Directive will be 
incorporated in a subsequently issued Change Order following negotiations by the parties as to 
its effect, if any, on the Contract Price or Contract Times. 

Written Amendment - A written statement modifying the Contract Documents, signed by 
Owner and Vendor on or after the Effective Date of the Agreement and normally dealing with 
the non-engineering or non-technical rather than strictly construction-related aspects of the 
Contract Documents. 

As ordered, as directed as required, as permitted, as allowed - The order, directions, 
requirement, permission, or allowance of Owner is intended only to the extent of judging 
compliance with the Contract Documents. The terms do not imply that Owner has any authority 
or responsibility for supervision of Vendor’s forces or operations, such supervision and the sole 
responsibility therefore being strictly reserved for Vendor. 

Reasonable, suitable, acceptable, proper, satisfactory - The terms reasonable, suitable, 
acceptable, proper, and satisfactory mean such to District and are intended only to the extent of 
judging compliance with Contract Documents. 

Understood and agreed - Whenever in these Contract Documents the expression “it is 
understood and agreed” or an expression of like import is used, such expression means the 
mutual understanding and agreement of the parties executing the Agreement. 

2. COPIES OF DOCUMENTS. Owner shall furnish to Vendor up to five copies of the Contract 
Documents. Additional copies will be furnished upon request at the cost of reproduction. 

3. COMMENCEMENT OF CONTRACT TIMES AND NOTICE TO PROCEED. The Contract 
Times will commence to run on the thirtieth day after the Effective Data of the Agreement or, if a 
Notice to Proceed is given, on the day indicated in the Notice to Proceed. A Notice to Proceed 
may be given at any time within the 30 days after the Effective Date of the Agreement. 

4. INTENT, AMENDING, AND REUSE OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. It is the intent of the 
Contract Documents to describe a functionally complete Project (or part thereof) to be 
constructed in accordance with the Contract Documents. Any labor, documentation, services, 
materials, or equipment that may reasonably be inferred from the Contract Documents or from 
prevailing custom or trade usage as being required to produce the intended result will be 
provided whether or not specifically called for at no additional cost to Owner. 
The Contract Documents may be amended to provide for additions, deletions, and revisions in 
the Work or to modify the terms and conditions thereof in one or more of the following ways: (i) a 
Written Amendment; (ii) a Change Order; or (iii) a Work Change Directive. 

- 
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Vendor and any Subcontractor or Supplier or other individual or entity performing or furnishing 
any or the Work under a direct or indirect contract with Owner: (i) shall not have or acquire any 
title to or ownership rights in any of the Specifications or other documents (or copies of any 
thereof) prepared by or bearing the seal of Engineer, including electronic media editions; and (ii) 
shall not reuse any of such Specifications, other documents, or copies thereof on extensions of 
the Project or any other project without written consent of Owner and Engineer and specific 
written verification or adaptation by Engineer. This prohibition will survive final payment, 
completion, and acceptance of the Work, or termination or completion of the Contract. Nothing 
herein shall preclude Vendor from retaining copies of the Contract Documents for record 
purposes. 

5. BONDS AND INSURANCE. Vendor shall furnish performance and payment Bonds each 
in an amount at least equal to the Contract Price as security for faithful performance and 
payment of all Vendor's obligations under the Contract Documents. These Bonds shall remain 
in effect at least until one year after the date when final payment becomes due except as 
provided otherwise by Laws or Regulations or by the Contract Documents. Vendor shall also 
furnish such other Bonds as are required by the Contract Documents All Bonds shall be in the 
form prescribed by the Contract Documents except as provided otherwise by Laws or 
Regulations, and shall be executed by such sureties as are named in the current list of 
Companies Holding Certificates of Authority as Acceptable Sureties on Federal Bonds and as 
Acceptable Reinsuring Companies as published in Circular 570 (amended) by the Financial 
Management Service, Surety Bond Branch, U S Department of the Treasury. All Bonds signed 
by an agent must be accompanied by a certified copy of such agent's authority to act. 

If the surety on any Bond furnished by Vendor is declared bankrupt or becomes insolvent or its 
right to do business is terminated in any state where any part of the Project is located or it 
ceases to meet the requirements above, Vendor shall within 20 days thereafter substitute 
another Bond and surety both of which shall comply with the requirements of above. 

Vendor shall purchase and maintain such liability and other insurance as is appropriate for the 
Work being performed and as will provide protection from claims under worker's compensation 
laws, disability benefit laws or other similar employee benefit acts; from claims for damages 
because of bodily injury, occupational sickness or disease, or death of Vendor's employees; 
claims for damages insured by reasonably available personal injury liability coverage; claims for 
damages because of bodily injury, sickness or disease, or death of any person other than 
Vendor's employees; and claims for damages, other than to the Work itself, because of injury to 
or destruction of tangible property wherever located, including loss of use resulting therefrom - 
any or all of which may arise out of or result from Vendor's operations under the Contract 
Documents whether such operations be by Vendor or by anyone directly or indirectly employed 
by Vendor or by anyone for whose acts Vendor may be liable. 

This insurance shall include at least the specific coverages and be written for not less than any 
limits of liability and maximum deductibles specified hereinafter or required by law, whichever is 
greater, and shall include contractual liability insurance. The Owner shall be included as 
additional insurers on the General Liability, Automotive Liability and Umbrella Excess Liability 
Policies. The insurance shall contain a cross liability or severability of interest clause or 
endorsement. Insurance covering the specified additional insureds shall be primary insurance, 
and all other insurance carried by the additional insureds shall be excess insurance. With 
respect to worker's compensation and employer's liability, comprehensive automobile liability, 
commercial general liability, and umbrella liability insurance, Vendor shall require its insurance - 

- 
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carriers to waive all rights of subrogation against Owner, Engineer, and their respective officers, 
directors, partners, employees, and agents. 

The limits of liability for the insurance required shall provide coverage for not less than the 
following amounts or greater where required by Laws and Regulations: 

1. Workers' Compensation, and related coverage: 

a. State Statutory 

b. Employer's Liability $1,000,000 each 
occurrence 

2. Vendor's General Liability, which shall include completed operations and product 
liability coverage and eliminate the exclusion with respect to property under the 
acre, custody, and control of Vendor: 

a. General Aggregate $1,000,000 

b. Products - Completed Operations $1,000,000 

c. Personal and Advertising Injury $1,000,000 

d. Each Occurrence (Bodily Injury $1,000,000 

Aggregate 

and Property Damage) 

Property Damage liability insurance will provide Explosion, 
Collapse and Underground coverage's where applicable. 

e. 

f. Excess or Umbrella Liability 
1) General Aggregate $4,000,000 
2)  Each Occurrence $4,000,000 

3. Automobile Liability under paragraph 5.04.A.6 of the General Conditions: 

a. Bodily Injury 
Each Person 
Each Accident 

b. Property Damage 
Each Accident 

$1,000,000 
$1,000,000 

$1,000,000 

c. Combined Single Limit $1,000,000 

4. The Contractual Liability shall provide coverage for not less than the following 
amounts: 

a. Bodily Injury 
Each Accident 
Annual Aggregate 

$1,000,000 
$1,000,000 
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b. Property Damage 
Each Accident 
Annual Aggregate 

$1,000,000 
$1,000,000 

This insurance shall be obtained by Vendor and issued in the name of Owner, and shall protect 
and defend Owner against claims arising as a result of the operations of Vendor or Vendor’s 
Subcontractors. The liability limits shall be not less than: 

a. Bodily Injury 
Each Occurrence 
General Aggregate 

b. Property Damage 
Each Occurrence 
General Aggregate 

$1,000,000 
$1,000,000 

$1,000,000 
$1,000,000 

Vendor shall be responsible for any deductible or self-insured retention. 

Before starting the Work, Vendor shall file with Owner certificates of such insurance, 
acceptable to Owner; these certificates shall contain a provision that the coverage afforded 
under the policies will not be cancelled or materially changed until at least thirty (30) days prior 
written notice has been given to Owner. With respect to workers’ compensation and employers’ 
liability, comprehensive automobile liability, commercial general liability, and umbrella liability 
insurance, Vendor shall require its insurance carriers to waive all rights of subrogation against 
Owner, and their respective officers, directors, partners, employees, and agents. 

-. 

6. VENDORS RESPONSIBILITIES. 

6.1. Labor. Materials. and Equipment. Vendor shall furnish all material, equipment, labor, 
transportation, and incidentals necessary for completion of the Work. Unless an emergency, 
no Work shall be done between 6:OO p.m. and 7:OO a.m. without permission of Owner. Work 
outside these hours may be undertaken with the permission of Owner. 

6.2. Taxes. Vendor shall pay all sales, consumer, use, and other similar taxes required to be 
paid by Vendor in accordance with the law of the place where the Work is to be performed. 

6.3. Indemnification. Vendor shall indemnify and hold harmless Owner and Engineer and the 
officers, commissioners, directors, partners, agents, employees, and other consultants and 
subcontractors of each and any of them from and against all claims, damages, losses, and 
expenses, including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys, 
and other professionals arising out of or relating to the performance of the Work, provided that 
any such claim, damage, loss, or expense (a) is attributable to bodily injury, sickness, or death, 
or to injury to or destruction of tangible property (other than the Work itself) including the loss of 
use resulting therefrom and (b) is caused in whole or in part by any negligent act or omission of 
Vendor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by Vendor, or anyone for whose acts Vendor 
may be liable, regardless of whether or not it is caused in part by a party indemnified 
hereunder. - 
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In any and all claims against Owner or Engineer or any of their respective officers, 
commissioners, directors, partners, agents or employees by any employee of Vendor, anyone 
directly or indirectly employed by Vendor or anyone for whose acts Vendor may be liable, the 
indemnification obligation shall not be limited in any way by any limitation on the amount or type 
of damages, compensation, or benefits payable by or for Vendor under worker's compensation 
acts, disability benefit acts or other employee benefit acts. 

6.4. Patents and Royalties. Vendor shall pay all license fees and royalties and assume ail 
costs incident to the use in the performance of the Work and shall defend all suits or claims for 
infringement of any patent rights and, to the fullest extent permitted by Laws and Regulations, 
shall indemnify and hold the Owner and Engineer harmless from and against all claims, losses, 
costs, and damages arising out of or relating to any infringement. 

6.5 Warranty and Guarantee. Vendor warrants and guarantees to Owner that all Work will be 
in accordance with the Contract Documents and will not be defective. AMR components with 
the exception of batteries will be guaranteed for a period of at least two years, with Vendor 
providing full replacement and installation at no cost to the Owner. Batteries will be guaranteed 
for a period of at least 10 years. 

7. OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITIES. Owner shall furnish the information required of Owner 
under the Contract Documents promptly and shall make payments to Vendor promptly after 
they are due. 

8. ENGINEERS STATUS DURING DEPLOYMENT. Engineer will be Owner's representative 
during completion of the Work. The duties and responsibilities and the limitations of authority of 
Engineer as Owner's representative are set forth in the Contract Documents and will not be 
changed without written consent of Owner and Engineer. Engineer will make visits to the Site 
at intervals as Engineer deems necessary in order to observe the progress that has been made 
and the quality of the various aspects of Vendor's executed Work. Based on information 
obtained during such visits and observations, Engineer, for the benefit of the Owner, will 
determine, in general, if the Work is proceeding in accordance with the Contract Documents. 
Engineer's efforts will be directed toward providing Owner a greater degree of confidence that 
the completed Work will conform generally to the Contract Documents. Engineer will not be 
required to make exhaustive or continuous inspections to check the quality or quantity of the 
Work. 

Engineer will not supervise, direct, control, or have authority over or be responsible for Vendor's 
means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures of implementation, or the safety 
precautions and programs incident thereto, or for any failure of Vendor to comply with Laws and 
Regulations applicable to the performance of the Work. 

Engineer will issue with reasonable promptness such written clarifications or interpretations of 
the requirements of the Contract Documents as Engineer may determine necessary, which 
shall be consistent with the intent of and reasonably inferable from the Contract Documents. 
Such written clarifications and interpretations will be binding on Owner and Vendor. 

Engineer may authorize minor variations in the Work from the requirements of the Contract 
Documents which do not involve an adjustment in the Contract Price or the Contract Times and 
or compatible with the concept of the completed Project as a functioning whole as indicated by 
the Contract Documents. These may be accomplished by a Field Order and will be binding on 
Owner and also on Vendor, who shall perform the Work involved promptly. 

- 
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Engineer will have authority to disapprove or reject Work which Engineer believes to be 
defective, or that Engineer believes will not produce a completed Project that conforms to the 
Contract Documents or that will prejudice the integrity of the concept of the completed project 
as a functioning whole as indicated by the Contract Documents. 

Engineer will not be responsible for the acts or omissions of Vendor or of any Subcontractor, 
any supplier, or of any other individual or entity performing any of the Work. 

9. CLAIMS. Written notice stating the general nature of each Claim, dispute, or other matter 
shall be delivered by the claimant to the Engineer and the other party to the Contract promptly 
but in no case later than thirty (30) days after the start of the event giving rise thereto. Notice of 
the amount or extent of the Claim, dispute, or other matter with supporting data shall be delivered 
to the Engineer and the other party to the Contract within sixty (60) days after the start of such 
event (unless Engineer allows additional time for claimant to submit additional or more accurate 
data in support of such Claim, dispute, or other matter). Each Claim shall be accompanied by 
claimant's written statement that the adjustment claimed is the entire adjustment to which 
claimant believes it is entitled as a result of said event. The opposing party shall submit any 
response to Engineer and the claimant within thirty (30) days unless Engineer allows additional 
time. Engineer will render a formal decision in writing within thirty (30) days after receipt of the 
last submittal of the claimant or the opposing party, if any. 

10. CHANGES IN THE WORK. Without invalidating the Agreement and without notice to any ~ 

surety, Owner may, at any time or from time to time, order additions, deletions, or revisions in 
the Work by a Written Amendment, a Change Order, or a Work Change Directive. 

11. CHANGES OF CONTRACT PRICE OR CONTRACT TIMES. The Contract Price or 
Contract Times may only be changed by a Change Order or by a Written Amendment. Where 
Vendor is prevented from completing any part of the Work within the Contract Times due to 
delay beyond the control of the Vendor, the Contract Times will be extended in an amount 
equal to the time lost due to such delay. This extension shall be Vendor's sole and exclusive 
remedy for such delay. Delays beyond the control of the Vendor shall include, but not be 
limited to, acts or neglect by Owner, fires, floods, epidemics, abnormal weather conditions, or 
acts of God. The Contract Times will not be extended due to delays within the control of the 
Vendor. 

In no event shall Owner or Engineer be liable to Vendor, any Subcontractor, any supplier, or 
any other person or organization, or to any surety for or employee or agent of any of them, for 
damages arising out of or resulting from any delay. 

12. CORRECTION PERIOD. If within two years after the date of Substantial Completion or 
such longer period of time as may be prescribed by the terms of any applicable special 
guarantee, any Work is found to be defective, Vendor shall promptly, without cost to the Owner, 
correct such defective Work to the satisfaction of the Owner. If Vendor does not promptly 
comply with the terms of such instructions, or in an emergency where delay would cause 
serious risk of loss or damage, Owner may have the defective Work corrected or repaired or 
may have the rejected Work removed and replaced. All Claims, costs, losses, and damages 
including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys, and other 
professionals arising out of or relating to such correction or repair or such removal and 
replacement will be paid by Vendor. - 

. 
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13. PAYMENTS TO VENDOR AND COMPLETION. 

13.1. Unit Price Work. Where Contract Documents provide that all or part of the Work is to 
be Unit Price Work, initially the Contract Price will be deemed to include for all Unit Price Work 
an amount equal to the sum of the unit price for each separately identified item of Unit Price 
Work times the estimated quantity of each item as indicated in the Agreement. The estimated 
quantities of items of Unit Price Work are not guaranteed and are solely for the purpose of 
comparison of Bids and determining an initial Contract Price. Determinations of the actual 
quantities and classifications of Unit Price Work performed by Vendor will be made by Engineer 
and Owner. Each unit price will be deemed to include an amount considered to be adequate to 
cover Vendor’s overhead and profit for each separately identified item. 

13.2. Applications for Pavment. Vendor shall submit to Engineer for review an Application for 
Payment filled out and signed by Vendor covering the Work completed as of the date of the 
application and accompanied by such supporting documentation as is required by the Contract 
Documents. The amount of retainage with respect to progress payments will be as stipulated in 
the Agreement. Engineer will, within 10 days after receipt of each Application for Payment, 
either indicate in writing a recommendation of payment and present to the Owner or return the 
Application to Vendor indicating the reasons for refusing payment. Thirty (30) days after 
presentation of the Application for Payment to Owner, the amount due and payable will be paid 
by Owner to Vendor. 

Owner may refuse to make payment of the full amount recommended by Engineer because 
claims have been made against Owner on account of Vendor; liens have been filed in 
connection with the Work and Vendor has failed have liens discharged in accordance with the 
Agreement; or there are other items entitling Owner to a set-off against the amount 
recommended. 

13.2. Substantial Completion. When Vendor considers the entire Work ready for its intended 
use, Vendor shall notify Owner and Engineer in writing that the entire Work is substantially 
complete (except for items specifically listed by Vendor as incomplete) and request that 
Engineer issue a certificate of Substantial Completion. Promptly thereafter, Owner, Engineer 
and Vendor shall make an inspection of the Work to determine the status of completion. If 
Engineer does not consider the Work substantially complete, Engineer will notify Vendor in 
writing giving the reasons therefore. If Engineer considers the Work substantially complete, 
Engineer will within 14 days after the inspection of the Work execute and deliver to Vendor a 
statement of Substantial Completion. At the time of delivery of the certificate of Substantial 
Completion, Engineer will deliver to Vendor a statement as to division of responsibilities 
pending final payment between Owner and Vendor with respect to security, operation, safety, 
and protection of the Work, maintenance, heat, utilities, insurance, and warranties and 
guarantees. Unless Owner and Vendor subsequently agree otherwise in writing, Engineer’s 
aforesaid statement will be binding on Owner and Vendor until final payment. 

“Substantial Completion” means that the Automated Meter Reading System and training is 
completed to the point that 98% or more of all customer meter readings can be recorded and 
transmitted by the Owner’s representatives on a regular basis in a manner that is satisfactory 
with the Owner. Substantial Completion shall also include the functional integration with existing 
customer billing system with the ability to transmit meter reading information to Sanitation 
District #I.  All performance testing and training need not have been completed prior to the date 
of Substantial Completion. 

00700 
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It is understood that in order to achieve substantial completion Vendor must demonstrate that 
every radio frequency reading device is operable. 

13.3. Partial Utilization. Use by Owner at Owner's option of any substantially completed part of 
the Work which Owner, Engineer, and Vendor agree constitutes a separately functioning and 
usable part of the Work that can be used by Owner for its intended purpose without significant 
interference with Vendor's performance of the remaining Work, may be accomplished prior to 
substantial completion of all the Work. Owner may at any time request Vendor in writing to 
permit Owner to use any such part of the Work which Owner believes to be ready for its 
intended use and substantially complete. If Vendor agrees that such part of the Work is 
substantially complete, Vendor will certify to Owner that such part of the Work is substantially 
complete and request Owner to issue a certificate of Substantial Completion for that part of the 
Work. Vendor at any time may notify Owner in writing that Vendor considers any such part of 
the Work ready for its intended use and substantially complete and request Owner to issue a 
certificate of Substantial Completion for that part of the Work. Within a reasonable time after 
either such request, Owner, Engineer, and Vendor shall make an inspection of that part of the 
Work to determine its status of completion. If the parties are in agreement that the applicable 
part of the Work is substantially complete, the Engineer will issue a certification of Substantial 
Completion of that part of the Work and the division of responsibility in respect thereof and 
access thereto. 

13.4. Final Pavment. After Vendor has, in the opinion of the Engineer, satisfactorily completed 
all corrections and has delivered all maintenance and operating instructions, guarantees, 
certificates or other documents, Vendor may make application for final payment. If, on the 
basis of Engineer's observation of the Work during construction and final inspection, and 
Engineer's review of the final Application for Payment and accompanying documentation as 
required by the Contract Documents, Engineer is satisfied that the Work has been completed 
and Vendor's other obligations under the Contract Documents have been fulfilled, Engineer will 
indicate in writing recommendation of payment and present to Owner for payment. Thirty days 
after presentation to Owner, the amount due and will be paid by Owner to Vendor. Otherwise, 
Engineer will return the Application for Payment to Vendor, indicating in writing the reasons for 
refusing to process final payment, in which case Vendor shall make the necessary corrections 
and resubmit the Application for Payment. 

13.5. Final ComDletion Delaved. If, through no fault of Vendor, final completion of the Work is 
significantly delayed, and if Engineer so confirms, Owner shall, upon receipt of Vendor's final 
Application for Payment, and without terminating the Agreement, make payment of the balance 
due for that portion of the Work fully completed and accepted. 

14. TERMINATION OF WORK. If Vendor is judged as bankrupt or insolvent, or makes a 
general assignment for the benefit of his creditors, or if a trustee or receiver is appointed for 
Vendor or for any of his property, or if Vendor files a petition to take advantage of any debtor's 
act, or to reorganize under the bankruptcy or similar laws, or if Vendor fails to supply suitable 
materials or equipment, or disregards laws, ordinances, rules, regulations, or orders of any public 
body having jurisdiction, or if Vendor otherwise violates any provision of the Contract Documents, 
then Owner may, without prejudice to any other right or remedy and after giving Vendor seven 
days written notice, terminate the services of Vendor. 

Where Vendor's services have been so terminated by Owner, said termination shall not affect 
any rights of Owner against Vendor then existing or which may thereafter accrue. Any retention 
or payment of moneys by Owner due Vendor will not release Vendor from liability. 

~ 
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If, through no act or fault of Vendor, Owner fails to pay Vendor any sum within thirty (30) days of 
its approval and presentation, then Vendor may, upon seven (7) days written notice to Owner, 
stop the Work until Vendor has been paid all amounts then due. 

15. GIVING NOTICE. Whenever any provision of the Contract Documents requires the giving of 
written notice it shall be deemed to have been validly given if delivered in person to the individual 
or to a member of the firm or to an officer of the corporation for whom it is intended, or if 
delivered at or sent by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, to the last business address 
known to him who gave the notice. 

16. COMPUTATION OF TIME. When any period of time is referred to in the Contract 
Documents by days, it shall be computed to exclude the first and include the last day of such 
period. If the last day of any such period falls on a Saturday or Sunday or on a day made a legal 
holiday by the law of the applicable jurisdiction, such day shall be omitted from the computation. 

17. LIMITATIONS. The duties and obligations imposed by these General Conditions and the 
rights and remedies available hereunder, and, in particular but without limitation, the warranties, 
guarantees and obligations imposed upon Vendor and the right and remedies available to Owner 
hereunder shall be in addition to, and shall not be construed in any way as a limitation of, any 
rights and remedies available by law, by special guarantee or by other provisions of the Contract 
Documents. 

18. LEGAL ADDRESSES. The business address of Vendor given in the Bid Form is hereby 
designated as the place to which all notices, letters, and other communication to Vendor will be 
mailed or delivered. The address of Owner appearing hereinbefore is hereby designated as the 
place to which all notices, letters, and other communication to District shall be mailed or 
delivered. Either party may change his address at any time by an instrument in writing delivered 
to the other party. 

19. DISPUTE RESOLUTION. Arbitration will not be acceptable as a means for settling claims, 
disputes, and other matters. 

20. MECHANICS AND OTHER LIENS. Vendor agrees to pay and satisfy all bills and liens which 
Vendor may incur in connection with the performance of the Work. In the event liens are filed 
against any property on which the Work is performed, or in the event that any claim is asserted 
against the Owner as a result of the acts or omissions of the Vendor, the Vendor shall, at its sole 
expense and within ten ( I O )  calendar days from the date on which the Owner notifies the Vendor 
of such filing or assertion, promptly take action to cause the same to be discharged or withdrawn. 

End of Section 

___ 
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EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS AND WAGE RATES 

R-I. GENERAL. This Contract shall be based upon payment by the Vendor and 
his Subcontractors of wage rates not less than the prevailing hourly wage rate for 
each craft or type of workman engaged on the Work as determined by the 
Department of Labor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. 

The Vendor shall comply with the prevailing wage law of Kentucky, Kentucky 
Revised Statutes 337.51 0 to 337.550, including latest amendments thereto. 

The Vendor and each Subcontractor shall keep accurate records indicating the 
hours worked each day by each employee in each classification of work and the 
amount paid each employee for his work in each classification. Such records 
shall be open to the inspection and transcript of the Commissioner of Labor or 
his duly authorized representatives at any reasonable time. These payroll 
records shall not be destroyed or removed from the state for one year following 
completion of the improvement. 

The Vendor and each Subcontractor shall post and keep posted in a 
conspicuous place or places at the construction site a copy or copies of 
prevailing rates of wages and working hours as prescribed in these Contract 

~ I__ Documents. 

If, during the life of this Contract, the prevailing hourly rate of wages is changed 
by the Department of Labor, such change shall not be the basis of any claim by 
the Vendor against the Owner, nor will deductions be made by the Owner 
against sums due the Vendor by reason of any such change. 

The prevailing wage law does not prohibit payment of more than the prevailing 
rate of wages. 

Pursuant to Kentucky Revised Statute 337.540, no laborer, workman, mechanic, 
helper, assistant, or apprentice shall be permitted to work more than 8 hours in 
one calendar day, nor more than 40 hours in one week, except in cases of 
emergency caused by fire, flood, or damage to life or property. Whenever work 
in excess of 8 hours per day or 40 hours per week is required, payment for 
overtime shall be at not less than one and one-half times the prevailing rate of 
wages. 

R-2. PREVAILING WAGES. The following attachment for the wage rate 
schedule is the prevailing wage rate determination made by the Department of 
Labor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky on the designated date, and shall be a 
part of the Contract. 

* -  

__ 
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ATTACHMENT R-I 

The wage rate schedule will be issued by Addendum. 

ATTACHMENT R-1 



Section 01025 

MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT 

1. SCOPE. This section covers methods of measurement and payment for items of 
Work under this section. 

2. GENERAL. The total Bid Price shall cover all Work required by the Contract 
Documents. All costs in connection with the proper and successful completion of the 
Work, including furnishing all materials, equipment, supplies, and appurtenances; 
providing all construction plant, equipment, and tools; and performing all necessary 
labor and supervision to fully complete the Work, shall be included in the unit and lump 
sum prices bid. All Work not specifically set forth as a pay item in the Bid Form shall be 
considered a subsidiary obligation of the Vendor and all costs in connection therewith 
shall be included in the prices bid. 

3. ESTIMATED QUANTITIES. All estimated quantities stipulated in the Bid Form or 
other Contract Documents are approximate and are to be used only as a basis for 
estimating the probable cost of the Work and for the purpose of comparing the bids 
submitted for the Work. The actual amounts of work completed and materials furnished 
under unit price items may differ from the estimated quantities. The basis of payment 
for work and materials will be the actual amount of work done and materials furnished. 
Vendor agrees to make no claims for damages, loss of anticipated profits, or otherwise 
on account of any difference between the amounts of work actually performed and 
materials actually furnished and the estimated amounts therefore. 

4. AMR SYSTEM COMPONENT PAYMENT TERMS. Payment terms for the various 
AMR System components are presented below. 

-~ - 

- -  

4.1 SINGLE METERS, INSIDE. Payment will be made based on removing any 
existing equipment and furnishing and installing each new unit, including all 
materials, and conducting all testing to confirm fully functional radio frequency 
meter reading at each location. 

4.2 SINGLE METERS. OUTSIDE. Payment will be made based on removing any 
existing equipment and furnishing and installing each new unit, including all 
materials, and conducting all testing to confirm fully functional radio frequency 
meter reading at each location. 

4.3 MULTIPLE METERS, INSIDE. Payment will be made based on removing any 
existing equipment and furnishing and installing each new unit, including all 
materials, and conducting all testing to confirm fully functional radio frequency 
meter readings at each location. 

4.4 MULTIPLE METERS, OUTSIDE. Payment will be made based on removing 
any existing equipment and furnishing and installing each new unit, including all 
materials, and conducting all testing to confirm fully functional radio frequency 
meter readings at each location. 

01025 
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4.5 HANDHELD AND MOBILE DATA COLLECTION UNITS. Data collection units 
will be paid for upon delivery and confirmation of operability. 

4.6 FIXED DATA COLLECTION UNITS AND REPEATERS. Fixed data collection 
units and repeaters wiii be paid for upon installation and confirmation of operabiliiy. 
Installation includes furnishing and installing each required unit. 

4.7 FIELD PROGRAMMERS. Field programmers will be paid for upon delivery and 
verification of operability. 

4.8 COMMUNICATION SYSTEM HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE. Communication 
system hardware and software will be paid for upon implementation and verification 
of operation. This will occur no earlier than the first meter readings performed for 
the first regular customers’ billing cycle after substantial completion. 

4.9 TRAINING. Payment for training will be made on a lump sum basis upon 
completion of training hours stipulated in vendor’s bid. 

4.10 FIRST YEAR OPERATIONAL TECHNICAL SUPPORT. Payment for first year 
technical support will be paid upon request after substantial completion of Project 
as defined the General Conditions. 

5. FINAL PAYMENT. Northern Kentucky Water District will retain 10% of all AMR 
System component payments through the term of the Project as stated in the 
Agreement. ~ - -  

(NKWD) 
(ver. 1) 
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
AMR Procurement and Deployment Request for Bids 
AMR System Genera1 and Technical Requirements 

1) PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE 

Northern Kentucky Water District (NKWD or District) is soliciting bids from reputable vendors to 
provide and install an automatic meter reading (AMR) system to read all of the District's retail 
and wholesale water customers. Throughout this General and Technical Requirements, and the 
Bidding Document as a whole, AMR or AMR System will refer to all equipment, computer 
hardware, and software required to support the automatic meter reading of all NKWDs retail 
and wholesale water customers. 

The overall objective of the Bidding Documents is to select the vendor and equipment that 
represents the best value to NKWD, realizing that the best solution is one that responds to both 
current and future needs. In general, the project's objective will be achieved by selecting a 
system that: 

J Will read Neptune and Sensus meters. 

J Will be compatible with other manufacturers' reading systems. 

J Is adaptable to future technology. 
J Is backed by a reputable, experienced firm that will support NKWD during deployment 

and throughout the life of the system. 

2) BACKGROUND 
NKWD currently serves over 80,000 customers in Kenton and Campbell Counties. The service 
territory is diverse ranging from urban areas to less populated rural areas. The terrain varies 
from flat along the river valleys to rugged and hilly. 

NKWD currently captures meter readings through two different reading methods: touch-read, 
and automatic meter reading (AMR). The vast majority of NKWD meters are read through an 
encoder register connected to a touch pad using a Sensus hand-held interrogator (interrogator). 
The interrogator reads both the Sensus and Neptune meters. There are approximately 79,500 
touch-read meters in the system. 

Approximately 500 accounts concentrated in the monthly billing sub-district section of the 
District are read using the Sensus' AMR RadioRead System. Meter readings are captured using 
a hand-held, radio interrogator. 
Meter Reading Process 
As of September 30, 2006 there are 80,000 meters that must be read regularly to prepare 
customer invoices. Roughly 50% of these meters are manufactured by Sensus Metering 
Systems, Inc. with the remainder manufactured by Neptune Technology Group, Inc. 
Approximately 97% of these accounts are read quarterly with the remainder read monthly. 

Approximately 66,000 of the District's meters are located in outside meter pits. The remaining 
meters are located inside customers' buildings. 

NKWD employees collect over 345,700 meter readings per year as shown in table 1 below. 
Meter readings are taken by two different groups within NKWD: Meter Reading and Field 

. L  
L Service. 
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
AMR Procurement and Deployment Request for Bids 
AMR System General and Technical Requirements 

Total Annual Meter Readings 

The Meter Reading Group is responsible for the regular quarterly and monthly reads. Meter 
Readers capture over 336,400 meter readings in support of customer invoicing. There are five 
full-time Meter Readers capturing regular meter readings. When not gathering routine meter 
readings, meter readers assist with customer requested meter readings and other activities. 

In addition to these regular readings, NKWD responds to customer requested meter readings. 
These customer requested readings are for account closings (final reads), and billing disputes. 
It is estimated that the District responds to over 9,300 customer requested readings. The Field 
Service Group handles customer requested readings in addition to its other duties such as 
meter installations, service disconnections, collections, and customer leak detection. There are 
eight Field Service Representatives that are available to respond to customer requested meter 
readings, but on average, two or three Field Service Representatives are performing this task 

NKWD follows a standard meter reading approach. First, the account information is retrieved 
from the District's customer information system. Next the account information is transferred in 
batch form to a PC running Sensus AutoRead Software (Sensus PC). This software takes the 
AMR account information, and "reconfigures" it so that it can be uploaded to the Interrogators. 
The meter reader then takes the loaded interrogator and captures the meter reading. Once 
finished reading, all the captured meter reading information is downloaded from the interrogator 
back into the Sensus PC. The meter reading information is then configured into a batch file to 
be transferred back to the AMR where it will be used to prepare regular customer invoices. The 
process just described is carried out on a daily basis. The number of accounts loaded into the 
interrogator typically represents one day's work for a meter reader. 

Customer requested meter reads are conducted differently. A Service Order is created by 
Account Service, and forward to the Field Services group. A Field Service Representative takes 
the Service Order and takes a meter reading using a Sensus PocketPro interrogator. The meter 
reading is recorded on the Service Order, and the Service Order is returned to Account Service. 
Account Service uses the reading to prepare a final bill, make a customer billing adjustment, or 
respond to a customer inquiry. 

-_ on a daily basis. 
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
AMR Procurement and Deployment Request for Bids 
AMR System General and Technical Requirements 

3) MANDATORY AMR SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

NKWD has established four (4) mandatory requirements related to the AMR System. 
Respondents must be able to verify through their bid submittal that they meet these four 
mandatory requirements stated below. 

t System must work with existing installed meter base (Neptune and Sensus meters). 

t System must be compatible with other manufacturers’ meters. 

t System must readily interface with NKWDs Advance Utility Billing System. 

t System must be Microsoft SQL database compliant. 

4) 
The following list presents NKWDs AMR System deployment and operational requirements. 
Ability to meet these requirements must be presented in the Vendor’s bid. 

t Deployment of mobile radio, fixed radio, combination of mobile and fixed radio, or 
other automatic meter reading system (AMR) installed to read NKWDs customers’ 
meters as specified. 

I Radio frequency meter reading device (RF Device) compatible with Sensus and 
Neptune meters, and at least one other manufacturer’s meter. 

t RF devices that can be installed in NKWD meter pits or in customers’ buildings. 
When installed in outside pits, ideally, the transponder should be flush mounted on 
top of the pit lid making use of the existing predrilled hole. 

t Mobile and handheld data collection units (DCUs) that capture signal from the RF 
Devices and record necessary meter reading and other related information including 
but not limited to actual meter reading, tamper detection, and leak detection 

t Field programmers or other devices required to configure RF Devices 

t Communication system that transfers data to and from DCUs to the utility billing 
system. 

t Required system software to operate and maintain AMR System. Software shall 
operate in Microsoft Windows operating system environment, and be Microsoft SQL 
database compliant. Hardware requirements and specifications required to run 
system software shall be presented in vendor’s bid. 

I Training of NKWD personnel to effectively and efficiently operate the AMR system 

t Technical and customer support to cover the AMR System for at least 10 years 

t Ability to upgrade to all components and software for at least 10 years. 

AMR SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
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ntucky Water DistTict 
AMR Procurement and Deployment Request for Bids 
AMR System General and Technical Requirements 

b Appropriate guarantees (at least 10 years) on equipment, including batteries, and at 
least an additional 10 warranty on batteries. 

b Ample supply of equipment and components stored on NKWD location to support 
warranty replacements. 

b Vendor shall supply any FCC or other communications licenses necessary to 
operate AMR system. 

b Ten copies of documentation for equipment and software should be provided in both 
paper and electronic format. Electronic shall be pdf files. 

b Detailed Deployment Plan showing installation schedule, approach, and procedures. 
Plan should document installation training, safety requirements, and installer 
identification badges. The plan shall provide approach for dealing with customer 
complaints. 

b Vendor shall document existing conditions with NKWD prepared forms and digital 
pictures. 

b Vendor shall provide GPS location coordinates of installed meters including the 
following level of detail. Latitude of Sub-meter accuracy, in Decimal format, with a 
precision of 1 .OE-8, Longitude of Sub-meter accuracy, in Decimal format, with a 
precision of 1.OE-8, CIS Meter Number, and AMR Device Number. 

_II_ 
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Case No. 2008-- 
Exhibit B 

NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
WATER DISTRICT 

Kenton and Campbell Counties 
184-03 11 

CERTIFIED STATEMENTS 
Affidavit 

Franchises 

Plan Review and Permit Status 

Easements and Right-of-way Status 

Construction Dates and Proposed Date In Service 

Plant Retirements 



AFFIDAVIT 
Automated Meter Reading Project 

Affiant, Jack Bragg, Jr., being the first duly sworn, deposes and says that he is the Vice 
President of Finance of the Northern Kentucky Water District, which he is the Applicant 
in the proceeding styled above; that he has read the foregoing “Automated Meter Reading 
Project” Application and knows the contents thereof, and that the same is true of his own 
knowledge, except as to matters which are therein stated on information or belief, and 
that is to those matters he believes them to be true. 

sident - Finance 
Northern Ky. Water District 

Subscribed and sworn to before me in said County to be his act and deed by Jack Bragg, 
Jr., Vice President of Finance of the Northern Kentucky Water District, this -__I 

d7& dayof WR& 2008. 

$AM- k’; ; , ’ > i, ,, I !  2 ; , -  

NOTARY PUBLIC 
Kenton County, Kentucky . .  

. .  My commission expires / .3-a oi , I  

. ,  



. .  

Franchises required -None 

Plan Review and Permit Status - The District has reviewed and approved the specifications 
prepared by HDR Engineers titled “Automated Meter Reading System” dated July 2007. 

Approval from the Division of Water is not required. 

Easements and Right-of-way Status - Easement and Right-of-way statements are not 
required. 

Start date of construction - assumed June 2008 

ProDosed date in service -assumed June 2009 completion 

Plant retirements -None 

2835 Crescent Springs Rd Erlanger, KY 41018 (859) 578-9898 Fax (859) 578-5456 





Case No. 2008-- 
Exhibit C 

NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
WATER DISTRICT 

Project 
Auhmatd Medo Reading 

Kenton and Campbell Counties 
184-03 11 

BID INFORMATION AND BOARD RESOLUTION 

Bid Tabulation 

Engineer’s Recommendation of Award 

Board Resolution 



ITEMS CONCERNING BID INFORMATION AND BOARD RESOLUTION 

- The bid opening was September 20,2007 and the bid tabulation is attached 

The Engineer’s Recommendation of Award is attached. 

The Board Resolution from the March 24,2008 meeting is attached. 

- 

- 

2835 Crescent Springs Rd Erlanger, KY 41018 (859) 578-9898 Fax (859) 578-5456 
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NORTHERN KENTUCKY 
WATER DISTRICT 

Proiect 
Aatovaanted Meter R&dkdhg 

Kenton and Campbell Counties 
184-0311 

Bid Tabulation 



,.....,, 

BIB TAB 

CONTRACTOR 

ltron 

Badger I Orion 

Sensus IC.1. Thornburg 

Neptune I VSI 

Data-Matic 

Northern Kentucky Water District 
Automatic Meter Reading 

One Year Deployment I Mobil 

March 24,2008 

BID AMOUNT 

$6,760,700.81 Conditional ($7,367,806.70) 

$7,351.656.79 

$8,146,357.08 

$8,42?,850.00 Conditional 

No Bid 
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Kenton and Campbell Counties 
184-03 1 1 

Engineer’s Recommendation of Award 
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March 21,2008 

. .  
, .  

.. . Northern Kentgcky'Water District. . '  

' 

2835 Crescencsprings Road , .  

. .  

Erlanger, Kentucky . .  41018 

Re: Automatic Meter Reading.System Selection 

. .  
, . .  . .  

. .  . .  
.. . . ,  

. .  . . .  

Dea&r. Wetherell: . .  

This correspondence has been prepared in accordance'with the recent 
recommendation o f  the,Badger Orion AMR System 3y the NorthFm Kentucky 
Water District AMR Sele&on Cornmitt&.. &e.selection &mmitt&e went 
tko igh  ti rigorous evaiiiation'proc+sq i i i ld ing  coiti e.jaluatior;s;.inten;~e~s; 
demonstrations, site visits;and reference checks to dete&ine their final 
recogmiendation.. . .  

I con& with the reco&nendation of the B 
this selection will meet'the gbals and obje 

. .  

. ,  

. .  

. ,  . ' 

. .  
. .  

. .  
. .  

. .  . .  , , . .  

'Orion AMR System and feel that 
f the water District. . .  . .  . .  , 

__ -̂. 

, . .  , , .  . ,  , .  

. .  
. ,  . .  

., sincirely, .- 
. .  

. .  
. .  

. .  
, .  . ,  , ... --LbwkwT%. . ,  

:, ' .  ~ ' ,  " ' .  

. .  Thomas Jakubowski. 

. .  
HDR Senior Program Manager. , 

HDR 1 auesr 
HDR Engineeriag. Ino 
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
Board of Commissioners Meeting 

March 24,2008 

A regular meeting of the Board of Commissioners of the Northern Kentucky Water 
District was held on March 24, 2008 at the District’s facility located at 2835 Crescent Springs 
Road in Erlanger, Kentucky. All Commissioners were present. Also present were Ron Lovan, 
Bari Joslyn, Richard Harrison, Jack Bragg, Mark Lofland, Bill Wulfeck, Amy Kramer, Jim 
Dierig, Bob Buhrlage, Mary Carol Wagner, Amy Matracia, Chris Wetherell, Tim Koenig, Todd 
Schulkers, Donna Marlin, Randy Kellinghaus, Joe Boyle and Charles Pangbum. 

Commissioner Macke called the meeting to order. 

Commissioner Koester led those in attendance in the Pledge of Allegiance 

Chief Tim Koenig of the Erlanger Fire Department thanked the Board and the District for 
the District’s contribution to the Erlanger Fire Department’s high rating in its recent IS0 
inspection. 

The Board recognized Randy Kellinghaus on the occasion of his completion of 35 years 
of dedicated and faithful service lo the District. 

The Board recognized and thanked Joe Boyle on the occasion of his retirement for over 
27 years of dedicated and faithfnl service to the District. 

The Board recognized Commissioner Koester for his leadership as Chairman of the 
Board over the past two years. 

Donna Marlin, Manager of the Drinking Water Branch of the Kentucky Division of 
Water, delivered a presentation to the Board on drinking water regulations and changes. 

The Board reviewed correspondence received and articles published since the last regular 
Board meeting on February 21,2008. 

On motion of Commissioner Koester, seconded by Conmissioner Jackson, the Board 
unanimously approved the minutes for the regular Board meeting held on February 21,2008. 

On motion of Commissioner Wagner, seconded by Commissioner Sommerkamp, and 
after discussion, the Board unanimously approved the expenditures of the District for the month 
of Febmary, 2008. 

On motion of Commissioner Sommerkamp, seconded by Commissioner Koester, and 
after discussion, the Board unanimously agreed to award the Hazelwood Drive Water Main 
Replacement Project to Jack G e m e r  & Son, Inc. and authorized the District staff to execute 

~ appropriate contract documents. 



On motion of Commissioner Collins, seconded by Commissioner Jackson, and after 
discussion, the Board unanimously agreed to award the Waterworks Road 30-inch Water Main 
Replacement Project to Smith & Brown Contractors, Inc. and authorized the District staff to 
execute appropriate contract documents. 

On motion of Commissioner Koester, seconded by Commissioner Wagner, and after 
discussion, the Board unanimously agreed to retain Brandstetter Carroll, Inc. to design the 2008 
Newport Main Replacement Project and authorized the District staff to execute appropriate 
engineering contract documents. 

On motion of Commissioner Sommerkamp, seconded by Commissioner Wagner, and 
after discussion, the Board unanimously agreed to retain HDWQuest to design the PortabIe 
Generator Project and authorized the District staff to execute appropriate engineering contract 
documents. 

On motion of Commissioner Koester, seconded by Commissioner Sommerkamp, and 
after discussion, the Board unanimously agreed to award the Dudley Pump Station Motor # 7 
Replacement Project to Matlock Electric and authorized the District staff to execute appropriate 
contract documents. 

On motion of Commissioner Wagner, seconded by Commissioner Koester, and after 
discussion, the Board unanimously agreed to award the Automated Meter Reading System 
Project to Badger Meter, Inc. for the purchase of the Badgerlorion Mobile System with a 1-year 
deploymeiit and authorized the District staff to execute appropriate contract documents. 

+ 
-_ -. 

Commissioner Collins departed the meeting. 

On motion of Commissioner Koester, seconded by Commissioner Sommerkamp, and 
after discussion, the Board unanimously agreed to award the purchase of the specified meter 
items to the highlighted companies listed on the attached three-page Bid Tab and authorized the 
District staff to execute appropriate contract documents. 

The Board reviewed the District’s financial reports and Department reports. 

Other matters of a general nature were discussed. 

On motion of Commissioner Wagner, seconded by Commissioner Sommerkamp, the 
Board unanimously agreed to adjourn the meeting. 

CHAIRMAN SECRETARY 
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, 

Project Information: 

There will be zero new customers added and no revenue effect as a result of the Automated 
Meter Reading Project. 

Project Description: The project includes a retrofit installation of approximately 81,000 
transmitters and antenna in the meter setting to support an automated meter reading system. 
Along with the transmitters, the reading system consists of drive-by radio reading equipment 
and software. 

Fmanciak The project will be Emanced by the District’s Bond 2006, PSC Reference No. 104 
“Radio Read Meters for Newport Area” with a budget of $800,000; plus BAN 2007, PSC 
Reference No. 106 “Radio Read Meters for Kenton & Campbell Areas 2006” with a budget of 
$800,000; and $5,900,000 from a Keutucky Infimtmw Authority loan. The cost includes 
installation and contingencies. A summay of the project costs is provided below 

o Vendor’s Bid $7,351,656.79 
o Misc. & Contingencies $ 148,343.21 

__I____ 

Total Project Cost $7,500,000.00 

The total project cost of $7,500,000 will fall under Uniform System of Accounts Code 334 for 
“Meter and Meter Insta.Uation”. 

The District will not incur additional operating and maintenance costs for the Automated 
Meter Reading project. A reduction in costs is anticipated. Based on HDR’s Meter Feasibility 
Study ( Exhibit A, Appendix E ) under the current quarterly meter reading and billing 
schedule a payback period of approximately 17 years would be anticipated. However, the 
District is positioning its meter reading inhstructure to migmte to a monthly meter reading 
and billing schedule that would accelerate &e payback period to approximately 8 years. 

Annual depreciation and debt service after installation are as follows: 

Depreciation $490,OOO/year over 15 years 
Debt Service $765,OOO/year ($667,000 for 10 years, $98,000 for 25 years) 

2835 Crescent Springs Rd Erlanger, KY 41018 (859) 578-9898 Fax (859) 578-5456 
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Pending - Will send as soon as complete in April 
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Northern Kentucky Water District 
Balance Sheet 

As of February 29,2008 

ASSETS 
CURRENT ASSETS 

Cash and Cash Equivalents 

Accured Interest Receivable 
Accounts Receivable 

Customers 
Unbilled Customers 
Other 

Assessments Receivable 
Inventory Supplies for New Installation 

and Maintenance, at Cost 
Prepaid Items 

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 

RESTRICTED ASSETS 
BoondFlorence Settlement Account 
Bond Proceeds Fund 
Debt Service Reserve Account 
Debt Service Account 
Improvement, Repair & Replacement 

TOTAL RESTRICTED ASSETS 
NONCURRENT ASSETS 

Miscellaneous Deferred Charges 
Capital assets: 
Land, System, Buildings and Equipment 
Construction in Progress 
Total capital assets before accumulated depreciation 

.~ Less Accumulated Depreciation 
Total capital assets before accumulated depreciation 

TOTAL NONCURRENT ASSETS 

TOTAL ASSETS 

2008 2007 

$11,445,289 $6,053,874 

2,985,062 2,940,083 
4,200,000 4,200,000 

38,892 21,839 
77,906 73,008 

1,282,919 1,186,985 
270,666 503,247 

20,300,734 14,979,036 

2,812,525 3,061,386 
17,065,574 12,021,547 
13,158,404 12,909,842 
1,256,349 1,487,639 
3,461,739 1,462,047 

37,754,591 30,942,461 

9,132,339 10,136,734 

283,207,363 278,048,862 
32.638,288 13.41 1,121 

315,845,651 291,459.983 

(64,439,698) (59,218.992) 
251,405.953 232,240,991 
260,538,292 242,377,725 

318,593,617 288,299,222 

Prepared by WS 



Northern Kentucky Water District 
Balancesheet 

As of February 29,2008 

2008 2007 

LIABILITIES AND RETAINED EARNINGS 

CURRENT LIABILITIES 
Current Pofilon of Long Term Debt 
Accounts Payable 
Accured Payroll 8 Liabilities 
Other Accrued Liabilities 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 
CURRENT LIABILITIES PAYABLE 

FROM RESTRICTED ASSETS 
Accounts Payable 
Accured Interest Payable 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES PAYABLE 

LONG-TERM DEBT 
FROM RESTRICTED ASSETS 

Long-Term Portion of Bonded Indebtedness 
Bond Anlicipation Notes Payable 
Note Payable - Taylor Mill 
Deferred Note Payable 

TOTAL LONG-TERM DEBT 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 

TOTAL NET ASSETS 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 

Unrestricted Retained Earnings 

$6,023,000 $277,000 
1,276,966 1,509,565 

171,316 215,457 
74,926 79,128 

7,546,210 2,081,150 

1,586,628 
1,028,103 

858,107 
592,695 

2,614,731 1,450.802 

156,805,000 168,128,000 

1,625,000 1,875,000 
27,165,000 

100,000 100,000 
185,695,000 170,103,000 

195,855,941 173,634,952 
94,021,049 85,813,277 

122,872,041 114,664,269 

31 8,727,962 286,299,221 

Prepared by WS 
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